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Abstract
Employing a practice-based and performative mode of inquiry, this research examines a
particular slippage of identity within durational, visual art performance prompting a
reassessment of dominant theories of presence, character and persona. The research builds on
common terminology of the alter ego and philosophies of alterity, extending the conception of a
segmented, layered or constructed other-self within performance practice. This dichotomy
between the I and she of the performance, noticed but never notated over years of my practice,
propelled the development of a new body of work, providing a means to narrow in on a
conceptualization and definition of the term alterself. The thesis indicates distinctions
underdeveloped in the field; a hypothesis of selfness reaching toward alterself is often omitted
from visual art discourse or misappropriated from theatrical theory.
The core of the research is located in artistic practice. New visual performance work of various
durations, solo and collaborative, situated in an array of public sites provides a cross-section of
established methods and techniques from which to identify the alterself, as well as determine
the circumstances of its emergence. The experience of the performer is substantiated by
reflective and critical analysis of live encounters with other artists’ work, including Amanda
Coogan, Kira O’Reilly, John Court, Marina Abramović, Ann Hamilton, collaborative duo Hancock
& Kelly, and companies Punchdrunk and Circus Amok. These artists provide a comparative study
in at least one strand of investigation in the research: immersion, duration, or visual spectacle.
Indeed, conditions of the alterself require a layering of these strands to comprise an embodied
scale of connection: a deep focus (micro), a sustained intimacy with another (meso), and a sense
of awe or marvel (macro). Experimentation within this range foregrounds the circumstances
which allow the seeping potentials of the alterself to flicker into perception.
The thesis also draws on extended interviews with the artists with whom I regularly collaborate,
allowing the research to engage additional perspectives within the frame. Each collaborator—
Terese Longva from Norway, Philippe Wozniak from Germany and Dr. Robert Bingham from the
USA—share their experiences as co-performers, and contribute supplementary questions and
insights within the investigation. Longva approaches the research as a fellow durational
performer with a visual art background, and Wozniak and Bingham provide alternative
perspectives as a musician/composer and dance artist/researcher, respectively. Elaborated from
the research process are further linkages to contemporary theorists, including Adam Alston,
Claire Bishop, Amy E. Hughes, Adrian Heathfield, Laura U. Marks, Lauren Berlant, Amelia Jones
and Erin Manning (with references to John Dewey, Guy Debord, Henri Bergson, Jacques Lacan
and Jean-Luc Nancy), which construct a sturdy bricolage of theoretical underpinnings in order to
distinguish new conceptual directions of shifting subjectivity in performance identity.
Practice-based aspects of the research, presented internationally at galleries and festivals, are
positioned in the field of visual art performance, contributing findings and methods to
practitioners and scholars of performance, as well as those in related fields of spatial, durational
and social practices. Inclusion in several international conferences, journals and symposia
generates further interaction with the fields of Costume Design, Fashion Theory, Visual Cultures
and Feminist Studies to unpick larger issues of materiality, embodiment and identity across
disciplines. The alterself provides a link between the concrete, corporeal material of
performance work and the attributes of the unknowable therein. She is there, embodied,
willful, but equally immaterial and fleeting. She is the signified other—inside, intertwined,
superimposed—in the performance-reality and to the performer-self. This Is She.
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Introduction • Towards Alignment
Slipping into character is easy. When I was young it was Hand, just a bare-armed puppet, who
deflected the stings of my unkind and sexist sixth-grade math teacher, winning him over with
sarcastic commentary and bad jokes. Later, there was the Truth Teller, who squawked like a
parrot, and in rapid staccato phrasing distilled tense situations to the core that we, roommates
and friends inside the conflict, were hesitant to admit. A more recent iteration is Aunt Hariloo,
who amuses the little kids in my life with her brash and unabashed charm. Brushing all the hair
over my face and securing it with oversized sunglasses, Aunt Hariloo materializes whenever she
is called, to regale the kids with her gravel-voiced accounts of the exciting and faraway places
she visits—from pizzerias in medieval Italian towns, to thermal hot springs in Iceland. Aunt
Hariloo is born of stories to entertain at the breakfast table, but blink and she’s gone, my hair
back in place, acting incredulous that I’ve just missed her again.1 As the kids got older, other
characters presented, including Belinda Josapine Raye, an awkward 13-year-old girl. She was
boy-crazy and picked her nose in public, straddling the cusp between teenager and child, like the
kids themselves at that point. Belinda was visiting one morning, sharing a silly story, when the
oldest boy ran from the room, shaking and crying. He was savvy enough at that age to know it
was another character that I was playing, but he was scared and insistent, “It doesn’t seem like
you. It doesn’t seem like you.” Belinda was retired on the spot as I realized my ability to be fully
committed to—and convincing as—a character, even as I encourage the slippage between I and
she to be obvious and part of the fun. My skill of shifting into a character is innate, unpolished; it
is easy, a parlor trick, and does not, for me as an artist and performer, amount to more than
that. I am not interested, within the scope of this research, in how my self, in or out of character,
convinces the observer; yet, I am wholly invested in the times when I convince myself.
Although these personalities initiate in the realm of a defined and perhaps larger-than-life
character, the ways they inhabit an agenda within the flow of my personal life may edge them
toward a presence or a persona, as related to connections both intra- and interpersonal,
respectively. Yet, when I experience a slip in my own selfness, from the inside, it does not occur
within the isolated constructs of character, presence nor persona—even as these distinctions
move closer to my known and knowing self. My ongoing curiosity about and early inklings of the
multiple aspects of the self dovetail with correspondent experimentation specifically within my
performance practice.

It’s an Act, but It’s Real
Enter, CocoRose. Armored with a drag-worthy mask of feminine allure—platinum beehive hair,
glittered lips and eyelashes—CocoRose is adept at connecting to her adoring audience, real or
imagined. Within the tenderness of the moment, longing, innuendo, desire and regret are vividly
embodied. Coco never speaks. Yet when she lip-syncs, merging with the vocalist, her story is
revealed in the lyrics of bygone ballads. She signals to her loyal companion Sonny, who refills her
cocktail and adjusts the sound system. A forgotten rendition of That’s Life or Windmills of My
Mind emerges over of the rumble of the audience rushing past in the shopping mall or out on
the sidewalk. She performs a few times, unexpectedly to small groups in the lobby and upon
request queued up for the restroom. CocoRose is deliberately complex and difficult to reduce,
but among her defining characteristics are scripted specifics: her age (older), gender (somewhat
ambiguous), and manner (a play on the prudish sexuality and extreme genderization of the
1950s and early 1960s). Joining her retro exterior of restraint are oblique references to “low art”
performance genres such as vaudeville, side shows, and peep shows. Her specifics of character,
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however, do not affix to a narrative already comprised; they rather set loose the potential of the
undetermined. No one knows exactly what Coco will do next. Her irreducibility is meant to
unsettle the definable territory of the theatrical. Even so, the character CocoRose was originally
conceived and scripted for a dance theater work I Think I’ll Play Myself, developed by dance
scholar and practitioner Dr. Robert Bingham. In the years since, CocoRose has become the
subject of various collaborations: another dance theater work as well as video projects, on-going
social media presence, and durational performances for public spaces,2 nudging Coco from the
realm of theatrical character toward presence and persona in the latter works’ extended
timeframe, focus and intimacy.
As in the best performances, in every genre, this is an act, but it’s real. That sentiment became
the tag line for the whole CocoRose project, in media and print publicity for the performances,
as well as a kind of default mission statement. As an embodied resonance, CocoRose rearticulates the social constructs of identity-making, as she plays into expectations of the diva or
the vamp. Yet, performing in the Designer Shoe Warehouse entryway on Manhattan’s 14th
Street, her visual excess in tandem with a restraint of expression unmoors those same
expectations, as set forth by feminist scholar Judith Butler. Her theories of gender construction
remind us that “[o]n the street or in the bus, the act becomes dangerous… precisely because
there are no theatrical conventions to delimit the purely imaginary character of the act…”3 The
slippery edge of constructing a specific character that is then set loose in the world of unknowns
ruptures the oppositional forces of scripted to unprescribed (and by extension, self to other),
upending social norms, much like those set forth in Erving Goffman’s notion of the
“dramaturgical”4 self. Goffman framed social modus as theatrical performance, suggesting that
it is through the roles we all take on that allow us to know the other, and ultimately know
ourselves. CocoRose, though thoughtfully crafted and well-prepared, is perhaps not so far from
Aunt Hariloo.

An Experience “More-Than” Self
During a symposium facilitated as part of this research, All By Our Selves, Bingham presented a
paper tracing several accounts of personal self-shifting, including his co-creation CocoRose. In
closing, Bingham notes,
As an artist I gravitated to processes that provoked the feeling … of unfixing selves to allow other
selves to emerge, through characters, personae, embodied expressions of clashing motivations.
These were projections based in the curious probing of structures for coming alive to the
5
sensuous field of selves and world. They were acts but they were real.

Bingham speaks of a multiplicity, where selves oscillate and vary in tandem with their contexts,
not unlike the distinct circumstances for and functions of character, presence and persona I
suggest in my own research. Even more significant, perhaps, is that Bingham names and claims
the embodied experience of the performer as paramount in this understanding of sliding selves;
the feeling in this “sensuous field” defines the act of worlding. Bingham’s ideas reiterate
theories that ground my research within a performative paradigm that integrates the Radical
Empiricist lineage of philosophers John Dewey and Erin Manning as well as Feminist New
Materialism led by Donna Haraway and Karen Barad. These thinkers re-establish relations of the
material, including bodies that sense, along with discursive constructs to activate a dynamic and
mutual emergence. Goffman and Butler’s positions, in this case, are extended beyond the
linguistic paradigm, to reframe the interaction of discourse, culture, material and matter
without privilege. Karen Barad, a forerunner in Feminist New Materialism, bends Butler’s
definition of the performative toward a “materialist…elaboration that allows matter its due as
an active participant in the world’s becoming”6 arguing that Butler’s position is flawed if material
2

or matter is accepted as simply passive to social coding.7 Barad explicitly claims that “[l]anguage
has been granted too much power.”8 She continues by calling out “[t]he linguistic turn, the
semiotic turn, the interpretative turn, the cultural turn” in favoring only one half of the
discourse/material duality.9 Echoing this point, while focusing specifically on live art practice, is
scholar Richard Schechner who, through the lens of Performance Studies, rejigs the discursive
turn with a return to the body, “…language is derivative from embodied behavior. Text…is
secondary; the body is first.”10 Bingham, like all my collaborators in this research, calls attention
to the primacy of the body as the site of experience and perception, while also engaging the
“curious probing of structures” that co-constitute meaning in our work. My research and
findings lean into the complexity and entanglement of Barad’s “material-discursive” 11 coproduction, in which matter and concept come into being together.
In performing my sculptural, durational work as addressed in this thesis, I can encounter a
slippage of self in a manner that is not only conceptualized and theorized, but is actually
experienced—felt—stretching the potential understanding of selfness toward the ‘intra-action’12
between discursive practices and material phenomena. Erin Manning, a contemporary
philosopher and practitioner, bridges these concepts of relationality and emergence from the
discipline of scientific thinking toward the realm of art making. Manning’s theoretical sensibility
has accompanied me throughout this research, as I find a deep correspondence not only with
the ideas she presents, but also the manner of her articulation. Manning turns her suppositions
towards evidencing in art—dance and fiber installation and video performance—inasmuch as
she offers an artistry in the writing; her theoretical texts have a poetry in the cadence,
repetition, and precise word choice. When she suggests, “[f]eeling is what lures experience into
a tendency-to-form”13 I both understand it and feel it as parallel to my findings: perception is
shaped in conjunction with the sensing body. In the practice-based aspects of my research, the
particular slippage of self is experienced and considered not simply as an assertion of character,
not just a deepened presence, and not even the layered persona, but something other than
those distinctions, something that combines to become an experience “more-than,”14 to use
another Manning term to suggest potential beyond measure. This emergent other-self connects
the materiality of a performance with the conception of the unknowable. I have termed this an
alterself. Whereas in the expression of character, presence and persona I may convince the
observer, here, in the experience of an alterself, I am the one convinced.

Research Aims and Overview: the Scale of Connection and the Alterself Experience
The research originated in the dichotomy between the I (artist/self) and she (performer/other)
of the performance, noticed but never notated over years of my practice. Developing a new
body of work provided a means to narrow in on a conceptualization and definition of the
experience of alterself, as well as determine the circumstances of its emergence. Employing a
practice-based methodology, the research simmers and distills the phenomenon as a particular
slippage of identity within durational visual art performance, extending the conception of a
segmented, layered or constructed other-self in performance practice. The conception of the
alterself thereby prompts a reassessment of dominant theories of presence, character and
persona. Surveyed in discrete chapters, conditions of the alterself include a layering of
connectivity across a range of scope: a deep, immersive focus (micro), an awe-filled sense of the
spectacular (macro), and a shared intimacy with another (meso). Full saturation across this
embodied “scale of connection” effectively disperses the predetermined self, allowing in the
seeping potential of the alterself. The scale serves as a guideline for alignment, like a registration
mark in CMY color printing. Any single aspect—immersion, spectacle, intimacy—has potential to
affect the field of perception on its own. Briefly following this analogy, for example, the micro
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aspect of deep focus inscribes an image in cyan on the blank page. Likewise, a magenta layer of
spectacle, and yellow layer of intimacy can each independently mark the page, as well as exist in
combined double layers, generating new shapes, textures and color overlays. However, with a
precision of alignment across the whole scale, brought forward from the experimentation within
the research, the full-color vibrancy of the alterself emerges.
As detailed in the following chapter summaries, defining each aspect of the scale was a
significant part of moving the research forward. Questioning the performance conditions that
cultivate shifts in self-awareness, I took note of the subtle hues which supported or hindered the
emergence of an alterself, building strategically on older pieces and nurturing collaborative
partnerships. The practice engaged multiple techniques, situating in various places (regional and
international locations), sites (venues vs. public spots) and practices (solo vs. collaborative) to
test and track the nuances of the alterself. My own experience from within the performance is
substantiated by multiple interviews with my collaborators during and between iterations of
new work. Additional information was sourced from live encounters with other artists’ work,
providing a comparative study in at least one strand of investigation in the research: immersion,
duration, or a heightened visual element. Traveling across the UK, I directly experienced the
work by contemporary practitioners who became significant in defining each aspect. The
contextual research focused on these circumstances in order to ultimately arrive at a definition
of the alterself experience in durational visual art performance. Troubling notions of subjectivity
and selfness, the alterself extends notions of identity through performative, material and
feminist methodologies.

Chapter 1: Micro | Intrapersonal | Flow | Immersion | Presence
Synthesizing the writings of contemporary theorists Adam Alston concerning immersive theatre
in the current “experience economy” and Claire Bishop on social practices and participatory art,
as well as philosopher John Dewey’s theory of “art as experience” and Michael
Csikszentmihalyi’s concept of “Flow,” this chapter launches from a first-hand account of a tour
behind the scenes in the massive Walt Disney World laundry facility. Suggesting that genuine
immersion in a meditative task is essential for an alterself experience, the research includes
analysis of performance works by Ann Hamilton, Punchdrunk, and Marina Abramović alongside
my own recent work, Red We (2017-8) as related to these theoretical and contextual
underpinnings. A funneling focus, on its own, offers an embodied experience of deepened
presence for the performer and, within this flow of tasking without trappings, is often the
signifier of what trends as “authentic” performance, yet is only the first condition necessary for
an alterself experience.
Early in the research process, the concept of presence provided a pivot from which to evaluate
three points of reference: the cult-status of the Marina Abramović MoMA retrospective which
names the tendency of performance presence quite literally in her work, The Artist is Present
versus my own experience witnessing this work live. These were contextualized by art historian
and performance scholar Amelia Jones’ sharp critique of this performance. Jones takes issue
with the surge of popular trending around presence:
Many performance studies scholars (as well as many art historians who study performance) claim
that performance acts are special because they are temporal and seemingly immediate: they
seem to present the body directly to viewers […] Within discourses around performance, such
mystifying rhetoric is widespread—again, exemplified by the Abramović show and the lack of
15
criticality in the responses to it across popular and art media.”
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In seeking to define the alterself in visual art performance, I align with the exacting criticality of
Jones. She provides an intellectual ballast in denying mythology or popularity as an analytic
device for artwork. As a practitioner, I, too, identify this rhetoric as potentially undermining the
value of rigorous technique in creating live images. I also agree that presence, the artist simply
being there, or even deeply connected to the self-in-flow, does not capture the spectrum of my
own experience within performance. And yet, having experienced the Abramović work live, I
question Jones’ unrelenting criticism of the performance,16 more than the social relations it
reflects. In her attempt to unhinge performance from its singular status of authentic expression,
Jones veers toward the discursive; she suggests that “the writing of histories of performance,
carefully thought through, can be just as affecting and effective as the experience of
performance itself.”17 This statement troubles me as a practitioner. Jones’ seeming
misunderstanding of the experience of performance-making18 provoked my search for the morethan she was intimating, yet somehow missing: more than language, more than presence.

Chapter 2: Macro | Extrapersonal | Awe | Spectacle | Character
Broadly considering techniques of the spectacle, derived from but ultimately extending Guy
Debord’s germinal manifesto to align with historian Amy E. Hughes’ accounting of the
“spectacles of reform,”19 this chapter measures what is crucially salvageable of the spectacle in
the current political climate. How the spectacle plays out in public arenas—from a performance
art circus to feminist protests—is galvanized by experience of visual art performance, evoking a
significant distinction between the spectacle and the theatrical. The research also motivates a
specific comparison of performance within visual art practice and theatrical traditions to
distinguish methods of scripting from those that activate unprescribed outcomes.
Specifically considering performances of Irish artists Amanda Coogan and Kira O’Reilly, I contend
that highly visual, exaggerated, indeed spectacular performances encourage resistance to
normativity by, as Hughes suggests, “exceeding … the expectations, conditions, the very norms
of human scale and ability.”20 Contextualized by comparisons with contemporary philosopher
Erin Manning’s theory of the minor gesture, the spectacle serves as an engaging lure while
providing a platform for unity and dissent. Further referencing the writings of fashion theorist
Efrat Tseëlon, along with a grounding in Feminist New Materialism, a specific analysis of the
sculptural wearable is also included, as my own practice has consistently relied on the
abstracted garment to construct bold visuals, as in the recent Of Wanting (2017). The chapter
concludes by drawing connections to the spectacle in performance as another condition for the
emergence of the alterself, in its ability to construct a space of shared selfness.

Chapter 3: Meso | Interpersonal | Intimacy | Duration | Persona
This chapter contends that a consequence of duration in performance is a vulnerability that may
propel intimate encounters. I often experience intimacy in my own work: perhaps a sustained
connection with a collaborator, or a fleeting but affecting intimacy with a participating stranger.
I suggest that intimacy—a strong connection through equivalent vulnerability—dilutes the
specifics of personality and personal history to create the third condition required for the
embodiment of the alterself. An examination of bodily pace and rhythm in durational practices
follows the lineage of Henri Bergson via contemporary performance theorists, notably Adrian
Heathfield and Amelia Jones; this chapter also references the foundation of a spacetime model
and the ever-emergent relationality posited by Erin Manning. By analyzing my own work in
collaborative duos, Longva+Carpenter’s Thirst (2018) and Shift (2018) as well as CarpWoz’s
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Object petit a (2017), in tandem with primary research on durational performances by John
Court and Hancock & Kelly, the rhythm of duration is correlated to the intimacy of touch/nontouch, which references Laura U. Marks’ writing on haptic visuality. A performative intimacy may
evoke a sense of persona, in both its definitions, as a mask to protect the “true” self or a
heightened aspect of the self projected forward. Persona is perhaps the closest condition, on its
own, to an alterself shift in its multiplicity and viscerality, but when combined across the whole
scale of connection, makes possible the particular experience of alterself as defined herein.
This research quickly expanded from using the term “persona” as an indication of the fullspectrum experience when I recognized that it included some unwanted connotations and
limitations. For although the concept of persona is generally omitted within the visual art
performance discourse, the term is actively used within the text-based disciplines of literature
and theatre. In theatrical traditions, persona-based theory is tied to actor/character slippage
that exists between the performer’s actual physical existence and the character portrayed, as
evident in Michael Kirby’s description of matrixed performances as tied to a specific time, place
and personality.21 Persona, in this case, is a third entity that mediates the real person in the real
world and the fictional character in the fictional world. I contend that the theatrical persona
cannot directly extend to a visual art performance alterself, where the notion of character is
only a part of the equation. Although, I recognize some of the ways alterself relates to persona,
as a connection between a self and a non-self, extending the self outward. For example, the
literary, poetic persona edges closer to a relatable model for performance. In poetry, the poetic
persona describes, simply put, the distinction between the voice of the poet of the poem and
the poet in the poem. This is a step away from the actor/character divide in that the roles,
though still binary, are both bound to the self. By detaching from a matrix of specifics, the poetic
persona offers instead a shift of perspective, providing subjective and private experience that
exists by and through the precise crafting of language, by and through its very form.22 As
presence may attempt to overstate its agency of authenticity, and character relies on the
limitations of the scripted, potentially devolving into representation, persona utilizes its
mediated construct as the method of delivery. More than that, persona, instead of conveying a
transcript of the message, exemplifies that the medium is in fact the message, shrinking the
distance between material and meaning, rounding out the full scale of connection.

Conclusion Chapter: “Being-With” Alterself
The final chapter arrives at the core definition of the alterself, interwoven with an exploration of
the singular plural self by philosopher Jean-Luc Nancy. For considerations of the self/other
alongside subjective/objective experience, I revisit the writings of Richard Schechner and Erin
Manning. The focus turns toward my own work in which an alterself experience successfully
emerged, the solo performance I have heard what the talkers were talking, the talk of the
beginning and the end (2017) and the Longva+Carpenter collaboration Lineage (2019). This
personal perception from within the performance is analyzed in the light of several extended
interviews with my collaborators, especially Terese Longva (of Longva+Carpenter) and Philippe
Wozniak (of CarpWoz), as well as Bingham, who provide alternative insights into heightened,
intimate, meditative states, in our shared work and beyond, that lead not only to an erosion of a
predetermined self, but also to the potential of inclusive identity. Nancy posits the singular self
as intrinsically plural, in that its essence is “at one and the same time, infra-/ intraindividual and
transindividual, … an intersection of singularities…”23 which echoes the structure I have
developed of interpersonal (meso/persona), intrapersonal (micro/presence) and extrapersonal
(macro/character) descriptions across the scale of connection. The alterself is similarly plural
and relational, reaching beyond a solitary understanding of self, to reveal its nuances as a
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reciprocal state, a mutual “being-with,”24 as Nancy suggests. The alterself is an identity we can
each recognize and belong to; it has capacity to let any of us step in. More than that, it is an
identity defined by its collectivity. In other words, it is not just the self becoming alterself, but it
is also the alterself becoming self.
Moving beyond the terminology of presence, character and persona, the formulation of the
term “alterself” was built intuitively on popular social constructions of alterity and Alter Ego. The
existing term “Alter Ego”25 may seem a ready choice, but proved limited as the research
developed. In common usage, Alter Ego tips toward binary construction and firmly masculine
and hierarchical connotations (for example, Jekyll and Hyde, the Wolfman, and superheroes
with a “mild-mannered” disguise) as related to oppositional personality construction. Alterself
indicates a link to this familiar terminology, but shuffles expectations to adopt philosophies of
selfness and shifting subjectivity beyond popular contexts and psychological studies which are
decidedly outside the scope of this research. The experience of alterself is not aligned with a
psychological splitting of the mind, but with an encompassing selfness and subjectivity, slippery
and emergent.26
Incorporating a plurality—the other with the self—derives from the etymology of the word
“alter” as “one of the two.”27 Nancy’s theories expand the notion of a strict binary “of two” by
suggesting, “this ‘other’ … is ‘one’ among many … it is each one, and it is each time one, one
among them, one among all and one among us all.”28 In other words, in each moment, each
“other” is always emerging, so that the collective identity of a singular plural, always shifting and
always more, cannot be defined by any single one. This plurality, this more-than, certainly
corresponds with my experience of the collectivity of the alterself; yet, in terms of my research,
the “she” persists.

Plurality vs. the Gendered “She”
Over the 25 years of my performance career, in reflecting upon and describing my work, I
consistently define the being within the performance as “the woman” or “she.” This is how I
recognize the alterself; this is she. Though I identify my alterself as she, any naming is too
specific; this is simply how I articulate its embodiment, but “she” remains important to me. In
this case, I cannot jettison Butler,
Certainly, it remains politically important to represent women, but to do that in a way that does
not distort and reify the very collectivity the theory is supposed to emancipate. Feminist theory …
improves upon those humanist discourses which conflate the universal with the masculine and
29
appropriate all of culture as masculine property.

Written in the late 1980s, Butler’s quotation still rings true today, though I recognize how it can
also be read as dated, a seemingly old-school feminist stance adhering to binaries, even as she
claims a collectivity. Perhaps my generation of feminism affects in me a blindspot, in that I do
not consider my multiplicity, not in my selfness nor the specific plurality of the alterself, in terms
of trans-identified language as related to plural pronouns. I could never have titled my thesis
“This Is They.” Instead of an indication of lacking collective conceptualization, I consider this a
failure of language: “she” is my singular plural.
Awareness of the limits of my vernacular in this research signals other significant caveats. This
investigation is informed by insights and experiences from a cross-disciplinary and international
standpoint; yet, it is rooted in the limitations of a Western context, with all research conducted
from within the US, UK and EU. And although the research has a definitive feminist and
materialist sensibility, all the work discussed, though largely made by women, is credited to
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white artists. This is a severe imbalance I was not able to adjust: my personal means brought me
only so far beyond my sphere of homogamy and Western myopia. My decision to reference only
work I had witnessed live, though significant for the form and experience of performance,
similarly indicts the culture-at-large. Even within the presenting communities of performance
art, which often advocate political and cultural progressiveness, I took note of few artists of
color. I call attention to it here to remind myself, as this research continues to develop and
expand across platforms, to prioritize the inclusion of voices and experiences outside my own
sphere.
Performative Methodology
Moving closer to a definition and contextualization of the alterself experience, couching the
analysis deeper in philosophical language, I call upon sources which confirm the value and
validity of what an experienced performer feels, especially within a rigorous and reflective
praxis. During the research period, I made and saw a tremendous amount of performance work,
as evidenced throughout this thesis and in the Appendices. I extrapolate from the experiential
descriptions and debates of terminology as offered in formal interviews and ongoing casual
conversations with my collaborators, and fold in theoretical content that engages a dynamic
process of exchange with performance-making. I strive, throughout, to hold the scholarly
research and analysis in a space of humility, as suggested in Laura U. Mark’s conception of
“haptic criticism”30 in which the observational process opens, on the surface, to an “uncool, nose
against the glass, enthusiasm”31 but, on deeper levels, aligns with the research’s performative
and relational grounding to reveal a mutual engagement, collapsing the distance between the
roles of artist and researcher. The analysis becomes impressed upon, altered, by its contact with
the performances, shifting its shape to access the experience, which, in turn, gets carried back
into the studio; the practice is equally shaped by the developing analysis. Each aspect of the
research builds upon the others, born out of the here and now, encouraging risk-taking,
exposing habits, and testing suppositions across thinking and making, to enact a process more
than symbiotic, more than reciprocal, a process more-than.
This methodology evolved according to a performative paradigm, in accordance with artist and
art theorist Barbara Bolt’s definition of the performative in reference to JL Austin’s speech act
theory and Judith Butler’s theory of gender construction. My research protocols align with how
Bolt further extends theatre scholar Brad Haseman’s initial assertion of a performative paradigm
for art research. Distinct from quantitative and qualitative models, the performative paradigm
does not rely on descriptions of correspondent findings set from a predetermined set of
parameters; rather, the methods and procedures emerge from the practice, as it enacts the
effects named within. The performative model shifts the location of “claims of truth” to the
“force and effect” of the creative process,32 recognizing that experimental iterations repeat
differences, as opposed to the supposed reproducibility of tests in the other models. “The aim of
a performative paradigm,” Bolt claims, “is not to find correspondences but rather to recognize
and ‘map’ the ruptures and movements that are created by artistic research.”33 These
movements occur in “word, thought and deed”34 bestowing art with a significant agency. As
both Butler and Bolt suggest, within reiteration of difference exists the possibility of disrupting
norms, from which new knowledge is evinced.
The performative paradigm mirrors not only the ways I generally work and think as a
practitioner, but also the content of this specific research. These methods adhere to the
procedures of the discipline, but even more so to the substance of the research as a slippery
layering of subjective experience. Butler argues that performativity forms subjectivity in that
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“there is no performer prior to the performed, the performance is performative [and] the
performance constitutes the appearance of a ‘subject’ as its effect.”35 In the constant production
of selves becoming, the performative paradigm provides a navigational tool in the shifting and
collective subjectivity of the alterself.

Methodological Map
Performance Practice
At the core of the methodology is the art practice, documented in Appendix A, which inspires
and drives the research through the experience of the making. The practice both defines the
research questions and generates the research materials, rendering it performative in that it
creates what it names. As I am simultaneously both the researcher and the researched, my
methodology extends and merges back into Butler’s concept that the performer—both I and
she—is made by the performance.36 Beyond the specific research, the performances also
contain additional facilities for making meaning: aesthetic, conceptual, poetic, political. These
reinforce the artwork’s “productive performativity” as indicative of the paradigm, for which Bolt
claims, the work “is both productive in its own right as well as being data…”37 Instead of
disguising potential findings, the full and fertile capacity of the work in fact generated the
possibility of any discoveries at all. I set out to make and present performances which could
stand on their own merit aside from this particular investigation, and in so doing, discovered the
methods for practice-as-research as multimodal, comingled, and malleable, as well as urgent
and instinctual. In a recurrent process, critical reflection occurred across all aspects of the
practice: reflection for, in and on, occurring for the preparation and development of new work,
in the experience of the process as much as in the performances, and on the analysis of the
performance: in the sketchbook, in interviews and in conversation, and largely in the writing. In
opening up the laboratory of this research, I set conditions to mitigate the observer effect as
such,38 softening the evidential glare, and allowing the experience of the alterself to flicker into
perception.
A Sturdy Bricolage
The methods of secondary data collection and analysis, in tandem with the practice, operate as
a bricolage, an associative yet cohesive system which folds seamlessly into the performative
paradigm. If the doing defines the purpose and limits of the research, then bricolage aligns as
responsive and contextual, using what is on-hand within the world of the research. The
collecting and interpretative protocols of methodological bricolage are developed from, respond
to and feed back into the practice. Bricolage is understood as taking place in the world-at-large
and is therefore “complex, …open to change, interaction and development”39 in response to
“the unpredictable and unforeseeable needs of an ever-changing research environment.”40
Though I held firm to the overarching research questions surrounding the emergence of the
alterself, the methods of testing this supposition adjusted as needed, as both the “case studies”
of my performance work and the secondary research revealed new approaches and
perspectives. To construct a sturdy bricolage, my combinations of scholarly research and
creative tools remained varied, fluid and relational.41 I also call on some longer-established
qualitative methods, including observing live performance work, and interviewing other
practitioners. In their introduction to the volume Performing Proximity, which documents their
own creative practice, Leslie Hill and Helen Paris liken their role in the writing to that of “frontline correspondents,” as they were simply “reporting from the scene.”42 Though their
performance work ultimately falls outside the bricolage I was constructing, that description
stuck with me; I relate to both its alignment with a kind of journalistic humility and “nose to the
glass” eagerness of haptic criticism, as well as a fluidity to keep redefining the location of the
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front-line. Though I came to the research with an inkling of the alterself in my own work, I could
only articulate a small part of the experience. I knew that something, something different, and
only sometimes, was happening to my sense of self. Making the performances and seeing the
work of other performers shaped the conceptualization of the scale of connection, defining the
three strands as an embodied measure: micro, meso and macro. In that the alterself emerges
wholly from these varied states of connection, I could never have conducted the research in
retrospect nor from indirect documents of performance work. The bricolage is built from the
inside out.
Collaborator Interviews
To gain perspective outside of isolated, personal experience, as the performer, I attempted
different methods in collecting critical responses to both the work and the research questions. I
quickly discovered that audience response could not provide a depth of data required to inform
further research. I was never interested in viewer surveys conducted on site which could derail
the art experience toward a type of focus group or other marketing experience. So, I explored
other ways of sensitively collecting witness accounts. The organic conversations following
performances were always casual and anecdotal; the work was often presented alongside other
international artists in a festival-style setting, leading to broader discussions about performance
making, and not necessarily aligned with my particular research. In one instance, however, a
strong camaraderie was evident between the participating artists, some of whom were also
researchers and scholars. The work I presented was particularly affecting,43 so I arranged a small
group, those who seemed most invested as viewers, to respond to a questionnaire about their
experience soon after we returned home. From thirteen questionnaires and several gentle
reminders, I received only two responses, limiting my analysis. These descriptions contained
some compelling points, but were wholly framed by the respondents’ own experiences as
performers. Even early in the research, my attempts at audience data collection (or seeming lack
of such) urged a recognition of the alterself as untranslatable through observation, known
instead through direct experience.
As a result, I opened conversation with other practitioners about their experience with
segmented, layered and/or shifting selves inside their own work. I initiated many informal
conversations and conducted eight formal interviews with six different practitioners, employing,
at least initially, the method of “Biographical Narrative” introduced at a Northumbria CDT
Research Training Session by sociologist John Given. The purpose and objective of the interview
format matches the content/context of the research: no pre-set/prescribed questions, and an
open-ended, unimposing interview process. The results offer an entanglement of tangential and
pointed information, revealing the issues in question to have multiple variables, including a
trouble with semantics, in describing a shared experience. This prompted a shift in primary focus
to my key artistic collaborators—Terese Longva, Philippe Wozniak and Dr. Robert Bingham—as
their knowledge from within the performance experience provides sharp insight into my own
predispositions, revealing my habits (or biases) of language and background in understanding
the alterself. I have quoted each collaborator directly in the sections about their work, but, on a
larger scale, these conversations played a vital role in the development of my thinking, putting
the theory into question, and uncovering patterns of terminology and ideology. As such, a
transcript of the surviving collaborator interviews44 are included in full in Appendix B. The
interviews became conversations, the developing ideas performed in discourse. I ended up
doing a good part of the talking, and can trace my ideas about the scale of connection in leading
to an alterself experience, as they develop and refine over time. I could not have found this
insight alone.
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Collaboration Background
To set the performances and interview excerpts included in the following chapters in more
context, I offer here some brief background on each collaboration:
CocoRose
The CocoRose project, as described earlier, is made in conjunction with Dr. Robert Bingham, a
dance artist, scholar and educator, with expertise in somatic modalities. All of the CocoRose
performances were presented years before the onset of this research, between 2011 and 2013,
though Coco has an intermittent but continuing on-line presence. As such, documentation from
this project is not included in the Appendices, but her current Facebook account is available:
@reallyCocoRose. Bingham was also invited as a guest speaker to the All By Our Selves
interdisciplinary symposium at Northumbria in 2018. Details about the symposium follow later
in this chapter, and his interview is available in Appendix B.
Longva+Carpenter
A significant portion of my research is supported by my longstanding collaboration with
Norwegian artist and performer Terese Longva, founded in 2010 as Longva+Carpenter.
Employing visual and gestural reiteration, together we examine the struggle and strength of
difference. We share personal commonalities in terms of gender, race, age and education, but
our individual backgrounds, cultures and bodies provide significant grist in generating, as well as
performing, our durational projects. We also share a keen interest in material study and
sculptural space—grounding our shared process in a tradition of visual art—to create
heightened sites for specific and directed actions. In performance, singular focus over many
hours allows us to charge the space with both an intimacy and intensity. In mining the
techniques of the alterself, the Longva+Carpenter practice provides a valuable comparative
study, as well as an immediate, and ongoing, feedback device. Longva is as close as any other
can be to my own performing experience: wearing the same garment, engaging the same action,
within the same timeframe, as evidenced in the performances Thirst and Shift (Chapter 3) and
Lineage (Chapter 4). If the alterself emerges, or not, within the work, Longva’s experience
provides an intimate other perspective. Her personal research is heavily influenced by the
writings of Deleuze and Guttari, and though their theories fall outside the scope of my own
research, aspects may have seeped in over the years of our exchanges. Our transcribed
interviews include painstaking clarifications of terminology from the theoretical lineages that
most inform our thinking—for example, the “assemblage” vs. “blob” debate45—as we attempt
to describe our experience of relationality, collectivity and emergence as related to the potential
of the alterself.
CarpWoz
Philippe Wozniak, the other half of CarpWoz, is a German musician and composer. His work in
multimedia, experimental orchestrations is supported by a dedicated practice of the upright
bass. After meeting at an artist residency in 2014, Wozniak and I created two large-scale,
durational, interdisciplinary performances incorporating installation, sound, technology and the
body. Our first work, Without, was realized at Schloss Salem in Germany over a three-week siteplacement just before I arrived at Northumbria to begin this research. Schloss Salem is a place
with which we were familiar from earlier research residencies, so we were able to delve into the
devotional practices of the former Cistercian monks of the abbey-turned-palace. The monks’
allegiance to self-restraint and rigorous daily routines fueled our personal interests in durational
practices along with the limitations of interpersonal communication; this led to more specific
research on shared vulnerability, desire and intimacy in the performance Object petit a,
presented in Bulgaria, as described in Chapter 3.
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Sharing our discrete expertise in visual and sound composition, our priority was to create hybrid
forms where installation, sound and sculptural performance share equally in the inspiration,
creation and presentation of each new work. We were sensitive to keeping a balanced process,
to ensure that one discipline did not eclipse the other; our intention was to prevent the sound
from becoming an accompaniment or the visual a backdrop, rather to shape a new fusion of
form. Added to this dynamic approach, Wozniak also brought an understanding of the
experience of the “musical persona” as a foundation in grappling with the performative
experience of alterself. Performance Studies scholar Philip Auslander contends that in music the
“self is the direct object of the verb to perform. What musicians perform, first and foremost is
not music, but their own identities as musicians, their musical personae.”46 The CarpWoz
collaboration allowed for an ongoing dialogue of performance technique across creative
practices as I compare our experiences, slipping in and out of selfness. Wozniak’s interviews are
excited, honest, intense and generous, and a factor in my inclination toward haptic criticism, as
his descriptions of the experiences within the work reignite my certainty about the research’s
content and reach.

Shaping and Shaped by the Writing
The writing of the thesis served as a methodological tool of interpretation rather than a
descriptive communication of resolute results and findings. The manner in which I developed
the writing—alongside the primary and secondary research methods—drove my suppositions as
I came to understand them. Piecing together various associations, using personal reflection,
closely observed accounts of other live works, metaphor and analogy, leads to an undulating
assessment of the research questions as experienced. The meander of the writing curves toward
deeper levels by balancing detailed focus and theoretical overview, as I seek to uncover a small
gap in the discourse in terms of visual art performance and situate my practice there. In terms of
the theoretical content, I recognize correlations within the discourses occurring in the same
loose timeframe as I’ve been making my work, from the early 1990s to today, creating a shared
lifetime of the thinking and making. Of course, the theorists invite their own lineages which
connect to a web of critical thinking, building out the bricolage strand by strand. I am using
theory as a parallel track to the practice. I do not define the research as a philosophical pursuit,
but the scholarship provides a reflective tendency as the concepts become methods and support
other knowledges. The synthesis in the writing, like the creation of the performance work itself,
as well as the experience of the alterself, is an emergent construction. As such, each effect can
deepen and urge the other forward within the research. Throughout the writing process, I
explored different approaches, using different voices—academic, practitioner, personal. I toggle
between a conversational, descriptive style laced with colloquialisms and a more objective style
with critical distance. This play in the language reflects the notion of the performance alterself
as my self comes in and out of focus. I intentionally nudged the writing toward a slippery range,
to destabilize the binaries of informal/formal, artist/researcher and self/other.
As in my performance work—durational, sculptural, very slow moving—the writing can travel a
long onramp, but does arrive at a few reviving pit stops and scenic overlooks, places that
reinforce the vehicle and provide overview. The shape of each chapter subtly leans into the style
of the strand as it delineates the scale of connection, describing but also enacting the experience
of each. Chapter 1 offers a funneling focus of immersion, a type of intrapersonal affirmation.
Chapter 2 was perhaps the most challenging to write as I was tasked in detangling the
definitions of spectacle and theatrical not only from within the abundant contemporary
discourse but also from within own performance practice. That distinction—and its inevitable
associations to visual art, visuality, theatre, embodiment, and viscerality—informs my
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participation within the community. Therefore, this chapter gets to the heart of who I claim to
be as an artist. Like the macro aspect it defines, this chapter projects outward. Chapter 3 is more
intimate, detailing the conversations inside relationships, balancing the voices and experiences
of myself as well as my collaborators. Throughout and toward the conclusion chapter, I pull
associations that thread along the way, bleeding one tint into the next, in search of the full-color
alignment. The thesis is written to include a performative experience of the complexity and
precision of registering the alterself, perhaps relating why, as a performer and researcher, I
continue to find it compelling.
Dissemination
Positioned in the field of visual art performance, practice-based aspects of the research were
presented at galleries, festivals and bi/quadrennials, to encompass 12 discrete performances of
8 new works (including three site-responsive reiterations and one recommission of an older
work) in and near Newcastle, and internationally in Bulgaria, Norway, Finland, Germany and
Czechia. A complete list is available on the first page of Appendix A. Performance is often
presented within a larger event with other participants, academics and arts writers in
attendance; as such, I have further extended the discourse about the work through formal talks
and casual meetings, contributing findings and methods to practitioners and scholars of
performance, as well as those in related fields of spatial, durational and social practices.
The research also focused my efforts toward developing a more diverse academic network and
establishing my footing as a researcher, in order to add to the shared knowledge at the porous
cusp between disciplines and traditions. My inclusion in several international conferences,
symposia and journals, also documented in Appendix A, generates further interaction with the
fields of Costume Design, Fashion Theory, Scenography, Sculpture, Visual Cultures and Feminist
Studies to consider larger issues of materiality, embodiment and identity across disciplines.
These interdisciplinary associations served to unstick categorical or territorial thinking after
many years as a practitioner, comfortable in my niche community. Sharing the research out
across different disciplines casts a long line and constructs a type of bricolage of dissemination,
open and responsive, leading to a bigger picture of practice and its position in art and academic
contexts.
In this vein, a significant method of dissemination was an interdisciplinary symposium,
conducted at Northumbria, for which I served as lead researcher and sole organizer. All by Our
Selves: Personae, Alter Egos and Other Selves, traced an understanding of constructed, plural or
segmented selves as they function across disciplines: including law, sports, education, spiritual
practices and art, with several speakers with particular interests in performance. In today’s
vernacular, the construct of a binary self, one or the other, has expanded to a spectrum. This reexamination includes the multiplicity of roles we all embody each day: social, intimate, private
and professional personas can overlap and diverge; strands of the self are able to be dissected—
the worker, the parent, the partner, the peer, the citizen—as functioning independently, but in
tandem. Incorporating the terminology as it is currently used, the symposium opened new
possibilities in the overlapping experiences of selfness, and, in many ways, offered a step toward
my supposition of an alterself. Practitioners and thinkers presented and discussed how multiple
other-selves inform their work, allowing places of rupture and intersection in considering
identity. With the support of the Northumbria Arts Department Quality Research funding, I
invited a roster of regional and international speakers: Dr. Robert Bingham (USA), Dr. Amanda
Coogan (IR), Julia Dick (DE), James Gray (Northumbia/UK), Dawn Felicia Knox (UK), Dr. P.
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Solomon Lennox (Northumbria/UK), Sarah Riseborough (UK), and included my own expanded
paper, “Beyond Ourselves to Find Ourselves.”
Instead of being an ideological inquiry, All by Our Selves was a practice-based and
interdisciplinary inquiry; in other words, instead of offering an examination of a single
methodology to unpack identity, I invited these speakers to share how their work practically and
holistically considers the range of selves as they understand them. Inspired by and extending the
interview process,47 these presentations provided insight into other practice-based methods of
inquiry, aligning different specialists within a framework to relate and debate the potentials
surrounding my specific research. Included in Appendix B is a collection of documents from the
symposium, with a submission from most speakers, which I still hope to produce and distribute
as a final publication. My knowledge of the alterself is defined from inside my own experience
within my own work. What cracks open this personal referencing, extending beyond other
performance practitioners, is its translatability. The alterself has the potential to emerge across
disciplines, within any platform that provides the right set of circumstances across the scale of
connection, to reach beyond a solitary understanding of self. The symposium addressed this
larger point, and indicates possible future directions of the research.
This research, in all, is certainly oriented toward performance, and performer, but the findings
and their dissemination open toward an array of disciplines and life experiences, expanding
perceptions of the experience of selfness, as it slips between potentials of connection. Patterns
emerge across a spectrum, suggesting that in experiences of expanded selfness—presences or
characters or personas—connection holds the key, no matter if connected internally, intimately
or beyond. The exceptional alignment of all these connections offers an experience of self morethan. This is the alterself, providing a link between the concrete, corporeal material of
experience and the attributes of the unknowable therein. She is there, embodied, willful, but
equally immaterial and fleeting. She is the signified other—inside, intertwined, superimposed—
in the performance-reality and to the performer-self. This is She.
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Chapter 1 • Inside Immersiveness: from the Cultural Currency of Participation to
Redefining Performance Presence
The Experience of Experience
At a recent holiday celebration, my brother arrived at my parents’ retirement home in central
Florida. He settled in to tell us all about the incredible lunch he had in Germany last week. I was
amazed as my brother had never traveled outside the county,
“How long were you there?”
“Oh, just for the day; I had meetings.”
“Wait, just for a day? In Germany!?”
“Yeah, Germany. The strudel was so good.”
After a few more rounds, we figured out that he was describing the German shopping pavilion in
Disney’s Epcot theme park. Now, I have been to Epcot; it’s not Germany. Yet, perhaps for my
brother, it is? For him, there were enough signifiers to immerse him in a German experience, to
make it convincing in its envelopment and immediacy. He responds similarly to most
“attractions” as he calls them, at Disney and other theme parks. In contrast, I have a vague
discomfort with immersive, performance-based environments encountered in entertainment as
well as art, even as I remain drawn to them, ever hopeful for that envelopment, and even as I
recognize the parallels in what drives my own creative work. The attractions my brother, now a
creative director at Walt Disney World, dragged me to in our young adulthood in New York
included Renaissance Fairs, science fiction conventions and early versions of Comic Con. Then,
for years, annually at Christmas, he would march me from park to park at Disney cajoling me to
admit how “real” the experience was. The many themed restaurants, rides and shows reenacting Disney movie scenes seemed to me a decoy. This device is the wink, wink of
experience, it’s the in-the-know role-play of murder mystery dinner theatre or Halloween
haunted houses. Play along, you can almost believe, you can almost lose yourself, but not so
much as to forget the prescribed rules of engagement. As a viewer, my role was clearly defined.1
Gasp here, laugh there, pay at the door. I wanted to be submerged, to be whisked away to
another world. Yet I would remain disappointedly disconnected. The visuals were too rounded
and clean, with nothing unexpected. This was also true of the construct, everyone did everything
a bit too well, as if they knew how to hit their marks. Which in fact they did. This experience,
unlike what I value as immersive, is the kind that is really well rehearsed.
The most satisfying visit I ever made to Disney was when my brother was managing the laundry.
We drove off-campus on a narrow side road, past one or two secluded caretakers’ cottages, to
arrive at the second largest laundry facility in the world. Inside was a virtual city of activity, with
washing machines large enough to drive in a small car, and dozens of seamstress/tailors working
at once. Up to the ceiling were three or four levels of garments hanging like a dry-cleaning pickup, muffling the immense compound in a thick fabric insulation. Every parade costume of every
character from Goofy to Darth Vader, every table cloth, every kitchen apron, every piece of
hotel linen in the entire world that is Disney came through this operation. It was vast and fast.
The employees were focused—washing, sewing, ironing, folding. There was no time for anything
but the task at hand. I could have stood for hours immersed in their concentrated effort, my
own attention simultaneously lulled and sharpened. Summoning an extended commitment to a
single, engrossing act, this was my kind of attraction.
Psychologist and philosopher John Dewey, recognized for his contributions to phenomenological
pragmatism, emphasizes the significance of inter-relationality, democracy and community. His
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areas of focus are significant in exploring immersion and participation, in life and in art, as his
theory of aesthetics interprets the viewing of art as an interactive, non-passive experience. In
fact, the immersive experience is framed by Dewey’s notion of a deepened, memorable
experience in his lectures and subsequent writing, Art as Experience (1934). He describes the
distinction of daily experience from an experience as being an encounter set discretely apart
from the flow of constant life stimuli;2 an experience also has its own quality, arc, rhythm and
pace that makes it both singular and unified,
Because of continuous merging, there are no holes, mechanical junctions, arid dead centers when we
have an experience. […] Continued acceleration is breathless and prevents parts from gaining
distinction. […] An experience has a unity that gives it its name, that meal, that storm, that rupture of
friendship. The existence of this unity is constituted by a single quality that pervades the entire
3
experience in spite of the variation of its constituent parts.

Whereas the laundry experience had the “breathless acceleration” that created a deepened, and
bodily, engagement, the veneer of the Epcot experience—especially in relation to the cultural
experiences it is meant to represent—is riddled with pitfalls that obstruct the development of an
experience. At Epcot, I notice that above the shops are second-story facades, meant to look like
living quarters or offices, but really just shallow, empty dormer windows. I notice the cement
faux-finished to appear as old mossy stone. I notice the scripted exchanges between visitors and
stereotypically or anachronistically dressed characters from various countries. As the details
misalign, my overall experience fails to cohere. As such, my strongest impression is of crowds
funneled to spend money in the many restaurants, snack bars and gift shops; the visuals and
exchanges support this sole intention. The Disney experience is all about commerce, of course.
In this way, my visits to Epcot are not so different from my visits to Ikea: vague in their
foreignness and guided, however innocuously, to the cash registers. There is no breathlessness
in these encounters as my attention, and more so perhaps my body, is not engaged.
Dewey suggests, by process of elimination, the visceral feeling of an experience, its cohesion, is
understood by the body; any description of it, after the fact, occurs in the critical distance of
analysis, “This unity is neither emotional, practical, nor intellectual, for these terms name
distinctions that reflection can make within it.”4 Without relying on emotional, practical, or
intellectual perception, this quality of unity must be sensed. Dewey continues, “In discourse
about an experience, we must make use of these adjectives of interpretation.”5 Moving forward
in deciphering experiences of immersive intensity, especially within the field of performance, I
affirm the value of knowledges outside of language, even outside of interpretative processing,
when inside an encounter, as Dewey would say, of “tremendous importance.”6 Though my
minds ticks off all the problems in the Epcot visit, in the laundry I am simply in it—no questions,
no problems, alert but submerged.
Theatre and Performance Studies scholar Adam Alston is critical of the immersive experience, as
sourced in contemporary cultural production, in its tendency to idealize particular forms of
audience experience as a symptom of neoliberalism. His research on Immersive Theatre
addresses the “experience industry” for which Disney, as well as businesses such as strip clubs
and paint ball adventures are a core sample.7 On a larger scale, Alston clarifies the socioeconomic paradigm shift of today’s “experience economy” including the market surge of
incorporating “memorable customer experiences into the design of a product.”8 In this case, his
examples of slightly customizable cars and running shoes, all within a quick click, demonstrate
the way in which customers are made to feel instant authorship of an experience that is
significantly scripted, limited and controlled; the purchaser may be able to alter a color or design
feature, but these choices are still within the product’s brand identity. Alston places Disney into
this template specifically, referencing Anna Klingmann—an architect and branding expert who
designs large-scale destinations—in that every detail of the park upholds a single story rendered
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in a single style, “Experience consumers engaging with these scripted sequences at Disney World
Florida are immersed within a very large, but coherent space that surrounds them
completely...”9 As the experience-maker presses toward a regulated cohesiveness, the
experiencer is given fewer opportunities to encounter a self-determined, unified experience in
Dewey’s definition. If the experiencer is not able to make connections via personal associations
or discovery, the feeling of submersion is prescribed away. At Disney, the story is well-trodden,
even if the form shifts. The animated films become live action reenactments, the well-known
characters are approachable on the sidewalks; the visitors can slip into an established narrative
and play their part.
In his research, Alston references second-wave pragmatist Richard Sennett who extends the
lineage of Dewey in terms of passionate involvement in a task, and bodily engagement in
experience. His book The Craftsman evidences a dual definition of “experience” as derived from
Germanic etymology.10 First, Erlebnis “names an event or relationship that makes an emotional
inner impress.”11 Then also Erfahrung which translates to “an event, action, or relationship that
turns one outward and requires skill rather than sensitivity.”12 Though seemingly binary, this
inward and outward definition exposes the experience of experience, setting a basis of intersubjectivity. Much like the twofold definition of the term “persona” by Greek philosophers
Cicero and Seneca as both a projection of innerness as well as an outer mask13—which served as
an early ignition point of my research—the double meaning of experience questions the
subject’s directionality and facing, and the manner in which to read and perhaps measure this.
As I consider my own performance work in the culture of the experience economy, I reassess the
role of the performer as both subject in and object of an immersive experience.
In retrospect, my performance Red Crest (2003) provides an early indication of this current
research, in being the first work in which I vividly recall a slippage of selfness with “emotional
inner impress,” what I now consider an alterself experience. Though my intention, now as then,
was not to induce this phenomenon specifically, I was investigating immersiveness in the
performance as well as the process, and engaged methods of participation to bring myself, as
the artist and the performer, closer to the community that inspired the work. From the outset,
Red Crest relied on support of locals and strangers who generously donated over 100 red
dresses from their personal collections, by means of ads and flyers posted across the region.
Many dresses arrived with handwritten notes relaying tender stories of the significance of each
particular dress. One dress was donated by a 78-year-old woman who recalled her mother
wearing the fancy gown to a military ball. Another dress was the first Christmas outfit of a
donor’s infant daughter, then nine years old. Another dress was sent by a mother who
remembered it as a favorite of her artistic 22-year old daughter who had taken her own life just
months earlier. Pinning parties and small sewing circles further created a shared environment,
as volunteers in the studio extended the experience of the work beyond the performance.
Stitched together, dress to dress, bodice to hem, the single “impossibly long” red dress
metaphorically quilted together the hopes, memories, exuberance and sorrows of a community
of local women. My personal connection to this lineage was made manifest in the sculptural
garment, as it became perhaps too long and too heavy to pull alone across the landscape.
My intention in the performance was to tow the dress, with exertion and determination, for
viewers to witness; I had envisioned the image of the dress unfurling over the hillside to be the
final result of our shared experience, as I would be fully engaged in the solitary task of dragging
that heavy dress across a field of thick grass. What I had not anticipated was the reach of
participatory co-authorship. I heard that during the performance a heated controversy erupted
between those who wanted to come out and help, and those who wanted the woman to
continue her attempt alone. The viewers were debating the very nature of the work, arguing
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over the details of the performer’s abilities, desires and objectives. It seemed as if everyone felt
the performance was theirs to define and direct. Ultimately, the community’s connection to,
and co-creation of, the long red dress offered an implicit invitation to come out and join the
performer, after only a short struggle. At first two viewers trekked across the field to help carry
the weight of the dress, then many others rushed out to see the finer details, and perhaps spot
their own contribution. The participatory process resulted in a performance that could not be
otherwise. Many shared the burden of carrying the dress all the way to the edge of the woods,
into which I expected the performing woman could disappear. But the public didn’t give up,
following her in deeper, until finally, jumping over a stone wall, pulling the dress through
branches and thorns, she had to signal the end by thanking the children in the crowd and
turning away.
In terms of immersiveness within the performance Red Crest, several congruent effects
occurred. One was my own immersion in the challenging action of pulling that dress. “Difficulty
itself may be a path toward concentration” as poet Jane Hirshfield claims in her essay on the
creative mind, in that “expended effort weaves us into a task…”14 Deep inside my own
experience, committed to my own intention to cross the field, I encountered slippage, as my
sense of self became something other. Hirshfield further describes this, “…often, in deep
concentration, the self disappears. We seem to fall utterly into the object of our attention, or
else vanish into attentiveness itself.”15 And yet, this focus—as the big picture of dress donations,
sewing circles and controversies funneled down to just the sharp cramp in my hands—did not
distance the viewers from the performance nor the performer. The woman brought them along
with her, out beyond the edge of the anticipated ending. The public was also immersed.
Whether prompted by means of attentiveness or participation, what a performer feels, I
suggest, within an experience of immersion, as well as what one perceives witnessing a
performer in that experience, is presence. Before tackling the loaded concept of presence
itself—and as a component of the alterself experience—I propose an interlude to examine the
notions of authenticity and immediacy in support of an emergent presence in immersive
experience.
The Relevancy of Experience
Aside from Disney and other commercial ventures, I have toured my fair share of educational
immersive environments, including Civil War reenactments and living history museums, which
are more captivating in terms of content (I’m more interested in Sturbridge Village than Star
Wars), though still disappointing in terms of commitment. Where at Disney the perimeters are
smoothed and perhaps bloated, in these immersive educational settings, the edges are blunt cut
and frayed, allowing any immersiveness to spill out. Too often I have noticed a docent in
character talk about last night’s TV program or eat a sandwich out of plastic wrap. Likewise, I
have seen a Confederate General drive his SUV up to his canvas campaign tent. In Alston’s
estimation, any sense of authentic experience is an ideal, and “aris[ing] from an investment of a
truth that is subjectively identified and defined.”16 This is how I never arrive at a Civil War battle
though my brother goes to Germany in the middle of Florida; yet, this reading of the subjective
authentic—though supportive of Alston’s critique of the commodification of experience—rubs
as something of a cop-out in terms of performance practice. In contrast, Dewey frames an
experience, from catastrophic to slight, as what we consider “real experiences.”17 My
encounters within all these venues of immersive experience solicit the question of believability
(an affirmation of “illusion”) vs. authenticity (an affirmation of the “real”). Whereas believability
is set within a known narrative or situation, authenticity, by its very definition, is not fiction and
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cannot be faked. Dewey claims authentic (or “pure”) experience as one unfixed to anything
other than what it is; to be enraptured in the moment, as it stands, outside of illusion,
Had not the term "pure"…been so often employed to suggest that there is something alloyed, impure,
in the very nature of experience and to denote something beyond experience, we might say that
esthetic experience is pure experience. For it is experience freed from the forces that impede and
confuse its development as experience; freed, that is, from factors that subordinate an experience as
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it is directly had to something beyond itself.

Comparing the Disney and living history experiences, there seems to be an optimal condition,
between too clean (rigidly prescribed) and too sloppy (unfocused), that allows the opportunity
beyond dis/belief, and perhaps establishes the prospect of authentic experience: an experience
grounded, through a means of deepened attention, to nothing other than what it is, a creation
as opposed to a re-creation. If there is any such sweet spot, it must certainly be, as Dewey
recognizes, in the realm of art.19 Instead of debating the yes/no question of authenticity,
perhaps a term Dewey uses by way of description is more accurate—relevancy—in its ability to
bridge the subjectivity of experience as in Alston’s estimation, to the inter-subjectivity of
Dewey’s theories, as he posits,
The undefined pervasive quality of an experience is that which binds together all the defined
elements, the objects of which we are focally aware, making them a whole. The best evidence that
such is the case is our constant sense of things as belonging or not belonging, of relevancy, a sense
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which is immediate.

Relevancy can be understood as both significant in its attachment to the subject, as well as being
relational. Here also, Dewey incorporates the notion of immediacy as a contingent part, along
with authenticity, to emerge as relevancy in the unified immersive experience. Though, again,
contemporary theorists are cautious about defining immediacy outside the construct of the
experience economy. Alston credits Josephine Machon, another leading researcher in Immersive
Theatres, for her claim of sensual and embodied experience in immersive events as “presence
and participation in the moment” which, as a force, feeds into and off of our culture’s
“prevailing passion for immediacy.”21 However, the relevancy of an experience mediates
judgement of any specific experience of experience, allowing space for my brother’s
engagement at Disney—even within an overarching critique of neoliberal constructs—to be as
valid as my own within a work of art, both as the maker-performer, as well as the witness.

The Lure of Presence
The work of Ann Hamilton is certainly immersive; I have had an experience of relevancy in
several of her large-scale works, most notably the installation with performance, Tropos
(1994).22 Walking into the enormous former warehouse, my senses became enveloped: the
many old factory windows were frosted, creating a hazy light in the open space. Underfoot the
entire floor surface (nearly 500 square meters) undulated with a wall-to-wall covering of thick
horsehair, and across the room, a long distance away, sat a single person at a small desk. I
smelled something burning. As I approached, I noticed faint puffs of smoke rising from the
tabletop which, upon closer inspection, came from a specially constructed burning tool, like a
pyrography pen, that scorched line after line from the book as the sitter read and removed the
text. As a durational performance, the action seemed endless, stupefying. And though all the
elements were recognizable: the book, the burning, the hide, the human, somehow in that
arrangement, together in that space, it became immersive. The focused sitter blended
seamlessly into the installation, affirming and interconnected, deeply focused, a presence.
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The brilliance of Hamilton’s site-based and large-scale work is the balance of providing just
enough. The work is complex, yet never encumbered. There is breathing room, literal and
figurative, that allows the viewer to come inside the work. The sculptural installations are clean
and orderly but warmed by the patina of the precise found or fabricated detail. This space
welcomes me in, deeper and deeper. Though the work may trigger layered associations, those
serve to keep me inside the work; they lure me to remain, like wispy webbed strands, holding
me. Hamilton’s work evokes an otherworldly quality through the poetics of space and object and
the presence of the sitter. My immersion in Hamilton’s constructed realms, that fails to coalesce
in other contexts, is facilitated by the lack of recognizable narrative. Whereas the Disney
experience is all about representing a well-known story, repeating the details of re-creation to
make it believable, Hamilton’s artwork creates an experience abstracted, nonlinear yet cohesive.
If there is a story, it is hazy and half-remembered, and certainly originating somewhere between
the environment and myself. In a Hamilton world, I am equally the author of the experience. I
circle the room again.
Overall, Tropos was astounding. Austerely sensuous and dense in depth, this work submerged
me in its vastness, allowing plenty of room to meander and find my own way, to shape my own
connections. My experience in Hamilton’s work, in unpacking what I understand as
“otherworldly,” is much like my personal knowledge of sacred experiences, whether visionary or
otherwise transcendent. Spiritual experience can be a tricky arena of overwrought language or
unprovable prospects, so here I return to pragmatic Dewey, who echoes this analogy:
A work of art elicits and accentuates this quality of being a whole and of belonging to the larger, allinclusive, whole which is the universe in which we live. This fact, I think, is the explanation of that
feeling of exquisite intelligibility and clarity we have in the presence of an object that is experienced
with esthetic intensity. It explains also the religious feeling that accompanies intense esthetic
perception. We are, as it were, introduced into a world beyond this world which is nevertheless the
deeper reality of the world in which we live in our ordinary experiences. We are carried out beyond
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ourselves to find ourselves.

Dewey frames the art experience as something that can be deconstructed and theorized to be
better understood, while at the same time as a type of spiritual encounter beyond reason. The
artist employs techniques in building an experience—measured by her own internal witness, the
artist as primary experiencer—but an experience is had or not had within each viewer’s ability to
toggle between and beyond the components of what is considered wholly this world. Just as the
recognizable faux-finishing kept me at a distance in Disney, the precision and singularity of
Hamilton’s visuals held my focus. But this is not just about outward skill; it also concerns inner
intent. In one case, I am merged into someone else’s illusion. In the other, I am free to discover
a world unknown. This otherworldly experience, a feeling of a beyond by means of a depth,
parallels the experience of alterself as spread across an embodied scale of connection: a relation
to a larger unity registered within a micro-focused experience of immersion—to find ourselves
beyond ourselves. In this chapter, by isolating immersiveness, I extract just one part of the
whole scale for rigorous investigation of the micro connection. This deepening of attentiveness
and commitment emit something powerful, something of “tremendous importance.”24 This is
the lure of presence. My immersion as the viewer in Tropos indicates a process of letting go of
my world, letting go of my self to tune into an other-presence.

Undoing the Über-Experience
Considering an experience larger and beyond, Alston further cautions that immersive experience
may also be considered as idealized experience25 with a critique of the work of the UK-based
company Punchdrunk, widely regarded as a leader in immersive theatrical events. I also
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witnessed the 2003 Punchdrunk production of Sleep No More during its revival in New York City
in 2011. Sleep No More opened in a cabaret bar; I paid for my ticket and entered the velvetdraped, dim space that served as a waiting area. When it was my turn, I was ushered to a lift
behind a curtain, given a large white mask reminiscent of the historic plague costume, and told
the events would take place over the four floors above. My memory of the rooms and order of
the events all blur together now, in that the wordless, dance-based action occurred in cycles
designed in their own sequence independent from my movement through the event. I was free
to roam the immense space, with many separate rooms. I remember a hotel lobby and a
hospital ward, a thick forest and a row of shops, a graveyard, a bedroom with a claw foot
bathtub. I recall other small rooms and corners replete with abstracted sets and installations
that were finely executed but seemed familiar or borrowed: a wall of bureaus that reminded me
of Doris Salcedo’s sculpture, a multitude of mattress-ticking pillows suspended from spears like
an Annette Messager work. Or more specifically, the installations reminded me of the influence
of Salcedo and Messager in an on-trend retail display; I would love this at Anthropologie. The
lighting and patina and selection of objects evoked an aesthetic of 1930s decayed elegance, but
clean and well-appointed. In almost every room, an element of highly physical, movementbased performance was included. Some alluded to Macbeth, which I discovered later was
indeed a plot reference. The setting was impressive in its attention to detail, and the performers
were all strong and focused. It seemed to have all the ingredients to immerse me in an
experience. However, I was uncomfortable with the production of Sleep No More, the reasons
becoming clearer after reading Alston’s research. As stated in his definition, immersion is
catalyzed and perpetuated by the active participation of the viewing audience.26 The cavernous
space and comprehensive visuals allowed for my self-directed movement, and a deep
investigation of constructed space and site. I found myself spending time alone in an installation
made to resemble an historic tailor’s office, opening drawers filled with sewing notions and
reading personal letters tucked inside. The production is clearly driven by an expectation of
audience involvement with the setting, and also the performers. In fact, at the entry point, the
instructions to audience members included an invitation to hold eye contact with and perhaps
follow the performers.
In the very first room I entered, exiting the lift with my small group, the audience became a
competitive mob, made anonymous by the identical masks, pushing their way to the front and
rushing to get to the next scene in the next room. During the three hours I was in attendance, I
witnessed several accounts of a viewer physically shoving others aside to follow a specific
character around a corner. I saw audience members running after a performer, paying no
consideration to other scenes, performers or attendees in their paths. The need to be first, to
“win” the experience seemed to be both a competitive act and an expression of smugness. Put
in a position of rivalry, some individuals seemed inclined to show off (or, of course, “perform”)
their cleverness, or knowledge of the core-structure, or perhaps their fervor.
The mystery of the performance thrives on producing the belief that there is always more to be
experienced and that an experience can always be bettered, or that the environment can be explored
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in other ways, with greater gusto, or with a greater investment of belief and commitment.”

Alston contextualizes the Punchdrunk experience in the quote above by explaining that while
the quality of the design and skill of the performers are important in supporting immersive
theatre experiences, the most significant designation of the work is “an audience’s pursuit of
intimate, challenging, titillating, erotic, confrontational, or escapist experiences” in an effort to
attain the idealized “über-experience.”28 This is the same disconcerting audience attitude I
encountered at Marina Abramović’s The Artist is Present at New York’s Museum of Modern Art
in 2010. Upon the museum opening its doors to the public, the crowd literally ran through the
lobby and up the stairs, trampling the existing order to secure a better chance to sit across from
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the artist. The pursuit of the über-experience was also evident in the repeat and long-time
participants.
On the day I attended, in the final week of the performance amid the viewer frenzy, one woman
was able to get to the seat in the early part of the day, where she remained for over five hours,
gradually sitting through any opportunity for the next person in line, and the next. The talk on
the line was that she had asked the kind woman right behind her to hold her spot, early that
morning, so she could pre-print her admission ticket, and the woman did so, willingly, in the
spirit of camaraderie. Then the sitter turned her back on the kind woman, hording the
opportunity, and usurping all of our chances to be in the chair. That long sitter expected, in fact,
demanded, a “better” experience with her investment: the manipulation of the queue outside
the closed museum doors, as well as her extended turn in the chair. I recognize a similar
competitive spirit at Black Friday sales or a sold-out concert with few remaining rush tickets
available. The crowds line up, camp out, and otherwise spare no effort to grasp that prize.
Within the doctrine of supply-and-demand, the rarer, the more valuable. If you want to win, you
need to prove your worthiness.
At MoMA, I responded with retreat, enacting a private performance of waiting; over nine hours I
did not sit or lean or eat or drink or shift my spot at all. I held my place, mindfully, and this
allowed me to become immersed. I was angry, at first, keeping score of the slights against me as
my chance to sit in the chair slipped away, but over the hours, attentive to the waiting, my
feelings opened to meet my willingness. So, when Abramović slightly shifted her leg, the subtlest
movement in hours of being stock still, an overwhelming feeling of humanness and compassion
flooded me.29 Though the greedy sitter compelled a participation I had initially resisted, her copresence, in balance with Abramović, cracked open an unexpected capacity in the work for me.
In both cases, The Artist is Present and Sleep No More, I found myself hanging back; I wanted to
become as slow and as subtle as possible, to do the least, echoing Abramović’s stillness and
deep focus. Though I was in attendance for many hours, I never did sit with Abramović, nor did I
acquire a backroom one-on-one Punchdrunk performance. In fact, in the latter, I missed a lot of
the “action” and perhaps the narrative arc avoiding the crowds, instead flipping through the
contents of that drawer alone in a small room. I trusted that any encounter was meaningful; I
meandered and allowed small curiosities in each moment to be my guide. With this research, I
realize that I make my work for viewers like me. I don’t want to create a type of pageant that
revs up rivalry. Though my performance work often employs a clear and defining image, my
intention is to undo the über-experience, to focus, to surrender to the intention, and to
welcome any individual into a small and shared moment with a trace of communion. I see the
ways that perhaps that was also Abramović’s original intention. In interviews, she mentioned
that in anticipating the performance, she expected the chair across from her to be usually
empty.30 She was preparing to sit, focused, in solitude. Now, after the fact, Abramović seems to
be captivated by the fan-base reaction, and is presenting new work that relies upon methods of
participatory engagement, and capitalizes on her now mainstream visibility by welcoming large
groups of participants into a personal experience via sensory deprivation. Although I recognize
blindspots in the discourse around her practice—seemingly embraced by Abramović’s herself—I
am careful in my criticism because The Artist is Present did evoke a palpable presence, one that
the labyrinthian but still plot-driven Sleep No More simply did not touch. Now, much can be
suggested as to the charismatic presence of a personality,31 but there are other points of
comparison that suggest something else as well: these are each silent performance-based
artworks with a precision and thoroughness in the visuals and structure, presented within a year
of each other, in the context of New York City and the resulting media hype readying aggressive
crowds at both works. So, my understanding of the distinction is significant. The experience of
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presence is attendant to a depth of focus; the performer’s experience becoming my own. We
are carried out beyond ourselves to find ourselves.

The Micro Connection of Presence
As a performer, the deep, immersive focus which can obscure the personally-detailed self, that
channels toward the micro while opening other worlds, seems most related to Mihaly
Csikszentmihalyi’s concept of Flow in which a deep attentiveness in any task allows for a loss of
time and self-consciousness. Many of the conditions of Flow set out by Csikszentmihalyi are in
fact parallel to the first condition of an alterself shift, including: a challenging task, the merging
of action and awareness, and a clear goal requiring some skill and concentration. However, in
Csikszentmihalyi’s focus on optimal experience (much like Alston’s ideal experience), and
ultimately personal enjoyment, the sense of self is not necessarily lessened or changed. Quite
the opposite. The author notes,
Loss of self-consciousness does not involve a loss of self, but rather, only a loss of consciousness of
the self. What slips below the threshold of awareness is the concept of self, the information we use to
32
represent to ourselves who we really are.

In Csikszentmihalyi’s theory there is no need to recognize, redefine or become anything else,
nothing other seeps into the void of the deeply embodied intrapersonal. In considering the
potential of an alterself experience, this funneling of attention to the very moment of the task,
without the other components of the scale of connection, results in a presence.
In the current discourse on performance art, the concept of presence (and by extension
immediacy and authenticity) continues to serve as the primary gauge to justify the agency of
performance works. In this case, the artist is not only there, but also mystically connected to a
true self. In terms of its mainstream recognition, many artists, and the art professionals who
promote and critique their work, have fixated on the concept of presence as an indication of
high quality or higher truth. This “stubborn lure of presence”33 is perhaps a residue of an earlier
era. Artist and scholar Catherine Elwes, relating performance and feminist theories in the 1980s,
claims performance as “the real life presence of the artist” with unmediated access to the
public.34 This perception remains prominent through the upsurge of performance activity and
dialogue, and perhaps explains the cult-status of The Artist is Present, which names this critical
trend quite literally. However, art historian and performance scholar Amelia Jones takes issue
with the ongoing predilection for presence in her sharp critique of the Abramović performance,
Abramović’s body was “materially” and phenomenologically there in the museum, and yet also was
interpreted almost without exception in art and performance criticism at the time as simultaneously
“authentic” and “present” and “live,” while also as transcendent in its capacity (presumably as the
emotive and psychologically resonant “person” Abramović) to inspire emotional responses in visitors
to the show. Interpreters wanted to secure a final meaning for the work (and for Abramović) while
also asserting the truth-value of the work as a time-based real-time offering of the artist “herself,”
35
claiming the authenticity of the live body as an actual person.

Here, Jones questions the leap from presence to fully-rendered meaning of a known or singular
self, and the resounding rhetoric around the oversimplification of such. Certainly, genuine
immersion in a meditative task can become a meaningful experience. Deep and sustained focus
may offer an embodied encounter with transformed awareness, for both performer and viewer.
Yet, the misinterpretation of presence can set a reductive precedent, not only in
misunderstanding “presencing”36 as merely “being present” but also as an essentializing of the
self. I agree with Jones’ critique of these cultural implications in that, as she states,
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What was disavowed in the very moment of privileging the “live” body was the openendedness of the
interpretive exchange wherein…nothing can be known for sure from moment to moment, as per the
37
most complex and nuanced understanding of the performative.”

The story already told is a shortcoming I also came to recognize in the Disney and Sleep No More
experiences; however, I disagree when Jones claims that in the Abramović work, “there was
nothing in the experience of the work that felt open or in process.”38 My own shift in
expectation of, connection to, and affect by the work runs contrary to Jones’ interpretation. The
performance was complex, with layers of experience to move through—the herds and the
hording functioned on one level, but the commitment, readiness and subtle vulnerability of the
performer also operated on another level. Perhaps the artist was both present and presencing.
Of course, the surface-layer trend of presence is impossible to ignore, as I reflect on this era’s
experience economy and our culture’s consumptive urge for more immediacy and greater,
unreproducible authenticity. Immersiveness as a theatrical (or performance art) construct,
suggests Alston, “…is thoroughly and deeply concerned with a prevailing passion for living for
the moment… [and] …as a form of cultural production, ties into a culture of narcissism that has a
long heritage.”39 This is the trap door of our self-obsessed culture, in terms of performance.
Popular trending seems to be an entry way for mainstream recognition and inclusion in the
Canon, but may also be the way performance falls into an echo chamber of neoliberal ideals that
keep our selves individuated and in competition.
All that said, presencing plays an important role in performance. Early in my research, I met with
fellow performer John Court, whose work I investigate in a forthcoming chapter as a model of
durational rhythm. During an informal artist-to-artist conversation, John shared insight into his
practice. He said that it is only in the process of actually performing that he touches the meaning
of the work, when he and the object “become one.”40 Perhaps this is the moment, fleeting,
unfixed, when John presences. I asked John about his relationship to his performance-presence.
He did recognize it, preferring the term “creative body” or even “animal-creature,” suggesting
that the critical juncture for its existence is where “the mind and body and the space and object
come together.”41 Becoming merged with another (object, action) allows the ability to shift to a
deeper awareness that is, in fact, transformative. For Court, the connection resides within his
long-repeating and deeply focused task. Although presence, in all its complexity, is only a part of
the alterself equation, the movement toward connectivity is catalyst.
The worlding of Red We
In relation to my own art practice, I remain committed to the lineage of performance as outside
the marketplace, reclaiming techniques and materials apart from the corporate cycle of
consumption and regurgitation of images, particularly images of women. To further deconstruct
the relationship between immersive experience, performance presence and the consumer
culture in which I make and present my work, I resolved to reinvestigate a method—
participation—within familiar constructs of durational visual performance. After my experience
of encouraging studio participation in Red Crest that resulted in unexpected participation during
the performance, I also decided to knowingly place participation upfront in the action of
performing Red We.
Art historian Claire Bishop offers a critical assessment of participatory artwork in her book
Artificial Hells (2012). She defines participatory artwork, as when “the work of art as a finite,
portable, commodifiable product is reconceived as an ongoing or long-term project with an
unclear beginning and end” which then repositions the viewer as a “co-producer or
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participant.”42 Bishop’s description differentiates socially engaged artwork which continues
some expectation of the discrete art object. In considering my own performance, Red We (20178), I note that the form falls somewhere between Bishop’s distinctions, not only as an iterative
project inspired by and reliant on the public’s participation, but also one in which the image
remains a significant factor in the composition and content of the work. My intention seemed to
respond to Bishop’s rallying call, “participation is important as a project: it rehumanises a society
rendered numb and fragmented by the repressive instrumentality of capitalist production.”43
This is how I imagine a feminist agenda channeling my own social turn with the project Red We.
Feminism, as an antidote to neoliberalism and consumerism, as a hierarchy equalizer, defines
my ideology, my ethics, and certainly served to influence the development of Red We as a
responsive (perhaps responsible) social performance.
Red We is dually inspired by site and historic research particular to the region, as well as a
vernacular of sharing. The performer is wearing an oversized dress covered with many
embroidery hoops. She is sitting, quietly working on a single design in Redwork, the simple-stitch
embroidery first made popular in England almost 200 years ago, with the imported red dye that
was the first to be both inexpensive and colorfast.44 The public is invited to witness the woman
stitching, the usually domestic task brought out to the busy marketplace. They may also join the
woman and sew on to her dress. The designs in each hoop—as public as monuments or as
personal as mementos—come to represent this place and time, as does the passing exchanges
of the informal sewing circle. The performance references domestic handiwork as a platform for
sharing intimate connection: together in space with a common goal, and the conversation that
organically develops. The performer becomes the willing custodian of this collection of marks
and stories as a catalogue of experiences. The dress also serves as a living relic of the larger
community of this shared encounter, methodically recorded, stitch by stitch.
Compositionally, I use the iconography of the oversized or abstracted dress as a visual lure to
welcome participants in the public site; here, the use of the familiar—the long drape of linen like
curtains or upholstery, and the three domestic-style pouf ottomans—serve as an invitation to
the public to quite literally pull up a seat and join the performer. However, unlike a commodified
experience, the performer does not direct the outcome. Participants may engage in any way;
how they approach the performance, how they mark the dress, if they talk, and what they talk
about are all unscripted and unprescribed. Like the curious passer-by, coming upon an
unexpected experience, the performer is also in unknown territory. Like the dress, she is willing
to be marked. The structured but ultimately uncontrollable outcome created by a variety of
people, and their varying experience, investment and expertise, serves as visual resonance of
the equally uncertain group experience. The dress, performer and participants are co-producers
of the performance, and of the experience, indicating a potential immersiveness.
Red We relies on multiple slippages in the context of experience via imagery and placement: on
site, in public, but within a little world of its own for the time within the circle. Though the image
defines and beckons beyond its porous borders, it is the conversation and experience of sharing
that make the work. Bishop also contextualizes participatory art as a world-making endeavor,
[P]articipatory art has always had a double ontological status: it is both an event in the world, and at
one remove from it. As such, it has the capacity to communicate … experiences that enlarge our
45
capacity to imagine the world and our relations anew.

The visual elements of Red We serve as a driving force, a creative method and a purposeful
record. Without the visual practices, the participation could not exist. Without the participation,
the visual outcome is hollow. The removal of theatrical constructs, placing the work in a public
thoroughfare, allows the possibility of an unprotected or guileless exchange, where interactions
are not predicated on contextual expectations. Being both part of, and apart from, the world
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galvanizes the connection between performer and participant, allowing the potential of Dewey’s
pure experience. In the unknown, there can be nothing beyond the here and now. However, the
potential shortcomings of Red We are equally augmented by the participatory elements. I
address these questions by refining the distinctions between intention and outcome. In this
case, the notion of slippage is significant. Slippage exists between the work residing in this
world, and somehow separate by creating its own inner-world. The quality and intimacy of the
exchanges mirror and perhaps even catalyze this world within a world. (The significance of
intimacy in my work, and in the scale of connection, is further addressed in its own chapter,
forthcoming.) Yet Red We is not immersive like a theatrical closed set. The slippage exists in the
performer’s commitment to hold the relevant construct of the performance-reality even as the
outside world bangs up against, indeed funnels through, the open-weave of its boundary, much
like Abramović amid the queuing up chaos, stock still and intent on only the individual’s eyes in
the opposite chair. Alston describes the immersive experience as a cohesive and closed
environment, or “experience machines,” which resource [participants’] sensuous, imaginative
and explorative capabilities as productive...”46 Though Alston intends this explanation as an
additional implication of a neoliberal agenda, I contrast this with my experience of Hamilton’s
perfectly controlled and closed world, where my productive capability was put to use not for any
necessity of the event, but in co-authoring my own experience. My responsibility as a
participant, in all these cases of immersion in an experience, is simply to be open to possible
connection.
Further considering Red We, I return to the question of believability as opposed to relevancy
(authenticity with immediacy). I am interested in blurring the boundaries of performance and
place, as in site-specific methodology, where the surroundings and the artistic intervention
become intrinsically linked. In immersive theatre, as well as in Disney World, a whole other
world is constructed, separate but equally “real” to our own, and offered as an escape. These
experiences are a familiar fiction to be inhabited, a lateral shift from one world adjacent to
another. In fact, Disney is currently developing a “100% immersive” Star Wars Hotel, in which all
of the staff will be constantly in costume and in character. As the hotel is meant to evoke a
spaceship, the windows will only look out onto a star-scape. Upon arrival, each guest will get a
costume and a storyline, which Disney notes will “touch every single minute of your day.”47 In
my performance work, my inclination to construct another world is built from a conviction in the
task on my lap; this is a focal zooming in, an attentive deepening, which in the best case offers
an experience of presence. The world-within is not separate, but deeply integrated. In my sitespecific work, the site (for Red We, the marketplace) remains a public and familiar space, a place
we each know and to which we each relate. I am connected to and focused on my intention in
this inner-world, but I cannot profess to creating that for any other participant; they must define
their own world. Though I remain committed to an act of opening—opening to their coauthorship and opening to ambiguity as a relevant experience—instead of a closed and fixed
circuit. Undermining existing hierarchy is part of my intention of an open-ended experience. In
this way, I do not perpetuate a culture of competition or, in another word, entrepreneurism.
Productive consumers in the experience economy must embrace individualism, personal merit
and/or entrepreneurial activity48 as evidenced in Alston’s comparison of marketing strategies
and the audience experience. In researching this interpretation, I recommit to the values in the
process and procedures of my work that destabilize an exclusive or opportunistic engagement as
a symptom of neoliberal principles. The social performance Red We relies on the potential for
participation, if not actual participation, from willing viewers but does so in an unrestricted
manner that allows for unscripted and unknowable outcomes. Whereas in immersive theatre, as
all commercial exchanges, the consumer is not offered enough control to derail the structure or
significantly alter the product. The relevancy is found not in the static armature of the
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experience, rather in the shared conviction; this provides an opportunity for connection, to a
singular focus and thereby a presencing, and ultimately to the presence of each other.

Beyond Ourselves to Find Ourselves
Simply stated, participation connects the performer to the public. And in Red We, that
connection was evident; yet, in maintaining the construct of Red We, as the performer, my focus
became snared between the techniques of performance and those of a social project. As I was
drawn deeper into intimate connection with the participants, an access was created for me to
join them, in a way, outside the performance. In other words, the familiarity and shareability of
the performance and my identification with the public functioned to erode my unique place
within the performance. As my role as performer destabilized, I attempted to preserve the
edges, as related to the task, providing a space for discussion that matched the visuals, and
relied on retelling the history of Redwork to repair ruptures made by self-consciousness. Placing
in these cornerstones to support the shape of the performance split my attention and intention.
Usually in my work—sculptural and silent—I can be wholly vulnerable and surrender to the
performative action. In this case, meeting the participants in open-ended conversations,
honestly listening and connecting, meant I could never get fully lost in my own task nor forget
myself. The approachability of the Red We performance ultimately frayed my concentration and
depleted my Flow. I could feel this in the performance; my presence was off. Dewey’s poetic
suggestion is perhaps the very crux of it: in the need to locate myself in the performance, testing
new methods then grappling to hold them together, I could not be carried out beyond myself to
find any self, including the alterself.
During a keynote address at a conference in Nottingham, critic and theorist Grant Kester
mentioned that dialogical practice (an adjacent term for social practice) is more than “dialogue”
in that it is transformative, not just transmissive. He went further to say that it functions both
ontologically and epistemologically in generating new insight.49 I look to such theories of social
practice to ground aspects of the Red We project that extend the performer-participant
conversational exchange to a catalyst for connection. However, unlike a social practitioner, I am
not interested in people’s stories as an outcome. A narrative may create a believable
experience, of the Disney immersive sort, but not necessarily a relevant one. What continues to
interest me about Kester’s description is the notion of the dialogical as transcending dialogue,
and in so doing becomes something new, and as Dewey would suggest of an experience, nothing
other than what it is. Yet, Red We revealed the complexities of immersive potentials. Although I
committed to finding an intimate connection via participation—my attempt to transcend
dialogue—I did not expect that this technique could extinguish my attempts at sustaining a
depth of attention. I came to realize that participation is not a reliable method to encourage
immersion and presencing in my work. And yet, as my conception of the embodied scale of
connection developed, this failure to align the micro aspect of the scale, and thereby the
experience of the alterself, within two separate iterations of Red We, provided a means to
consider exactly what was missing. Reflecting on the construction of experience, and the
worlding of the performance, underpins an analogous understanding of the conditions of the
alterself. The slippery continuums of believability/authenticity and control/surrender explored
as performance situations are equally vital to the research of performance selves across the
similarly slippery scale of connection. Red We could not hold a micro connection, the deepened
inner focus of presence, but, the performance did attain the meso connection in the intimacy
between performer and participant, as well as the macro connection, a spectacular image,
leading to the next aspect of the scale.
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sites and varied talents of a selection of passers-by in public.
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Chapter 2 • More-than, Macro and Beyond: Reclaiming the Capacity of Spectacle
Once, I ran off with the circus.
This is a broad-stroke statement. True, but without nuance; therefore exaggerated. It evokes a
strong image, which operates outside the constraints of time. Perhaps I fancy this imagining of
myself on the trapeze, all sequins and anticipation, in the nostalgic big top of an ambiguous past.
It piques a curiosity. Though a cliché, it is an uncommon act. Not many actually run off with the
circus, though it plays out a familiar trope of the desired unknown. It’s a lure. It’s punchy and
flashy and leaves us wanting more. Ta-da! It’s spectacle in a sentence.
In 1995, indeed I did volunteer for a season with Circus Amok, founded and directed by
performance artist Jennifer Miller. The one-ring, DIY-style art circus has performed free in the
parks and playgrounds of New York City for nearly 30 years. Circus Amok is an eclectic array of
high and low, skilled and de-skilled performance acts including knife throwing, experimental
dance, juggling on stilts, and a tight rope walk (actually a low rope in high heels). When Miller
describes her work, she often uses the term “spectacle”1 as synonymous with “event” or
“performance,” with an indication of the sensational. Her choice of this term invites new
considerations about what a spectacle means today—from the marvel of a modest act done
exceedingly well to an overblown advertising stunt. What is the measure of the spectacular,
when the term can describe the comparatively small and unfussy performance art of Circus
Amok as well as enormous stadium-style productions within the same discipline (say, Cirque du
Soleil) and even beyond the discipline (for example, political conventions)? The term can define
not only discrete productions but also larger cultural trends. In this era of fake news, Real
Housewives and meme wars, the spectacle is held responsible for the downward spiral of our
socio-political structures. Yet, awe of and desire for the astounding is fundamental.
Circus Amok opens as three towering stilt-walkers appear through the recycled plastic-strap
curtain—with oversized pointy caps and long, frayed fringe at their cuffs—to strut their stuff.
The visuals present a particular style: handmade, homey, but precise in their consistency; here
activist street theatre meets Vaudeville, with nods to Bread and Puppet and the drag
performance styles of the 1980s New York club scene. The visuals are not specifically retro, but
comfortable in the moment, as perhaps in any moment. The signage and props are all handpainted, imperfectly graphic. The circus may seem to have low production values, but the
makeshiftiness is celebrated and purposeful. More than accessible, the design of Circus Amok is
openly inclusive, across cultural and visual histories, and proffers the style of “C’mon everybody!
Let’s put on a show!” as a technique, as an intention. After the stilt dance, one of the performers
tips and tilts and prat falls; from a comedic struggle of flying costumes emerges a stunning
woman with an inky black beard in a winkled vintage prom gown. This is Jennifer Miler. She
opens with her trademark circus welcome: “LADIES AND GENTLEMEN! BOYS AND GIRLS!” (then
wryly) “… and the rest of us...” which has been her first line every circus since its inception 2, and
matches the visuals by making room for all of us.
Miller is the perfect emcee, all bravado and wit and charm. She wins us over the moment she
appears in that old satin gown allowing us to see, and see beyond, her beard. Miller’s pre-finale
act is a straitjacket escape, showcasing her capacity as a performer. She invites an audience
member to bind her into a vintage-looking straitjacket with long leather straps, then tightly wrap
and lock her into heavy chains. All the while she jokes and shares the history of the classic
straitjacket act as a metaphor of attaining freedom, recalling the Underground Railroad and the
Stonewall Riots. Miller, like all the Amok performers, is adept at awing us, adults and kids alike,
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as she draws us into pointed cultural critique. Galloping toward the time limit, building great
suspense, Miller thrashes and flails, she is breathing heavily and flinging her body forcefully; she
stops suddenly, shimmies and struggles some more, and ultimately is released from her
constraint, chains and buckles in a pile at her feet. It is amazing to see the open-hearted Miller
put her body through such an ordeal. She has ultimately freed herself, like so many before, like
so many who are still fighting to do so. Her struggle—visually, viscerally—shows us that we are
all in this together.
Once, I ran off with the circus.
Certainly, this sentence evokes the spectacle as highly visible, affective, and beyond temporal
structures. But, this sentence is also of the theatrical in that it tells a story within time: one
specific occasion in the past. It is a launch pad to further information, the first step in a sequence
of events; this sentence activates a plot device.
As a writer/director, Miller is adept at structural flow, evoking places of chaos, exuberance, and
quieter segues, slow and intense. Circus Amok is rooted in the tradition of the theatrical. There
is a narrative construct—an intention to take the audience on a specific journey: beginning,
middle and end. There is a script, and choreography; there are marks to hit, a timing to follow.
However, this narrative, in terms of a linear storyline, is fluid, denoting Circus Amok as a hybrid
form, blending aspects of both the spectacle and the theatrical. Within the jokes and gags there
is a thematic construct but Circus Amok is also open to shifts and failure, and is full of feeling.
We cheer and gasp and laugh. We don’t follow it only with our ears and brains, but also with our
eyes and hearts. The kids in the audience are charged up, yelling back to the performer (“Look
behind you!”) when the dancer in a shaggy lion costume keeps escaping the notice of the
clownish animal tamer atop a giant wiggling ball. Like a typical proscenium, the ring splits the
performers from the viewers, no matter how engaged and emotional they both may be. Yet,
they lean toward each other, coming up close to that divide.
Claire Bishop unpacks the postmodern predilection for de-skilling in performance, which is well
used in work such as Circus Amok. The rejection of discipline-specific and traditional virtuosity
becomes a distinct technique in building connections, as the boundary between the professional
(performer) and amateur (viewer/participant) thins and is made porous. “[T]he best forms of deskilling,” Bishop suggests, “generate in us not a disdainful “I could do that” but the generative
energy of “I want to do that!” This effect is perhaps the most productive engagement with
spectacle we can imagine today…”3 Circus Amok, in its do-it-yourself style, certainly weakens the
theatrical fourth wall between performer and audience, visually allowing us to cross that
threshold. From outside the ring you can see the inner workings; all illusions are laid bare as the
sightlines to any “back stage” are mostly unobstructed in the wide-open park setting. We notice
the frayed mismatched fabric strips tying on the handmade stilts. We notice the damp armpit
hair staining sweat-rings on the worn vintage dresses, sequins piled on over dirt and winkles (on
the costumes and on the skin). The mechanics of both the theatrical and the spectacle may be
de-skilled, undermining structure or eroding compositional polish, pulling us closer to the edges
of the world inhabited by the performer. Yet, I suggest that aspects of the spectacle can dissolve
the boundary altogether. The Circus Amok performers are larger-than-life, but they are just like
us; we identify with their characteristics, or perhaps their characters, which opens up their
worlds. This is perhaps another approach in understanding Dewey’s notion of being carried out
beyond ourselves to find ourselves;4 in identifying with the bearded, sweaty, straitjacketed
other, we uncover the otherness in ourselves. This is the agency of spectacle in building a
communal experience.
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The theatrical as a form relies on observational distance, however narrow. Whereas the
spectacle as a form dissolves that distance in an affective cascade of connection. This is an
important distinction revealed in the hybrid-work of Circus Amok: though the production follows
the tradition of the theatrical, it employs methods of the spectacle, distinguishing these as
equivalent, but not duplicate, forms with different methods, functions and outcomes. I consider
the theatrical that which reinforces, in fact relies upon, what is scripted. In my definition of the
highly visual spectacle, the unknown, the ambiguous is inherent. Made plain, though both terms
may vary in degree of excess or de/skill, the theatrical, a narrative form, relies on at least some
prescription, functions within a construct of time, and offers an internal experience from across
the actor/observer divide. The spectacle, as a visual excess, dwells in ambiguity, suspends time,
and viscerally, often intensely, engages, creating the potential for a shared identification. I use
the discursive “once I ran off with the circus” as a tool to analogize the entanglement between
the spectacle and the theatrical. The single sentence carries the potential of both meanings,
much like the Circus Amok performance itself. Undoubtedly, all performance work exists on the
theatrical-spectacle continuum. And yet, in this research I attempt to untangle the spectacle
from the theatrical to refocus how the terms are commonly and often interchangeably used
within the field of performance.

An Interlude: Splitting Spectacle and Theatrical
Though I recognize the ways they are ultimately connected, in my research I repeatedly insist on
splitting the spectacle from the theatrical for effective investigation. This tendency is certainly
evident in the larger performance discourse as the intellectual divide between visual art and
theatre, and by extension the split between image and text. Art historian Michael Fried in his
“Art and Objecthood” essay of 1967 claims “theatre's profound hostility to the arts” further
suggesting that “there is a war going on… between the theatrical and the pictorial…”5 Bishop, on
the other hand, references “visual art performance’s long-standing “anti-theatricality,” a
Platonic prejudice against mimesis and illusion”6 as related to the emergence of performance art
in the 1950s as a “critique of traditional theatre.”7 Bishop also references Fried’s prejudice, in
calling for Minimalist art of that time to suspend theatricality (even “defeat” theatre), in order to
retain purity in both the medium and in the viewer’s role. Bishop clarifies the use of the term
“theatrical” in contemporary performance as a “visible excess of staging,” continuing, “Visual art
has long drawn upon theatricality as a straw man to bolster its own insistence on authenticity
and the reality effect—on being and doing rather than merely representing.”8 Anyone who
follows contemporary performance surely has heard the recurring performance art anthem of
Marina Abramović, made popular during her 2010 MoMA retrospective, about the knife and
blood being real, not the illusion and “ketchup” of theatre.9 So, from the beginning it seems,
those in the theatre faction consider excess visuals as overwhelming and distracting, somehow
less serious. Those in the visual art camp criticize theatricality as an excess of illusion, a fake,
therefore less legitimate. However, even in Bishop’s clarification of how visual art disdains
illusion, it is the “visual excess” that makes its theatricality evident; the visual seems to take the
brunt. Drama scholar Michael Kirby encourages a sort of conflict resolution in his historic
account of Happenings, what he considers a hybrid form:
Gone are the clichés of exposition, development, climax, and conclusion... Gone are all elements
needed for the presentation of a cause-and-effect plot or even the simple sequence of events
10
that would tell a story.

Distilling it to a simple distinction of structure, Kirby claims that the “compartmented”
experience of Happenings derives equally from visual and textual sources, even aligning
Happenings to a three-ring circus, in their overlapping, non-sequential structure, noted as an
echo of the Circus Amok experience.11 However, Kirby’s perspective remains significantly
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theatre-based, in that the frames of reference are of communicating information as opposed to
encouraging affect. As a continuum, spectacle is set as the far swing of visual, whereas theatrical
is the excess of theatre/drama. They are not the same, but share a marginalized placement
against the norm, the midpoint of these overlapping axes. I suspect that the imbalance, with
more suspicion toward and rejection of the spectacle, even within the performance community,
is irrevocably tied to cultural residue of binary thinking. As theatre historian Amy E. Hughes
suggests, “Presumably, the visual elements of excessive displays assault the spectator more than
other kinds of input. It is generally held that spectacle is distracting and absorbing, inhibiting our
ability to think.”12 The relentless hierarchy of the thinking mind over sensing body undervalues
the spectacle. Hughes continues by noting that, “critiques of spectacle have hindered discussion
about its operations, impact, and potential.”13

Image with Potential, with Movement
A reason spectacle still gets a bad rap in art circles as well as cultural critiques, is due, I suspect,
in part to the writings of Guy Debord. It’s been just over fifty years since the publication of his
philosophical manifesto, The Society of the Spectacle (1967), which defines “spectacle” as a tool
to fabricate the public’s aspirations and desires, and to convert all our interactions into a series
of commodified exchanges. Through media and repeating images of celebrity culture, Debord
suggests that the public is wholly distracted and placated by Capitalist manipulation; popular
dissent is suffocated by the relentless need to fill our longings, our lackings with the shiny new
thing. The author contends that “all that once was directly lived has become mere
representation”14 in an unbridled “predominance of appearances.”15 Debord’s warnings
resonate today: substance is certainly out of favor. We recognize this in our era of Kardashian
clout; trending, or other viral re-presentations, take on a significance that renders social and
fiscal power. Of course, as a culture we over-consume, waste too much, binge-watch, and selfmedicate with hollow distractions. As our critical engagement lessens in the bombardment of
video advertisements—in every room, on our lap, always ready in our pocket—our screenhypnosis intensifies. This is a capacity of a spectacle: the lure attracts and captivates us. We
become culturally, intellectually undernourished, and therefore crave more, exemplifying the
Debordian notion that the image-driven spectacle casts a spell of the fetishized commodity.
Politically, culturally, I agree with the manner in which Debord describes society’s decline,
augmented in this new time by new technologies that promote the strategic curation of our
personalities and personal lives for public consumption.
The agency of spectacle, claims Debord, is in reinforcing normativity; it is the “omnipresent
celebration of the choice already made….”16 He continues, “In form as in content the spectacle
serves as total justification for the conditions and aims of the existing system.”17 Again, I agree
that the procedures of regurgitation perpetuate norms; however, I diverge from Debord’s claim
that spectacle carries the whole of this process. Perhaps the trouble is in the terminology, but I
am reticent to indict image as singularly as Debord. Of course, he is not claiming that spectacle is
synonymous to image, rather to the “societal relationship that is mediated by images.”18 In that
mediation, I posit that it is the social coding, the story that we are told that reduces our desires
and choices to simplistic narratives. Our eyes are not deceiving us, it is the translation of what
we see to what we expect in the unfolding of prescribed and familiar storylines. I refine the
vocabulary to suggest that “appearance” consists of image with a specific story, fixed. Much like
the well-trodden Disney illusions described in the previous chapter, that play out across media
and immersive platforms, appearance likewise produces a closed-circuit of choice which
endorses the existing system, as in advertising or propaganda. Spectacle, on the other hand, is
image with potential, with movement. What a spectacle has, that Debord does not account for,
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is its ability to inspire marvel or awe; this is the visceral connection we feel when Jennifer Miller
emerges from the straitjacket. It is beyond what we feel as possible; yet we can imagine our
bodies, ourselves in that impossibility. Instead of the hypnosis of repeating what is predictable
and trending—the choice already made—the ambiguous, intense, highly-visual spectacle is of
the unknown, and of the body.

Spectacle as a Radical Force
As such, my understanding of the spectacle aligns more closely with the theories of Hughes in
her book, Spectacles of Reform: Theater and Activism in Nineteenth-Century America (2013). As
an examination of specifically historic and theatre-tradition productions, Hughes’ angle
(including timeframe, methodology and discipline) is slightly off-register from my own practiceled examination of contemporary visual art performance; yet, Hughes elaborates many points
about spectacle—its visuality, its size/scale, and its embodied affect—that reinforce my own
findings. While certainly acknowledging many of Debord’s ideas, her conception of the spectacle
also differs in some significant ways.
Hughes defines spectacle foremost by its visuality, but equally important is “its scale, its
intensity, its excess, and its power,”19 especially in terms of the “body in extremis.” All of this is
couched within the spectacle’s relationality: a spectacle is defined by its exceeding of the
expectations, conditions, the very norms of human scale and ability.20 This puts the experience
of spectacle, vitally, in the body, as parallel to the practice-based aspects of my research.
Expectations are, of course, informed by cultural standards, thus the size and reach of what is
considered spectacle can fluctuate. Her focus is the intersection of spectacle and reform, to
highlight the key role it has held in US activism; she claims that the popular staged spectacles or
“sensation scenes” of the nineteenth century provoked not only intense visceral affect but also
uniquely functioned to stimulate intellectual articulation, these “acts of seeing facilitated the
circulation of ideas.”21 The visual spectacle, Hughes posits, both clarifies and distributes
knowledge by means of its ability to compress current cultural contradictions and debate into an
image. As opposed to Debord’s assessment of the spectacular image conveying only the
prescribed, Hughes suggests that the image facilitates dynamic potential—and has no need for
translation. In Hughes estimation as in my own research, the embodied experience is
knowledge.
In this case, the spectacle is more than a framework or device. Hughes defines it as sensory:
…most assume that spectacle’s main function is to decorate and amuse, or believe that it is a
voracious vacuum, robbing us of our ability to think, feel, or act. Probably Aristotle’s privileging of
plot (which is, at its heart, a privileging of text) and his concomitant devaluing of spectacle (which
fills our eyes, and perhaps our hearts) helped to establish this collective opinion about the
22
relative emptiness of spectacle. But spectacle is rarely empty.

Hughes calls out the hierarchy of value at play across the theatrical/spectacle continuum as
related to the textual/visual, and even mind/body binary. She is also veering pointedly from
Debord’s assessment, arguing that the spectacle, in fact, has a fullness of capacity. Beyond just
that of a lure, the spectacle has agency to encourage contemplation and unbind behavior.
Hughes contends that spectacle is relational, working across scales of acceptance and resistance,
normativity and otherness. 23 She further claims that “[o]ur sense of the spectacular springs from
the cultural norms that are jarred, destabilized, and exceeded…”24 Unlike the essentialist
spectacle of Debord, Hughes’ conception of the spectacular is relation-based, where the
exceptional is determined as it exceeds standard proportions. Thus, “the norm perpetually
defines the spectacular.”25 The spectacle, its position ever in flux, compels us to reconsider the
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larger sociopolitical implications beyond the moment of affective jolt. This possibility did not
escape Debord’s reasoning and his theory of détournement calls for using the spectacular to
disrupt the spectacle. His ultimate indictment of the self-consuming nature of spectacle, without
any indication of the lasting effects of this interference, is a common critique of his work,
whereas Hughes is able to reframe the capacity of spectacle as a radical force. Hughes’ theories
then merge back toward Debord’s as she assesses the far reach of spectacle’s relationality. Being
perpetually defined by normativity, she posits, the spectacle “is always already implicated in the
establishment, perpetuation and canonization of compulsory conventions.”26 She concludes
that, yes, the spectacle does more than encourage the public to look differently, it actually trains
us to do so, much like Debord’s assessment. And yet, the spectacle, in her estimation, becomes
edifying, folding alternative points of view as much as dominant opinions into the norm; in
Hughes’ words,
Norms renounce, contain, and extinguish the abnormality that excess represents. This is why
spectacles of excess—bold, un-self-conscious displays; bodies in extremity; demonstrations of
27
extraordinary skill—are inherently radical.

Hughes’ historic contextualization calls to mind some recent visual activism that exemplifies
such radical excess. In political protests for women’s reproductive and civil rights, large groups
have gathered at senate offices and courtrooms wearing identical long red capes and oversized
stark white bonnets, in the style of the recent The Handmaid’s Tale television series, based on
Margaret Atwood’s 1985 novel. It is a striking image. As documented in cities across the US, as
well as the UK, Ireland, Argentina, Poland and Croatia,28 this highly visual, usually silent protest
(much like the pink “pussy hats” of the January 2017 Women’s March on Washington DC)
extends the notion of spectacle from Debord to Hughes. Spectacle becomes the jolt that leads
us out of our comfort zone not toward the resigned acceptance of the status quo, but toward
dissent.
Of course, “spectacle” remains an historically loaded term, but its reassessment is not without
precedent within contemporary performance discourse, in exploration and exposition of
performance practices that fall within the same range as my own.29 This range includes the work
of artists featured in this chapter, Amanda Coogan and Kira O’Reilly: as durational, sculptural,
usually silent, highly visual performances by white, middle-aged women. Coogan’s work has
been described as “[a] quiet, beautiful spectacle” and as utilizing strategies of such, in being
“haptic and visual rather than verbal.”30 The precarity of O’Reilly’s early cutting performances
also initiated a similar use of terminology that has followed her later work incorporating sequins
and glitter.31
Dominic Johnson, a leading scholar in contemporary performance who regularly writes about
O’Reilly’s work, contextualized, in 2015, programming trends regarding spectacle in this way: “In
recent performance in visual art, there has perhaps been a curatorial shift away from practices
that privilege spectacle… in favour of aesthetically muted, politically undemanding, or otherwise
hospitable styles” including “more palatable, ‘relational’ disturbances.”32 Johnson surmises that
a rigid Debordian reading of spectacle—“high-budget, low-impact” entertainment in film and
theatre—has led to “institutional suspicion” and “cultural discomfort,”33 regarding spectacle,
and its capacity in queering the field of relations,34 to cause trouble. Johnson suggests that the
current positioning is not the whole picture, as we can see in the contemporary performance
work included herein, as well as the historical reframing offered by Hughes.
My interpretation of how the spectacle plays out in public arenas—from Circus Amok to feminist
protest—is galvanized by a live and living experience of visual art performance. Specifically
considering the work of Irish artists Amanda Coogan and Kira O’Reilly, along with my own
performance work, I contend that highly visual, exaggerated, in deed spectacular performances
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encourage an engagement of marvel and connect with an experience beyond ourselves.
Certainly, the spectacle can be shiny on the surface, but it also has agency, in its materiality and
in its relationality, as defined within Donna Haraway and Karen Barad’s theories of Feminist New
Materialism, as well as philosopher Erin Manning’s minor gesture. Unlike what may be
expressive but prescribed within the theatrical, the spectacle is situated as the broad band of
macro experience—unknown, other, and out there. A comprehensive understanding of
spectacle also supports the larger conceptualization of the scale of connection toward alterself
emergence, inscribing the diagram as it develops with deeper and surer marks. As such, I take
care in splitting apart then reassembling the complex interplay of the spectacle and theatrical, as
a reaction to the current discourse in performance practice, and perhaps more as a response to
the ways the distinctions and overlaps of language and lineage gets stuck in my own practice.
Under this consideration, I ultimately reclaim the spectacular in alignment with the call to
reclaim vision and visual excess as a feminist strategy.

As Big as a House or as Small as a Postage Stamp
On the top floor of Toynbee Studios, set apart from the other performances below, I hear a low
drone while navigating the long hallways leading to Amanda Coogan’s performance, Cowards
(2018).35 I enter a big, bright space, clearly a dance rehearsal room with marley covering the
floor, and large mirrors on the far walls only partially obscured by drapes. The large facing wall
offers a huge bank of windows with a sweeping view of cityscape, a big sky punctuated with tall
buildings, and a prominent construction crane in the foreground. This view is not picturesque,
nonetheless, it is impressive. There, in the center of the space is a woman who seems small in
this empty, engulfing room. She is strong, clearly, in a grounded stance, but struggling. Her arms
are over her head, as is the long mesh tube dress she wears. She tosses the dress up and over,
up and over, as if attempting to fling it off, but her arms remain in the fitted sleeves. The dress
floats and falls, over and over, as the woman seems to clamber inside the diaphanous veil of
dress, a ghostly straitjacket. She is trying and failing, caught in a loop. I find myself questioning:
Shouldn’t she be able to take off that simple dress? But her struggle is real: the woman loses her
balance; her breathing is labored. I can see that her arms are tired as her muscles shake. The
pace changes from graceful to frenzied, but she cannot escape the cycle; as the image extends,
time is suspended. After some engagement with the performance, the overwhelming visuals
give way to my awareness of the sound. The room is full of a soundscape, low mournful tones,
blending into cadenced classical orchestrations, all woven in with a single performer’s voice
over. I know this as Coogan’s voice, singing an almost moan, “…c o w a r d s…” there is text
too, a poem about impossibility and loss, but sung so slowly that it washes over the ear, the
narrative secondary to the effect of the low and rolling moan.
The longer I stay with the performance, the more I notice other details and how all the elements
work together. There are signs of the theatrical throughout the space, including two big theatre
spotlights projecting an invisible blue glow onto the ceiling. The lamps themselves are
imposingly symbolic on the floor in front of the mirrored wall. Also, the vinyl flooring keeps the
viewers at the edges of the room where the wood underfloor peeks out, a clear marking of stage
vs. audience spaces. I longed to go in close, but I felt forced back to the sidelines; crossing the
stage was disobeying the rules. I debated with myself: I know performance; this is not really a
stage; I should be able to go in close to the performer. My silent struggle echoed the performer’s
struggle, but also shifted my awareness in and out of the work. I was immersed in the spectacle,
then by turns, I became aware of the performance as a construct, thwarting any organic
movement toward curiosity and deeper engagement. The interchange provided slack in which to
question the performer’s commitment and intent: Could the woman actually be struggling? Why
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didn’t she just take off that dress? In other words, the lure of the spectacular drew me in while
the prescribed expectations of the theatrical pushed me out. I never did go in close; the
parameters added up to be stronger than my resolve. Hughes contextualizes this
phenomenological push-pull as a “pleasure” of theatre, quoting theorist Bert O. States, who
describes the theatre experience as, simultaneously, an “event in the real world as well as an
illusion of an unreal world,” in which “the actor exists doubly, both as character and person.”36
The doubling is revealed in the slippages (which are not prescribed)—an actor breaking
character, for example, or in my case the internal tug-of-war between going in and staying out.
The revealing of the boundary, the toggle of awareness to the codes and cues, placing me back
in my place, in my role, in this timeframe, breaks the spell of the spectacle and orders the
unknown. But of course, I slip in and out again. Hughes explains this plurality as an excess,
aligning it to spectacle, a dynamic bridging of the forms.
In Cowards, hours later, Coogan becomes a flag, a part of the setting. I walk around the
perimeter of the room, just outside the marley edge, still trying to get in closer. I can see the
woman more clearly now, not silhouetted by the bright backdrop of light. The woman is wearing
a form-fitting grey unitard, parts of which (along with one arm of the mesh dress) are dyed a
striking blue, almost like bruises, connecting the body to both the sky and the blue theatre
lights: inside and outside, artificial and real. Cowards was performed for six hours; and in
February, the light shifted from midday sun to dusk to dark of night. As the sunlight faded, the
city lights began to twinkle into focus, and those formerly invisible blue lights filled the room
with a cobalt glow. It felt otherworldly, dramatic. Outside and inside. Real and unreal. Cowards
walks the threshold between all the polarities, both theatrical and spectacular. The discrete
elements register as a theatrical experience: the “stage,” the “backdrop,” the “lighting,” the
“soundscore” but it is Coogan’s construction of the excessive visuality—the wrought gestures
and the just-oversized dress in tandem with the intensity of the changing cityscape that keep the
performance teetering between forms. As a viewer, I was convinced that the performer was
both able and unable to get out of that dress, so I couldn’t quite understand what could happen
next. I was lost in the image of the endless wave, where the nuances take on greatest
significance: the float of the fabric, the undulating pace, each labored breath, so that I hardly
notice the shift in light as the day progresses. The world of the unknowns, the exposed and
vulnerable, flourishes within the parameters as set. Yet, the spectacle is diffused by those very
same parameters. Sometimes the dress slides perfectly back down the contours of the woman’s
body, the mesh form slipping back into place, so gracefully. Finally, she is put together, with the
long dress puddling at her feet; she is composed for a moment. Only her wild ravaged hair,
sweaty and knotted, and her panting breath reveal her exertion. The woman exhales, and flings
the dress back over her head. The struggle does not end.
Recalling the ambiguity and relationality of spectacle, which manifest “when scale and number
exceed human proportion—that is, the proportion which spectators accept as the norm,”37
Hughes aligns scale with scope, a scale of perspective. Spectacle may be “as big as a house or as
small as a postage stamp”38 but exceeds expectations of the ordinary or the routine. This
breadth of scale is revealed in my equivalent captivation with both Miller’s and Coogan’s
struggle: wriggling out of the actual straitjacket in Circus Amok (which requires Miller to
dislocate her shoulder) and being snared in the metaphoric straitjacket of Coogan’s light dress.
The spectacle induces a sense of marvel, a macro experience that, though visceral and
embodied, projects outward. To feel it myself, I envision their worlds. To feel it myself, I lean
towards them.
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Vision as Feminist Strategy
Cowards functions as a hybrid form of theatrical and spectacular performance; like Circus Amok,
Coogan’s work falls on the continuum someplace between, and thereby blends, the two. In
Cowards, the image pulls me in, includes me, while the structure pushes me out. That
experience confirms my unflinching allegiance to spectacle, as a practitioner: I am inclined
toward both image (as a form) and seeing (as an embodied sense), which Hughes’ research
begins to untangle from the post-structuralist and capitalist constructs of Debord. To extend
from the lineage that Hughes has introduced, and more specifically incorporate visual art and
visual-based performance, I assemble additional links with the theories of Feminist New
Materialism (as defined by theorists Donna Haraway and Karen Barad, among others) and
Radical Empiricism (especially as developed by contemporary philosopher and practitioner Erin
Manning, partly via the lineage of John Dewey). I return to address how materiality and
emergent capacities of spectacle impact performance research, proper, later in the chapter, but
here cast out a single line within this reclaiming of spectacle by reclaiming vision. Feminist and
Science Studies scholar Donna Haraway urges the retrieval of “the persistence of vision” from its
history as “maligned.”39 She states, “I want a feminist writing of the body that metaphorically
emphasizes vision again, because we need to reclaim that sense to find our way through all the
visualizing tricks…”40 Haraway is specifically addressing the objectivity debates in scientific
practices, but, like her peers in the Feminist New Materialist movement, opens a dialogue on
locations of knowledge, beyond Debord’s single-frame social construction, and extending
Hughes’ return to the body. In her own theoretical lineage, Manning aligns seeing with fullsensory embodiment in her claim, “We don't know where the seeing begins and the body
ends.”41 She also credits seeing with a perception of the unknowable, the unformed: “We see
this excess, an excess that refuses to take form. We see the unrecognizable. […][W]hat we see is
less a vision than a feeling, an affective tonality.”42 Though Manning does not use the term
“spectacle,” her description of the experience, both through and beyond the body, and of an
excessive visuality, further shapes my articulation of its capacity.
Haraway and Manning, in this instance, support the gentle refocus of Hughes’ assessment of the
broad reform capacity of spectacle through a lineage of theatre history to the specifics of both
image and feminism, as particular to my own work in performance, as well as this research and
its findings. I associate with the many ways Hughes broadens the agency of spectacle and
Haraway and Manning call for a renewed acknowledgment of vision and visuality; however, as a
practitioner, a maker of image, I need to embrace even greater potential in my creative
intention. Can there be spectacular images that will not devolve to an informative formula fixed
to a message; rather images that maintain ambiguity and viscerality? The development of my
collaborative performance Lineage (2019) tackles this question directly by combining spectacle
with text in public space. The performance sets a striking image of two women in an oversized
shimmering orange dress. After five hours of slowly increasing the distance between us, the 30meter dress pulls taut to become a banner, proclaiming a poetic slogan of feminist protest.
Lineage takes focus in the concluding chapter, but here signposts the examination of these
questions within my own practice. Perhaps performance provides an opportunity to generate
the best of spectacle, in that the live, physical embodiment of image, in its very form, can never
be wholly static or prescribed. After all, there is no awe in what is already known. And spectacle
is a force that elicits the macro experience of awe, an embodied experience unhinging selfness
from an internal micro focus or intimate meso focus, toward an outward experience beyond
ourselves. Yet, in order to rigorously clarify and reclaim the spectacle, I must more closely
examine the theatrical aspects of my own work to reveal the underlying bias and habits of
terminology. In so doing, I edge closer to an understanding of the complex layering of selves
across the scale of connection that ultimately leads toward an experience of alterself.
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Methodological Tension and Spectacle Reclaimed
Mining the workings and meanings of spectacle became urgent after a recent performance of
my own, when a close and respected colleague commented that she was surprised by the work
as it seemed “theatrical,” to which I took great offense. Here I admit my own prejudice, as I feel
more comfortable with excess on the spectacle-end of the continuum. The work my colleague
critiqued is Of Wanting (2017),43 a durational performance exploring love and loss. The
performance begins with a woman in a short red dress standing at the rear of a deep bright
room. She walks slowly, slowly forward, taking over an hour to cross the nine-meter length,
revealing long red cords tying her dress to the wall. She continues to walk, focused, intent; the
cords gradually become taut, pulling tight; she is suspended, cantilevered. The tension swells
until her dress rips off at the Velcro-ed seams. The back of the dress flings with the released
cords, the front falls to the floor at her feet. Much like the actual straitjacket escape of Jennifer
Miller and the potential of such by Amanda Coogan, there is a moment of poised reveal. She is
left standing in a white slip; a long red mark remains. The woman produces a white handkerchief
from her cleavage, removes her red lipstick and waves the small white flag, indicating goodbye
and surrender. Her arm, growing tired, gradually drops from above her head to waist-level, until,
at last, her hanging wrist just flicks the flag at her knee. The performance ends when she
unintentionally drops the handkerchief and exits the room.
I often explore big themes—in this case love, heartbreak and longing—as culturally constructed
and coded. The woman in a red date-night dress, her face made-up, is a signifier. In that bright
white room, the deep red dress and red cords visually pop, creating a bold image. The color
contrast is certainly significant, but the attention to detail nudges the potential of spectacle: the
particular cut of the dress, short with puff sleeves, and the hand-hammered grommets on the
back refining the cord’s edging, the precise way the knots were tied, the woman’s nude wedge
shoes drawing focus to her torso. The spectacle may be assumed to be big and splashy, but it is
the attention to detail that sustains a great lure. These visual choices layered with the effect of
the slow pace and deep focus of the performance created a space unfixed and exceeding the
norm: I did not know how long the walk would take, or how long the cantilever would hold until
the seams gave. Yes, I suspected that the Velcro would most likely split under the weight of the
pull, but this is less an intention of form (theatrical over spectacle) than an exploration of the
subject matter. I chose to re-construct the dress with Velcro to expose the trappings of love; the
signifiers are the façade, the costume. I made a spectacle of myself to expose the theatrical.
The tension at the tug was intentionally unrehearsed and unscripted in terms of outcome: if the
dress had not ripped, the performance would have ended in the struggle of suspension; yet, the
illusion embedded in—and actually “confessed” with the loud ripping of the Velcro—the release
suggests the construct of that symbolism. Of Wanting further investigates spectacle in the
exposure and vulnerability functioning just under the amplified visual. The precision of the
visuals yields to the messy body, sweaty and off-kilter in heels at that pace, the neck of the
garment strangling the woman’s face red in the elongated tug, ultimately revealing the image of
a mid-life woman, standing in a short see-through slip, belly undisguised, waving her arm until
she exhausts. If the visuals are constructed to be precise, a de-skilling of the image occurs at
their intersection with the body, undoing the likelihood of virtuosic sheen. The image shifts over
time, into the wilt, the absurdity, the surrender. During the performance, I experienced that
shift, as my selfness opened toward a collectivity, to the vulnerability and longing we all share. I
was not connected to any specific individual, and in fact did not recognize viewers I know well,
but felt an overwhelming tenderness between all of us, as I gradually moved closer and closer to
the edge of the room where most viewers congregated. Perhaps they did not need to break the
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lines of the performance frame, as I was coming to meet them. In this physical and emotional
convergence, I became a we.
Asserting an excessive visuality as an element of the work’s content, in combination with a
restraint of gesture through a slow or repeated single action, is a methodological tension I have
employed over the trajectory of my career. I would certainly describe most of my work as
incorporating a spectacular approach: a strong visual serving as a lure, clear and precise but
ultimately unfixed. Currently in European performance practice on the festival circuit, there is a
privileging of the anti-spectacle in small acts, both subtle and de-skilled, as viable resistance to
dominant socio-political and cultural modes. As a viewer, I often feel excluded from
performance work as it gets smaller; I feel too big, too awkward, unable to crouch down into the
corner with the performers, uncomfortable in maintaining a single viewing position in trying to
engage without disruption. The metaphoric secret clubhouse of performance was not built to
support my entry. Perhaps my response to the shrinking in performance is to summon the
spectacular, the space that has plenty of room for all of us. The actual size of the spectacle, of
course, may be “as small as a postage stamp;”44 the scale that matters is the relational potential
of scope. Is there room for a feeling of marvel? Is there space for the macro? A more significant
finding perhaps, in considering the work I make within the context of spectacle, is the truth of
my physical presence: I will never be small—my body, my hair, my gestures, my voice—even in
my work that is long, slow, silent and mostly sculptural, I retain a strong visual presence. The
images I construct match; yet, I resist the rehashing of dominant norms as in Debord’s spectacle.
There must still be a way to be radical, to have my work match my values of inclusiveness. For
this purpose, I reclaim spectacle.
Recalling Coogan’s performance is useful here, in referencing several points of comparison: a
sole woman in an abstracted dress, constructing an image with few, distilled actions. Our images
were equally framed by the rooms; although viewers could come right up next to me, few broke
the implicit edges of the work within that architecture. Each performance also includes an
intention of exposing, within the spectacular image, some aspect of the theatrical: Coogan
revealing the mechanics of artifice, and I, a social construct. In order to do so, we each employed
theatrical techniques, which is where our intentions further diverged, moving the needle on the
theatrical-spectacle scale. Coogan’s struggle seems both baseless (obscuring the conflict in a
story we can only guess) and endless (keeping her action sculptural). Yet, my struggle, obviously
working against something physical/material, was therefore measurable in its directionality; a
resolution could be anticipated because something would inevitably change at the end of those
ropes. In coming to understand the workings of and between the spectacle and theatrical, I
return again to the conception of de-skilling, a relinquishing of mastery and control, which
seems to run contrary to the claim that the spectacle harnesses a precision of details, or a
potential of the body to exceed expectations. In an interview, Coogan was asked specifically
about de-skilling in her own work. “What am I an expert at, as a performer?” She wonders
aloud, and continues, “I’m not an expert jumper, I don’t know how to land, and I don’t know
how to scrub; I don’t have that expertise, [but performers are] experts of being presentful and in
the flesh.”45 Her call to presence reactivates notions of micro focus from the previous chapter,
with new insight; Coogan reminds us that in exceeding expectations, the norms are perpetually
redefined. Although de-skilling, in these cases, occurs at the intersection of the clarity of visual
intention and the limits of the body, there is also a mastery of remaining at that teetering edge:
being in the body, in that dress, in that room. The spectacular image in performance is built by
the relations between body and material.
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Feminist New Materialism
Like Red We in the previous chapter, in the performance Of Wanting, I explore the materiality,
visual cues and cultural constructs of the abstracted garment as just-beyond-the-realistic, while
remaining relational, as a catalyst of exposure, seduction and connection. Summoning the image
of the specifically female body wearing these dresses, excessive not only in size but also in
symbol, opens an additional feminist line of inquiry.46 In the article, “I Live in this Dress”
published both in Polish and English47 (included in Appendix A), I expand upon how the studio
practice pre-performance, the making of the visuals through the designing and construction of
the sculptural garment, initiates a correlation between the spectacle as material and a slippage
of selfness experienced within the performance. To support these intersecting processes, both
the garment-making, and the garment making meaning,48 I find a theoretical apparatus in the
Feminist New Materialists. Supported by feminist scholar Karen Barad’s definition of a “materialdiscursive” 49 co-production, matter and concept come into being together. Barad further
explains,
…[M]atter does not refer to a fixed substance; rather, matter is substance in its intra-active
becoming—not a thing, but a doing, a congealing of agency. Matter is a stabilizing and
50
destabilizing process of iterative intra-activity.

In this way, material both parallels the emergent relationality of spectacle, as well as informs it.
My inclination toward spectacle may be further understood as a proclivity for the doing-ness of
the material. In Material Feminisms (2008), an early collection that signposted emerging models
of New Materialism within Feminist theory, editor Stacy Alaimo reminds us that leading
theorists do not intend to undo the linguistic turn nor deny social constructs, rather “they ask
how nonhuman nature or the human body can “talk back,” resist, or otherwise affect its cultural
construction…”51 In crafting the visuals—literally fitting the dress and ripping then resewing the
seams to ultimately tear apart again—I both participate in and critique the constructs. The
restrictions of the oversized and cumbersome garment have a complicated interplay of
command and difficulty, protection and exposure in the performance, which certainly amp the
visuals toward spectacle, the excess that breaks norms and compels awe. As a practical form of
New Materialism, the performed spectacle is not just a big blank slate to parse cultural
constructions; rather, the materiality of the garment with the body, over time, has its own
spectacular effects, a tension and resistance both physical and virtual. The social expectation of
the woman (especially a woman in love) to “look good” is met and undermined. With mutual
agency, the spectacle made me as much as I made the spectacle, our “intra-action”52 generating
the performance, starting in the studio and leading to that long white room in Norway.
The theories of Feminist New Materialism articulate a worldview that my work in performance
likewise formulates. Both matter and language, both spectacle and theatrical exist as part of a
continuum, and not as mere shadows of Cartesian binary. In this case, material or “matter” is
fundamentally multiple, generative and dynamic. As Barad suggests, matter is “a dynamic and
shifting entanglement of relations, rather than … a property of things.”53 It is its doing. In
mapping this relationality, material is therefore entangled with some other, while materiality is
the emergent entanglement itself. Echoing this thinking more specifically within examples of art
and art making, is contemporary philosopher and practitioner Erin Manning.

It Makes the Work Work
The concept of the emergent construction, the known and the knower, the act and the actant,
dynamically co-constituting in tandem, is a cornerstone of many theoretical traditions, not only
Feminist New Materialism, but also Process Philosophy and Radical Empiricism, lineages
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associated with Erin Manning who conceptualizes the field of relations as major tendencies and
minor gestures. The minor gesture is a force of underlying potentiality. Existing on the edge of
perception, the minor challenges major or dominant convictions, offering multiple alternative
experiences of doing, knowing and being. “The major has a structural tendency … the minor is a
force that courses through it, unmooring its structural integrity, problematizing its normative
standards.54 In short, the minor is what varies and the major is what is fixed, a parallel to my
definition of the spectacle and the theatrical, as distinct but interdependent. And though the
minor is described as nearly imperceptible, which seems opposed to the bold strokes and
affective jolt of the spectacle, I contend that the way the spectacle works, its emergent
unfolding, in fact exemplifies this model. Furthering the parallels, Manning describes the minor
in terms of its emergent capacity and also its excess,
The minor isn’t known in advance. It never reproduces itself in its own image. Each minor gesture
is singularly connected to the event at hand, immanent to the in-act. … But the minor gesture
55
also exceeds the bounds of the event. Touching on the ineffable quality of its more-than.

I respond to the ways Manning suggests the minor merges into a “more-than,” as a parallel to
the spectacle experience. The marvel of the spectacle feels bigger and beyond, the macro part of
the scale of connection, envisioning what cannot be preconceived as it emerges within the
experience, without any “solidity of narratives already composed.”56 Both the minor and the
spectacle dwell in ambiguity and indeterminacy, topple conventions, shift time to non-linear,
and enact potentiality, altering our sense of engagement. Perhaps distinct in approach or scope,
the spectacle and the minor gesture dovetail in their effect.
The spectacle may grab our attention, perhaps gratuitous and greedy, but its very ambiguity, its
indeterminacy, is what keeps the viewers engaged with the work, as well as each other. At
Circus Amok, it is the construct of spectacle that prompts us to gasp and smile at our neighbors,
allowing the kids to yell out to the performer. Manning suggests that a sympathetic engagement
is the way we face the unknowable.57 The lure, the excess, the unknown beyond envelops us,
embodies us; we are in it together. Not just the material, not just the entanglement, spectacle is
the force of all these things. “[It] is not the work, or even the effect of the work” as Manning
describes the minor gesture, “…it is what makes the work work.”58 The spectacle resists being
held accountable to the norm. This is hard to swallow in a world out of balance. Yet, I suggest
that we need the lure, the stunning sensation of light glistening across a shiny surface, the
magnetic awe of what is larger-than-life which beckons us to stay longer, look deeper, and come
out further and further. This space of deep internal focus (micro) and intimate connection
(meso) is rounded out by the emergent excess, in Manning’s words, the macro “more-than” of
the spectacle, across the scale of connection, the fertile ground of alterself.

Making a Spectacle Out of Herself
In an effort to reconcile multiple strands—visibility, materiality, and feminist strategies with the
embodied affect and emergent capacities—with which I imbue the spectacle, I offer a further
link between the work of Gynecological Teaching Associates and a performance by Kira O’Reilly.
The spectacle, in each case, is formulated as an exposure within the excess as an indication of
macro experience. With these strands is woven a more-than.
“Making a spectacle out of oneself seem[s] a specifically feminine danger. The danger [is] of an
exposure.”59 In her book detailing the work of Gynecological Teaching Associates, Public
Privates, Terri Kapsalis references, above, the research of Mary Russo, a literary and feminist
theorist who relates the female grotesque to “spatial and temporal dimensions of modern
spectacle.”60 The parallels between the grotesque and spectacle include excess and risk of the
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body. Extending particularly to the female body, danger is suggested by the taboo exposure of
the vulva, as a powerful place of transformation, of sexual pleasure and birth, made viewable
only by adopting a vulnerable position. I identify keenly with Kapsalis’ observation because I also
worked as a Gynecological Teaching Associate (GTA) for several years in New York. GTAs are
specially trained laywomen offering women’s health workshops in medical schools and teaching
hospitals across the US (as in the UK). Now mandatory coursework in many institutions for
second-year medical students as well as a refresher for practicing Physician Residents, the
workshops instruct in providing a thorough and comfortable breast and pelvic examination,
using the knowledge and body of the GTA. Employing demonstrations and role-play techniques,
GTAs emphasize a feminist, holistic approach to gynecological exams. We model for the medical
students a language and behavior that is patient- and woman-affirming. Though I was playing
the role of patient, I had ultimate control. I knew best my body and the required procedures,
and guided the student in all aspects of palpation, insertion of instruments, viewing my cervix,
and sample collection. Usually, the experience is one of tremendous empowerment. I was
educating based upon my personal body knowledge. And yet, because as a GTA I was not a
trained doctor, an (always male) medical student could be skeptical of my aptitude. The very
fact that my experience was bodily, vulnerable and exposed may have invalidated it. Though I
was the leader/mentor of the encounter, I was also the object of examination, and thereby less
respectable, more a spectacle.

A Gross and Glorious Spectacle
Kira O’Reilly’s 2014 performance, Untitled (Slick Glittery), re-commissioned and presented
recently in London61 is an important example of a willing female exposure as spectacle
reclaimed. O’Reilly is wearing a deep green sequin gown, high-necked and fitted to her shape by
its bias-cut, just pooling behind her, her stature heightened by her green glittery stilettos. She is
walking with effort at half-pace up the stairs of the former warehouse now performance space,
arousing curiosity as well as an attention to the environment, as the crowds recognize the need
to move out of the way, parting for the woman’s slow motion strut. She enters into a room, and
the curious, attentive viewers filter in after her, spreading out to all corners to surround a large,
white square of vinyl on the floor. The walls are a dark wood paneling, raised and ornate; there
is also a small built-in wooden stage, allowing viewers additional seating closest to the white
square. The clear border of the white square, along with viewers’ tendency to sit and watch, set
a construct of theatricality. This predisposition to sit on the floor at the circumference of the
room is partially cued by the environment, but is also due to viewer habits and comforts, as well
as confines of the space being at capacity, making sculptural viewing a challenging prospect.
Placed on the clean white flooring are several stainless-steel bowls heaped with green glitter,
partnered with a domestic teaspoon, and many rows of eggs, perfectly aligned, cutting a
minimalist composition, like a Mondrian: clean and linear punctuated with a shape of bold color.
The woman is now moving toward the edge of the white square; with the same rigid pacing, she
awkwardly unzips and removes her green dress and shoes, slowly extending forward with bare
limbs to transition from one space to another; though now naked, her confidence increases in
the safety of her own zone. Viewers come up close, sitting right at the edge, but the woman’s
focus funnels within this square. Her pace regulates as she begins moving on the floor,
stretching her muscles, testing gravity in tensed and released whole-body twists. These are
contorted but controlled poses, knees over shoulders, toes widened, arms torqued to hold her
weight, testing the suppleness of her sinews and ligaments. The movement references yoga
positions, or an athletic warm-up, but distorted and intensified. As she moves around the
square, testing the boundary, her elbow or thigh or buttock may contact an egg, the pressure
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increases until the shell bursts with a surprising pop (no matter how many times we sense it
coming), leaving a mucousy film across the canvas of the square and the canvas of the body. On
to her stickiness, the woman casually spoons glitter, noticing how it cascades and catches the
light. The glitter ignites a heightened awareness of both spectacle and materialism. The eggglitter matter marks the performer’s body, part by part, with a gloppy but shimmering skin,
accumulating a body both polished and disfigured. As quoted in Efrat Tseëlon’s edited volume,
Masquerade and Identities, drama historian Mikhail Bakhtin describes the grotesque body as a
body in a process of becoming, much like the minor tendencies of the reassessed spectacle: “it is
never finished, never completed; it is continually built, created, and builds and creates another
body.”62 In O’Reilly’s layering of skins—flesh, egg, glitter—and in the sparkling goop of the
viscous mix that kept building up and blending, I experienced first-hand her becoming-body as
more-than, a gross and glorious spectacle. Tseëlon continues,
The logic of the grotesque, according to Bakhtin, is not concerned with the closed and smooth
surface of the body. It is interested only is those parts of the body which protrude beyond the
body’s surface and limits. The grotesque body is unruly, protruding, excessive. It deviates from
the norm, as Russo argues, by creating a space of risk and abjection…linking to the female body
63
“[a]s a quintessential site of transgression and disorder.

The slick glittery woman moves again, leaving a trailing smear of her efforts on the floor, looping
the actions of stretching, egg popping and glitter pouring in an endless non-sequential discovery
of body, space and material. O’Reilly herself submits the piece as an exploration of process,
“...there has never been very much to say about [the performance], it is a series of textures: a
rapidly changing menopausal body, materials that trouble, the smattering of matter.”64 Though
casual in her description of the work, the words “menopausal” and “trouble” signify a deeper,
feminist reading, evidenced in her willing exposure as embodied dissention. No distorted
posture is prohibited, regularly putting the seated viewer in direct sightline with the mid-life
woman’s vulva and anus between her far-splayed legs. Much like the clinical GTA workshops,
this exposure is not overtly sexualized, yet the body is in a precarious position, a place of
vulnerability. In this performance, the woman is quite literally spectacular in her slick coating of
green glitter, sparkling, a glistening thing that catches our attention. But it is the entirety of the
performance including the mastery of the body movement, and the sharp focus required to hold
that calm control over many hours, that composes spectacle writ large.
Amy E. Hughes argues that the “body in extremity is a defining feature of spectacle...”65 Framed
as such, this marginalized position invigorates the subversive power of the minor gesture,
operating outside of prescription, untethered from expectation, transgressing gender
normativity and public etiquette to make room for more: more choice, more difference, the
more-than in all of us. I felt that connection in and through and with Slick Glittery; I was with the
performer as much as I was with the glitter, awed as much by the body in extremity as by the
transformative capacity of the material. Hughes also quotes theatre practitioner and theorist
Baz Kershaw, “Spectacle seems always to transform the human into something more, or less,
than itself,” adding that the “visceral nature of performance narrows the gap between spectacle
and subject.”66 Here, the more-than of the body pushed to an embodied affect conjures a
subjectivity that is shared. The experience of awe builds a collective feeling.

A More-Than Character in the Macro
To identify that feeling of collective subjectivity and extrapersonal connection, the self gets
specific, via a type of characterization. To be in the experience, we feel it and name it. This is the
material-discursive emerging in the more-than of spectacle in performance practice. Examined
in isolation, this macro aspect specifies the emergence of a character for the experiencing self,
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which opens comparisons with theories of theatricality. In my distinction between the
functioning of the spectacle and theatrical, there is something uncomfortable in placing
character within the scope of the macro. A stable and scripted character may not seem to fit this
part of the scale of the self-beyond, larger and therefore not wholly knowable. Character may be
scripted or referenced from aspects of self, but decodes and deploys specifics of time, place,
belief and behavior beyond the self. The distinction set forth by theatre scholar Michael Kirby
between “non-matrixed” and “matrixed” performances extends from the performer being one
with the task to the performer being one with an other enacting the task, and that other is built
on intended specifics, perhaps extraordinary in their singularity: “lethargy, vigor, precision,
carelessness” are set in “a freezing garret, the deck of a rolling ship, a windy patio,”67 or perhaps
marvel is set in a white square covered with broken eggs and green glitter.
All of my analysis from within the performances, as both performer and viewer, originate in
subjective experiences. Brought together these map a complex and shifting theoretical
arrangement of multiple, adjacent and interlocking scales: skilled to de-skilled, scripted to
unprescribed, narrative to visual, critical distance to visceral connection, normative to excessive,
theatrical to spectacle. Additionally, as I have noted for all of the performance referenced
herein, the many body-in-time-and-space practices also get messy at the permeable and
overlapping edges in terms of the intention and background of the performer; however, the
definition of spectacle, as highly visual and affective, creating the potential to transcend an
identifiable, fixed other toward a collective self-beyond remains significant to the ways I make
my work and experience slippages of selfness. Drawing connections between the spectacle in
performance and a macro experience elicits the second condition of the emergence of the
alterself. The experience of the extrapersonal can be realized in the mining of character across
constructs. The motivation is to recognize the other beyond the self, whether through detailing
a specific character to be embodied, or an empathy of extrapersonal communication, reaching
toward a communion with other material entities, both human and more-than: bodies and
straitjackets and glitter, constructing a space of shared selfness. Although my own performance
Of Wanting did not provide an alterself experience, due to a missing aspect from another part of
the scale of connection,68 the performance allowed an experience of more-than inside the
spectacle, arriving at the conception of a more-than character within an experience of spectacle.
In Of Wanting, I was more-than myself. Specifically, I was vulnerability. I was longing. I was love.
But I was not alone. Together, in that space of spectacle, we were vulnerability and longing and
love.
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Chapter 3 • Between Durational Rhythm and Haptic Intimacy
A Process Fueled by Time and Touch
One by one, two women in matching dress wade into the cold lake to fill a large glass vessel.
They strain under the weight of the heavy jug, but undeterred, walk toward their goal—a small
drinking glass on a pedestal. The vessels, however, are riddled with holes and steadily leak down
the front of the dresses, marking their futile effort, and leaving behind only a disappearing trail.
The women work in sequence, building a rhythm, passing in the middle between source and
glass. But they never are able to meet their aim; the glass cannot be filled.
Created with my long-time collaborator, Terese Longva, the performance Thirst (2011-18) is
partly inspired by the mythological Danaïdes, the fifty sisters who, after killing their rapist
husbands, are condemned to forever carry water in leaky jars. The myth eludes to both a
feminist lineage as well as an esoteric endlessness. Thirst also references today’s global water
crisis, specifically the growing scarcity of available, usable water. We ground these allusions in
the concept of a contemporary workday, informing the choice for a nonstop eight-hour
performance. Longva+ Carpenter usually construct performances of duration, longer than three
hours, which adheres to the practical definition of durational performance suggested by
practitioner Amanda Coogan1, (though Marina Abramović claims six hours2 as the baseline).
Viewers are welcome to come and go over the timeframe, experiencing just a moment or an
extended period of our work, perhaps witnessing the emotional and physical changes in the
performers during their effort, even if it is, as in this case, a “petite endurance,”3 repeating slowpaced and unheroic gestures. Duration is not only a chosen method within our practice but, in
Thirst, also a component of the subject matter and content; no matter how long we try, the
water always runs out before we reach the glass. Of course, duration constitutes content in any
performance, as defined by art history scholar Kate Brettkelly-Chalmers in her assessment of
durational work across contemporary art disciplines as those that “engage time as a passage of
experience” and invoke “a sensation of time passing.”4 This is easy to see in Thirst’s increasing
wetness, our dresses darkening and the path widening as they become more drenched. Perhaps
subtler is the inevitable softening of our body posture and composure over many hours.
More specific to performance is art curator and academic Natalie Loveless’ claim that durational
performance can expose a “different materiality of time characterized by a slower pace, minimal
action, and lack of structuring narrative.”5 Our practice adheres to these same techniques with
emphasis on a single action, executed with measured determination and without an intrinsic
end point. Narrative is not envisioned nor intentionally projected; the performance starts just as
it finishes, with little achieved within the process. The task could continue beyond eight hours to
80 with no change in outcome except, of course, how the time passes as well as the effects on
our bodies. “[A]s an ephemeral act…” performance in general, according to curator and scholar
Adrian Heathfield, “institutes a crisis in our ways of rationalizing time: it leads us back to our
elemental physical relation to time, where time is not simply experienced as linear, progressive
and accumulative, but is also infused with suspension and loss ...”6 In Thirst, time slips between
the mythological and the concrete; it feels unending while also immediate as our bodies become
the principal measure, pulling into focus the squish of wet socks, the strain of cold muscles, and
the tight grip on the vessel. As the body tires, these sensations amplify, limiting other
perceptions, suspending experience within that squish and strain and grip. The heightened focus
on my own body in the performance was matched by an awareness of Longva’s body, in a cycle
of moving closer, closer then farther, farther over and over. She provided an additional gauge of
the experience, reflecting and enlarging my own sensations. As we approached, the feeling, the
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vibration of her movements increased until we came together, just brushing past, then again
gradually diminished, like a long echo of bodily rhythms. As the sensations of my body, and my
body with her body, layer and distort, the performance ferments. Over time, the elements
combine and react, activating an experience grounded in and beyond time. Heathfield confers
performance with a capacity for perceptual disturbance in accessing “… something faltering,
non-linear, multi-dimensional and multi-faceted”7 via the bodily experience of time.
All of these authors position the contemporary discourse of duration after the philosophies of
Henri Bergson, specifically his theory of “real” or “pure duration” (durée) as a qualitative, not
quantifiable, bodily experience of perpetual heterogeneous flow. In his major works,8 Bergson
describes durée as “simple flux, a continuity of flowing, a becoming,”9 a non-linear experience of
time that is not reducible to the synchronization of our modern clock time. This experience of
time is summarized by Brettkelly-Chalmers as “composed of multiple perceptual trajectories,
each spurred on … by the durations of … memories, worldly stuff, objects, processes and
situations.”10 Unpacking questions of duration’s interpenetrable multiplicity by these art
historians and theorists, I find several concepts that dovetail, significantly, with aspects of my
own performance work and corollary research including an attention to the sensing body, a lack
of narrative construct and a foundation of materiality (including the “worldly stuff” of dresses
and vessels and water) all of which resist the dominant ordering of time—regulated and
accelerating—by Western and Capitalist culture.11 Associations with materiality and the
unscripted are addressed in earlier chapters, allowing an examination herein of the bodily pace
and rhythm of durational practice. Following the lineage of Bergson via contemporary
performance theorists, the research also references the underpinnings of a spacetime model
and the ever-emergent relationality posited by Erin Manning. From this, the rhythm of duration
is correlated to the intimacy of the haptic, tandem forces that support the notion of the
alterself. Fermentation is perhaps an apt metaphor for how these multiple aspects come
together within the performance; how they intermingle, mutually catalyze, warm and transform
though a process fueled by time and touch.
Rhythm Makes It Possible to Touch Time
In Thirst, the gentle curves of each cycle of lake to pass to glass to pass to lake and over again
create a tempo largo, a slow and consistent rhythm. Our path is, in contrast, a clear shot to the
glass, a straight line framed by road and architecture and marked by the watery trail; yet, the
rhythm of the movement feels round and unhurried. Heathfield explains how, culturally, we
distinguish these: “The cyclical is often associated with the natural world, with biological
rhythms and with femininity, and as such it is often culturally coded as soft, whereas linearity is
often aligned with masculinity and consequently coded as hard: it is taut, directional and doesn’t
curve.”12 The textural assignments of this binary come to play in the rhythm of the performance;
the direct line is often the first reading of the work. These two women with their dresses and
leaky vessels are descended specifically from the myth of the Danaïdes; yet, often reflected back
is viewers’ association with the myth of Sisyphus, the Danaïdes’ male counterpart. Even fifty
women do not outweigh one man’s legacy of suffering. Staying with the performance, within the
rhythm of the duration, a destabilization occurs in the directness of the action; maybe it has
something to do with the water, the way it spirals down the curves of the fabric clinging to our
bodies, or maybe it is due to the pass in the middle, for which we inevitably must make room for
the other and bend our straight lines, but the whir of a rounded rhythm equalizes the twang of
the single taut line. This chord is further varied by the sudden jolts of the inconsistent slips,
when we lose our grip on the slick wet glass or misstep in our dripping wet shoes. Duration,
Heathfield reminds us, is a bodily experience: “For Bergson this [inner] experience [of duration]
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is resolutely inaccessible through thought and language, since it is composed of sensations,
emotions and prehensions, of qualities … experience[d as] material and embodied
phenomena.”13 Longva+Carpenter’s ongoing work in durational performance makes manifest
our commitment to materiality and corporeality; it is the way we communicate our work
without words. In Thirst, as we bridge the constructed binaries of line and curve, soft and hard,
masculine and feminine, being within the bodily rhythm connects the performers not only to the
performance experience with each other, but also with the materiality of duration. The
experience of rhythm makes it possible to touch time.
Thirst has now been performed three times. Before the 2018 iteration in Finland, there was a
2013 version in Norway. And back when we were first developing the concept in 2011, 14 we
performed a two-hour work-in-progress trialing the sculptural glass vessels15 at a local, rural
lakeside near Alfred University, where Longva and I first met and where I was still working at the
time. We invited members of the community to watch and respond to this evolving work. From
outside the performance, Dr. Beth Ann Dobie, a professor of philosophy and art theory,16
reiterated what I recognized as significant from within the performance, the rhythm: “The
sounds … made an impression, … creat[ing] a meaningful rhythm. The sound articulated the
texture and wetness of the garments, thus the discomfort … contribut[ing] to my feeling of the
labor.”17 From the first, rhythm expressed both the materiality and the bodily experience of
Thirst, even in a shorter explorative version of the performance. Dobie suggests the rhythm as
transmitted via sound, and as the performer I understand the rhythm as movement or even
more abstractly, as process, but Dobie embodies this experience nonetheless by emphasizing
her feeling (italics her own) of the work.

The Assemblage vs. Blob Debate: Entanglement and Fermentation
Imbuing time with, as Brettkelly-Chalmers designates, a “rhythm, flux and tempo as opposed to
quantity, measure and number”18 and placing duration into the body, an experience that can be
viscerally shared, draws a link between duration and intimacy as correlated experiences for me,
the performer. Heathfield also implies such a parallel in his assessment of performance:
“aesthetic duration is a kind of entanglement” oriented in the “thick braids of paradoxical
times.”19 Entanglement evokes a persistent connection, so close as to be bound in the sticky
web of many strands; tangles and braids also suggest the brushing and care of hair, an intimate
act. The term “entanglement” is also operative in Karen Barad’s writings on materiality; she
defines it as “not simply to be intertwined with another, as in the joining of separate entities,
but to lack an independent, self-contained existence”20 which subtly redirects the notion of
multiples coming together, offered by Heathfield’s image of braids, to a shared emergence. The
slight distinction in these definitions resonates with the clarifications in language Longva and I
worked through by sharing our understandings of duration within our work. Longva maintains
an allegiance to the Deleuzian term “assemblage” which to me reads as these braids,
intertwined, codependent, yet maintaining self-contained strands. The term I use in
conversation is “blob,”21 a visual description not excerpted from any specific tradition of
thought. In my conceptualization, the blob is viscous, able to shift shape and separate, but when
brought together, fuses, alloys. This visualization leans into Barad’s description of entanglement
as something closer to fermentation. Together, over time, a new entity, as distinct from a mere
collection, is formed. Though Longva and I were casually debating the terminology, my certainty
in the interviews about this conception is significant. The assemblage registers as rigid: there is
an individual strand then a group of strands, evoking an either/or binary. The blob, on the other
hand, is meant to define more than unity, a transformation, heralding the unknowable, spectral
potentials of the alterself, more than intra-, extra- or interpersonal.
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The Intimacy Enacted by Duration
Longva and I were certainly entangled in the rhythm of Thirst together over the duration of the
performance. A particularly charged moment is when we meet in the middle of our respective
walks, heading toward one another, one walking away from the water, vessel leaking down her
front, one heading toward the water to re-fill and start the process again. We attempt to stay
close to the path, each moving slightly to the side just as we pass, often brushing shoulders, and
perhaps inadvertently bumping each other with more force. Dobie referred to this moment in
the first iteration as a point of tension in that we were “supporting each other (both
endeavoring to complete the same task) and yet resentful.”22 I understand this resentment as
indicating our vulnerability in relying on the other; it is a moment of physical closeness that,
unguarded, reveals our feelings about the whole of the process, as well as the act of passing,
breaking that twangy rhythm to reestablish the circular whir. This passing is concentrated by its
ephemerality, zapping like a spark between two stripped wires, as much as by the slow
fermentation, simmering over the length of the performance, as well as the length of our
collaboration. In the earlier iterations of Thirst, both the shorter work-in-progress as well as the
full performance later in Norway, I felt a certain intimacy in that moment, at the pass, as Longva
and I met, hour after hour. No matter if supportive or resentful, it affirmed we were in this
together, in touch.
In the most recent version of Thirst, as part of this research, the charge of this passing moment
was amplified, due in part to the broader landscape of intimacy between us as collaborators,
after many more years of working together. That pass had more at stake, more reliance on and
expectation of the other. Seven years after the first iteration, we were also seven years older,
and the physical effects of the repetitive action and performance circumstances played out
against our own vulnerabilities in significant ways, including the effect of the climate. At only a
high of 9°C, with an arctic wind, the cold prevented us from performing wet in our garments as
intended. Not only did we need to wear extra layers under the dress, but we also required socks,
long sleeves and gloves to protect our wet skin from any wind exposure. During the test the day
before the performance, our hands became incapacitated in the lake water at that temperature.
After only a few minutes, holding the slippery glass vessel was impossible. We had to cover up.
The underlayers impeded our movement in the performance; the wet dress stuck to the wool
leggings, strangling our gait as we climbed up from the lake. I became sharply aware of my need
to grasp the vessel in a lock hold through the slippery gloves. Here I recall Drew Leder’s theory of
“The Absent Body:” I was never fully able to surrender to the rhythm and forget the mechanics
of the body.23 I was thinking the squish and strain and grip instead of feeling them. The infusion
of this self-consciousness within the performance, put me out of rhythm, just as the clothing
layers literally muffled my sense of touch on the task.24
With this sharp discomfort in my own body, any bumping at the pass became too aggressive for
me. I suspected I would lose hold of the vessel if my body were jarred. I started moving out of
Longva’s way, subtly, a bit earlier, a bit more, changing the rhythm we had established in earlier
iterations; in response, Longva kept inching closer toward me, seeking the zap in the moment of
touch. In the days leading up to the performance, we had discussed the possibility of finding our
own paces, perhaps even changing the location and consistency of our passing, allowing the
performance to unfold as the actions affected our individual bodies. As Longva is almost ten
years younger than I, and more routinely active, our aging process is happening at different
rates, more pronounced firmly now in midlife. During the performance, however, Longva
decided that the pass, in the middle, in close proximity, was vital, and any alteration was simply
“not the performance.”25 I had expected Longva to recognize the shifting pattern and ease up at
the pass. Gradually, her insistence pushed me further and further into a ditch beside the path,
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making me angry yet avoidant, as I drifted even further from our shared rhythm. In
conversations after the performance, Longva and I determined that I felt our connection within
these circumstances was overbearing, but she, after adapting to my pace, felt it lacking.26 We
both felt that something was wrong, each unsure if our self or the other was perpetuating the
problem at the pass. Whereas in the earlier iterations we composed together a shared rhythm,
now we were disentangled, off-tempo and out of touch.
The disconnect between us aligns with what Bergson suggests as a “continuous dialogue
between the ‘inner’ sense of durational consciousness and the multitude of other ‘external’
rhythms.”27 Bergson goes on to describe the “many different rhythms which, slower or faster,
measure the degree of tension or relaxation of different kinds of consciousness, and thereby fix
their respective places in the scale of being.”28 This is the intimacy enacted by duration, as
personal rhythms begin to beat-match the rhythms of another in the complex matrix of multiple
external rhythms. How we connect to one another can be defined by the pliability of our selfconsciousness, how much we feel external rhythms. A misunderstanding of intimacy may be
when the tempos seem to align when, in fact, the tempos are just following the insistent ticking
of clock time. Durational intimacy occurs when the sense of time moves away from the falsely
“universal” towards a singular experience of another’s rhythm, in synch. In all the aspects of the
recent performance of Thirst that confused my cadence, I was not connecting, not hearing, not
communicating. My performance in Thirst became too much about me alone, and not about us
together. Although we certainly have a backlog of shared rhythms and performance intimacy,
the charged moment at the pass tipped away from a complex and layered connection towards
being only resentful, as we could not relate to the other despite our best efforts. This may be
only a small failure of the performance, as the larger inspiration, intention, visuals, and the
commitment remain for the whole of the eight hours; yet, the extrapolation of this moment
informs the discrete investigation of the alterself. If one ingredient of the fermentation is
missing, the whole batch goes off. As in the recent Thirst, without a shared rhythm Longva and I
were unable to sustain an intimacy. The same holds true in registering the scale of connection; if
lacking the intimacy of the interpersonal or meso condition, the embodied alterself cannot
emerge.
A Worker’s Timeframe, a Change of Perspective and an Overturning of a Paradigm
In social theories of time it is commonly accepted that the phenomenon of acceleration was
initiated with the upsurge of Industrial Capitalism. A linear, quantifiable system of time provided
a method for regulating and calculating the labor of the workforce. The measure of production,
then, shifted from the completion of a task (the socks are all darned, the garden is mulched) to
the length of time given to a task (and the resulting time clock to punch in and out). This was the
advent of “clock time.” Heathfield also refers to this as “capital time”29 emphasizing the
commodification of time within this system.
Today, in this information age, the era of Late Capitalism, the social relations of time have
adjusted further. As performance studies scholar Lara Shalson posits, the “fluidity and flux”30 of
Bergson’s duration evokes a freedom in its rejection of clock time. And although, following his
conceptualization, contemporary time “flows, is continuous and interpenetrating,” this is only
inasmuch “as it binds us to capital.”31 She warns against romanticizing this current “network
time” or “digital time” as a return to a biologically-attuned ecology; our experience of the allnight-and-day notification ding of email, text, social media and internet news demands constant,
not organic, production. Shalson continues, “[c]lock-time, then, has not been overcome; it
would seem it has multiplied.”32 As a critical response, Longva+Carpenter rely on techniques of
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duration—including a slower-than-usual pace—in our performance work to reveal and resist
digital/clock time and its contingent Capitalist logic. Heathfield argues for just such an “ethics of
slowness.”33 He explains that by “deploying a contemplative and ‘wasteful’ expenditure of time,
performance continues its long wrangle with the forces of capital.”34 All of our performances
could be understood as wasteful of time and effort, much like in Thirst; within the world of the
task, little is achieved over a long time, thus proposing questions of alternative purpose and
intent.
Re-examining our interest in “wasteful” repetition as well as the durational effects of gesture,
material and meaning, Longva and I developed the performance, Shift (2018). This work explores
the varied connotations of a shift: a worker’s timeframe, a change of perspective and an
overturning of a paradigm. One performer (Carpenter) sits at the end of a long table piled with
fresh cedar mulch. Reaching into the pile, piece by piece, she selects and marks one small chip
after another with a hand-drawn plus sign. The second performer (Longva) picks the marked
items from the corner of the table and stoops to arrange them in an organized grid with
exquisite precision. The contours of each wood chip rotate on the field of grey gallery floor like a
floating jigsaw puzzle; yet the white marks register as an implicit continuous line, a textural or
almost textual residue. In Shift we explore the significance of an individual entity apart from the
heap. A single wood chip may have little value on its own; it is the collective mulch that
functions as a commodity. The performance and resulting installation call attention to many
small, supposedly worthless individual pieces as potentially communicative and otherwise
valuable.
Shift was performed over the course of three consecutive days, for five hours each day; within
each session the tasks continued without distinction. However, in attending to each wood chip,
the performers still made judgements and choices, as some pieces are discarded as being too
small or resistant to marks. The microcosm of our personal aspirations and agendas within our
narrow focus plays out as a metaphor for the larger political climate: what is wasteful, what is
wasted? Yet, through the duration no conclusions are drawn; these choices and agendas are
decidedly of the body, intuitive and cyclical. The task continues, covering a fraction of the floor,
in the fifteen total hours, with an impermanent residue. After all that time and effort, in a
matter of minutes, the mulch could be simply swept up and spread in the garden. In this way,
Shift does not apply a narrative to these philosophies or politics of time. It is not a story; it is a
sensation—a sensation of duration. In a monograph of durational performance pioneer
Tehching Hsieh, Heathfield again notes wastefulness as a technique of duration in resisting
time’s commodification. “Aesthetic duration … saves nothing, and as such it is often deployed as
a means to disturb or suspend narrative resolutions and consolidated identities.”35 As in Shift,
without a specific narrative, over the many hours, our identity remains unfixed: worker,
nurturer, partner, prisoner. We were not trying to specifically build camaraderie or shared
identity in the hardship, rather, we were simply committed to our touch on the task, allowing
ourselves to be made impressionable, vulnerable to the effects of duration, together. It is from
this shared commitment that intimacy has a possibility to take root.
As in the performance Thirst, Longva+Carpenter perform a single activity repeated at a
methodical pace, but in Shift, this occurs in an even smaller field of attention, shrunk down to
the length between the tabletop and the floor, within the space of only a fingertip. Shift
certainly provided a perfect condition for a rhythmic attentiveness; in my action, my only
intention was to keep the pluses the same size no matter the shape or contour of the wood chip.
I had this single objective; in its scale and insistence, it suspended time. I hardly needed to look
up, and could thus surrender to the world that was within just the sweep of my forearms. Then
Longva would come to the edge of the table, the edge of my world, to remove the inscribed
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pieces; our hands would sometimes brush in this action. Like the charged pass in Thirst, this
inadvertent touch would zap me, providing an entry to greater intimacy, if we chose to cross
through. The potential was there, to linger a bit longer, but even the passing zap itself connected
us; it let the other know that we were together, that our worlds adjoined. “To touch is to share.”
Manning suggests, and continues, “When I touch you I do not contain the experience within a
preconc[eption] … When I touch you I reach toward that which I cannot yet define, a worlding of
our own creation.36 This description of touch in Manning’s A Politics of Touch (2007), parallels
many of my findings in and about the Longva+Carpenter performances, to work beyond the
preconception of narrative, where an inadvertent touch opens bodily sensations that redefine
the playing field, along with the implied collaborative agreement (or perhaps shared rhythm)
that must exist for that particular world to unfold. This is the potential of both intimacy and
duration, and the intimacy of duration, to generate emergent worlds. Recalling Bergson’s
interpenetrable durée, the slippage of past into present, the moment of our brushing hands also
carried within it the subtle intimacies of all the encounters before in our shared performances:
the hand brush the hour before, the day before, the pass of our shoulders in the early Thirst
iterations. This fluid timescale extends toward Manning’s account of what she terms “a weather
pattern” in The Minor Gesture (2016), “[t]his tendency is a gesture felt in the event both as
absolutely singular and infinitely multiplicitous. The one and the many, the minor gesture has a
quality of a resonant multiplicity singularly itself.”37 Her analogy is the feeling of fall returning,
the sound of crunching leaves both wholly of this moment, and of all the falls before. Like the
feeling of wet squishy socks. Like the feeling of hands brushing. This suspension and collapsing
of time offers a quality Longva+Carpenter cultivate in our work, an inkling of something familiar,
but not pinpointable, as the action continues without comment or conclusion, yet offers
potential of intimate worlds.
In Shift, however, we couldn’t sustain deeper connection. The zapping moment provided an
entry we didn’t cross. I thought this was perhaps because we were contained by the demand of
our personal labors, the tug of our own worlds full and forceful. Whereas in Thirst we could not
match the other, perhaps in Shift we did not need the other, as our labors were distinct,
separate. Longva reinforces this supposition by downplaying the significance of the hand brush,
as her worldview was broader, “So for me the touching, I'm not so aware [of that]… the intimacy
or the connectedness with the other is much wider for me than for you...”38 After all, Longva
stood and walked and could survey the room; while also repetitive, her task made her world a
little bigger. If, as Brettkelly-Chalmers posits, “[r]epetitive procedures lend a human intimacy to
a timescale…”39 then for the performer, the connection exists between the materiality and
bodily experience of time. Perhaps the intimacy engendered within Shift was not with each
other, but with duration itself.40 This poetic assessment could rest there if the examination of
intimacy within duration was the final result; however, this shift in potential intimacy away from
my collaborator perhaps tips the experience closer to the micro condition of intrapersonal
connection, my own internal experience of durational flow. The specifics of a meso intimacy
instead require a mutual vulnerability, a place of equal balance on the scale of connection. In
both Thirst and Shift, our rhythms misaligned; in each case, one needed the other more. This is
not to suggest that there can only be states wholly intimate or wholly not. Intimacy, like its
source durée, as well as rhythm, is faltering, fluid and ever-emergent, thus warranting further
investigation.

John Court and the Rhythms of Spacetime
It’s a foggy morning in York as I arrive to witness an untitled durational performance (2016) by
Finland-based UK artist John Court.41 The weather softens the old stones in the historic medieval
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ruins, partially open with a low vaulted ceiling in the undercroft, with several pillars anchoring
the ribs. Against a central pillar lean two long pieces of lumber, 2x2s, painted black with white
writing, a continuous string of random numbers on one, and letters on the other, covering every
long surface, a code, perhaps, beyond my comprehension; I take this as an invitation to try not
to calculate, try not to think. A man, bald and dressed in black, enters and picks up a stick to
circle the axis of the pillar, dragging the end behind. He circles, and circles, stick in hand, its
center guided by rubbing against the pillar, the end dragging the hard clay ground. He grasps the
stick with might, while his other hand in a delicate gesture holds a permanent marker. He
regularly drops one stick, leaves it, and bends to pick up the other, his rotations never halting. At
inconsistent intervals, he begins writing on his scalp. It seems to be numbers, but the marks are
quickly obscured into a tangle of wobbly marks, overlapping into a dense mass, dark and
distressing on his head. Circle and mark. Circle, mark, circle, drop, circle, circle. The rhythmic
movement continued methodically, hypnotically, leaving space for many swirling associations. I
must have been lulled into a liminal state as my thoughts seemed to float across my mind. I was
imagining circles and cycles as timeframes from short to longer, patterns and the ways we all
strive to make sense of our worlds. I was considering the dark, messy inner-voices that can
quickly take over as we strive to control our thoughts. I was hearing the sound of the stick on the
hard, gravelled ground, noticing the subtle tilled mark it left behind. Even more so, I was feeling
with the man and his discomfort: the cold of his body and cramp of his hand. I was feeling cold
and cramped myself, as my eyes and my body circled with him. Slowly, I orbited to watch from
every angle. I was with time, the rotations of the earth and moon, the cycle of seasons, a rhythm
of repetition. I was meeting him in the intimate space of duration.
Several hours into the performance, the man dropped the stick, picked up the other and
abruptly changed directions. I gasped so loudly at this choice—so small but so bold—to alter the
rhythm. My shock was not at the undoing of a rhythmic intimacy, the investment to share his
tempo, but at the alteration of my co-creation of the experience. As Manning suggests, “To posit
rhythm as extra or external to experience is to misunderstand how rhythms make up events.
Rhythm gives affective tonality to experience, making experience this and not that.”42 More than
just allowing me to know the experience we shared, that rhythm actually created the
experience. To any passerby who arrived after this moment, it would appear that this man had
done the same thing all day, but a commitment to the duration, to take it all in, revealed
tectonic shifts: slow, almost imperceptible, yet impactful. “Like all modes of repetition,”
Heathfield reminds us, “it calls attention to difference within sameness.”43 This also recalls, in a
narrow field, Judith Butler’s theory of reiterative practice as performative. The repetitions make
the rhythms that make the world.
The man, hours in, had also become noticeably weary. The vibrations of the stick dredging the
soil were shaking his hand violently. He sometimes held the stick to his hip or stomach perhaps
to ground himself and absorb the vibrations, to pull the rhythm back inside himself. In the man’s
tiredness, the stick began to control him more than guide him, when his arm could not sustain
the torque against the pillar. The movement became more of a dance of equal forces, and the
man began frequently switching directions, back and forth. Pulling in, and pushing out, the
movement mimicked breathing. The man’s pace was shifting too, from slow and tight to
galloping wide circles, his strong shoulders tensed and hunched. His precise, though pedestrian,
movement became just sloppy enough to reveal his resignation. I anticipated these shifts I know
well from my own durational performance practice. A performer starts strong and rigid; it takes
time to find the rhythm and surrender to it, when a small sense of grace gently guides the
action. Then the performer becomes engulfed by the world created—strained but sustained by
the hours of repetition, and the hours to come. We can feel the vulnerability as grace dissolves
into surrender. At this point in the work, I began to notice the subtle marks of time beyond the
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tilled circle: the bits of dust coating the man’s dark shoes and clothes, the smudges of ink across
his hands and face, the ever-so-slightly sharpened point of each stick, the steam of his breath
exhaled in the cold air. It was then the afternoon and the man has been circling for nearly five
hours. Sometimes a performer senses the passage of clock time, the bodily intuition of durée
taking shape in the circumstance. More viewers began to return; the anticipation was palpable.
The man kept on, standing a little less slumped, perhaps slightly buoyed, another feeling I
recognize, when expecting a kind of closure. Then without warning or any alteration in pace or
intention, the man dropped his stick and walked out of the circle. The viewers remained
mesmerized for some time. Silently we pondered the vacant circle, surprised or perhaps
saddened to feel its emptiness after so long. Everything that had been swirling inside me
seemed to empty then, too. I tried to embody the now missing man and absorb any remaining
vibrations.
Knowing Court’s artistic practice and witnessing this work live revealed many parallels to my
own methods; though Court was performing alone, the points of comparison to both Thirst and
Shift in terms of duration are significant—the unyielding commitment to a single action/process
until it is exhausted. Removing any prescribed or narrative markers of beginning, middle and end
extends the notion of the “now,” rooting us also to the “here.” In coming to understand durée
within these works of durational performance, I perhaps suggest an ideological separation of
time from space, not uncommon in our culture’s inclination toward the regulation and
homogenization of clock time. As Heathfield explains, “For Bergson, the principal difficulty in the
understanding and representation of duration was its suppression by space.”44 Reflecting on an
experience of temporality removes it from the lived experience by dint of becoming
“spatialized” and “solidified.” For Bergson, duration was unable to become an object to be
considered or analyzed without becoming something entirely other. Heathfield aptly bridges the
connection, offering his assessment that, “[d]uration will often be accompanied by the spatial
senses of expansion, suspension or collapse or by reverential, chaotic or cosmic phenomena, as
notions of temporal distinction are undone.”45 This is often my experience of durational
performance, as time dissolves into my understanding and expression of space: Court’s ongoing
circling literally moving me around the site. Following Quantum Physics and Einstein’s Theory of
Relativity, revisited more recently by the New Materialists across philosophies of natural
science, social science and art, the dimensions of space and time are more than connected, but
wholly inseparable. Manning, in turn, summarizes these complex interrogations in a poetic
image, “Space and time are always space-time. Bodies in movement space time and time space
rather than existing in an empty container of space marked by the passing of a linear time
line.”46 The circling man was not just passing time that I translated into an experience of space,
he was creating with the continuum, the rhythm of spacetime. This reopens the analogy of
fermentation: only in time and the right, compact environment will the brew start to bubble.
The spacetime of fermentation is the here and now of touch.

Hancock & Kelly’s Haptic Intimacy
Opening the doors to the vacant storefront on one of Folkestone’s side streets, I am socked in
the face with a smell, dense and oily. Hancock & Kelly’s performance UNION (Part II: Affective
Labour) (2017) is inside this long, low room, and the air hangs heavy; it is already hard to
breathe. I am drawn deeper into the space—the metaphor of a mine shaft not lost on me—
where at the far end sits a large pile of coal, the source of that smell. In front of the large pile,
there is a smaller pile and a nude figure, laying casually facedown. Inspecting the symmetry, I
realize that buried within the smaller pile is another human body, face-up. Two other
performers, similar in appearance, tall and lean with shorn hair wearing black clothing and
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gloves, methodically remove a chunk of coal from the covered body and place it on the exposed
body. Piece by piece this continues in a rhythm, their silent communication and thoughtful
movement evoke a solemnness or sacredness. The breasts and toes are the first bits exposed
from under the coal pile, as both prone bodies further belie the symmetry; the muscular male
body reads as comfortably strewn, almost napping, the voluptuous female body laying rigid and
upright, like in a coffin. The moving performers work piece by piece until they are on their hands
and knees sweeping the black dust with their fingertips, leaving wispy radiating marks on the
floor in the endless dust. The piles have flipped; the casual body is now engulfed in a mound of
coal, while the newly exposed body is mottled with only blots of black residue. The subtle
humanness of the asymmetry, the restraint of composition, the stillness, and the slow,
composed movement of the performance over many hours complements the materiality of the
installation. The coal is mesmerizing: the sharp smell, slight sparkle, and dry, hollow sound.
Diana Damian Martin, a writer and critic-in-residence for the span of the presenting festival47
remarks,
The coal shifts the temporality of the space, the coal is nonlocal, drifting through time, the coal is
experienced, the coal here is made, brought, stepped on, cracking, emitting. …The coal as marking
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that which has passed, and which is still occurring.

Martin deftly observes the coal as blurring the now and then, and here and there of spacetime; I
further suggest that this experience of temporal slippage is due not only to the coal, but also the
durational performance, the emerging relationships with and through the coal. Witnessing the
skin contact, the touch, even the act of their breathing of that strong-smelling dust over the
many hours (as well as my own breathing, with several breaks for inhaling clean air) offers
viewers an experience of durée, as being out of or beyond time from within our own bodies.
Heathfield recalls cultural theorist Mieke Bal’s supposition that “the quality of the visual object
subject to duration is a kind of ‘stickyness’; conditioning a tactile attentiveness.”49 This analogy
of experience, from one seen to one felt, corresponds to Laura U. Mark’s theory of haptic
visuality, when “the eyes themselves function like organs of touch.”50 Leaning heavily on touch
and proprioception, but drawing on all sensory input, haptic images engage the viewer’s whole
body in the experience of seeing. Marks clarifies the distinction between optical and haptic
visuality as symbolic distance funneling into sensuous closeness,51 moving from construct to
matter, from language to the body. And this was my experience of the performance; I felt a
closeness, an intimacy with these bodies and materials, trying to stay with them, feel with them,
beyond the capacity of my lungs.
The program, I see afterwards, invites the public to participate in the removal and replacing of
the coal, joining the performers shifting it from one body to the other, but this does not happen
until near the end when someone loudly asks the invigilator if they may join. This erupts a rush
of eager participants, which breaks the intimate spell; the mismatched movements, quick and
grabby, along with the messy visuals of backpacks and carrier bags, layers of clothes in a blur of
color and corporate logos on trainers and t-shits, disrupt what had been such a specific
composition, two bodies prone, two bodies in movement, with a specific rhythm of non-specific
space and time. The participants also commented and laughed with one another, erecting a here
and now that in a way no longer included me. From a respite of durée I was suddenly flung back
into a dirty storefront on a Friday afternoon, specific and fixed. Instead of opening unknown
potentials with participatory involvement, the public’s interactive behavior fell into a more
conventional range; in this case, making the art event informal and amusing. The interaction
seemed to bring the public together, but the manner was dictated by expectations outside the
world of the performance. Literary scholar Lauren Berlant, recognized for her research on affect
and intimacy, suggests that “at its root intimacy has the quality of eloquence and brevity” in that
it “communicate[s] with the sparest of signs and gestures.”52 This was the intimacy I was feeling,
hinting with the subtlest of dust markings on the skin, pulling me in closer, telling me more,
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intimating at what could become almost too much. “Yet,” she continues, “the inwardness of the
intimate is met by a corresponding publicness.”53 Intimacy carries with it a desire for a
recognizable narrative with a happy ending, “set within zones of familiarity and comfort…”54 I
observed this in the participating public, the overwhelming need for release after hours of
solemn repetition. The public veered to the strong pull of cultural norms in an attempt to “cheer
up” the space and heal the duration, both the discomfort of the performance work, as well as
the long, complicated history of coal use.
Similar unexpected effects, in terms of my own work, are addressed within a critical framing of
immersiveness and social practices in an earlier chapter, but a comparison of participatory
practices in Red We (in which the participation hindered immersiveness, though may have
engendered intimacy) with UNION (where the participation abruptly halted both immersiveness
and intimacy) is significant, as my perspective shifted from artist to viewer. Even with the
difference in role and context, in both cases, when engaging participation, I was escorted
outside the performance. In Red We, my connection with participants destabilized the structure
as I struggled to maintain the intensions of the performer within the performance.55 In UNION,
the sudden swell of participation severed my connection to the performance; it was over for me,
then. What I am considering with the Hancock & Kelly work is why my experience seemed to
differ from that of many other viewers. Perhaps they read the program earlier, and were just
waiting for the right moment to fulfill the artists’ invitation. Perhaps my comfort threshold for
stillness, slowness and repetition is higher after many years of performing similarly.
Nonetheless, the performance image before and without participation became haptic in my
experience in and through the duration. I did not need to physically place my hands in the work
as I was already within a tactile, visceral experience. I was interested in coming right up to the
edge of the performance literally and figuratively, of taking in as much as possible, and that filled
me. As Manning suggests, “…touch is not simply the laying of hands. Touch is the act of reaching
toward, of creating space-time through the worlding”56 that arises as bodies associate, move,
and relate. A haptic visuality, a touching with the eyes that fills the whole body, comes from the
intention of reaching, not solely the act of physical contact, and that palpable sensation was
enough to create my intimate world with and within UNION.
The Catalytic Turn of Objet petit a
If only our pace were slow enough, imperceptible. Tensing our muscles, holding our breath, we
creep toward the threshold facing each other, just a bit closer each time, but the trill of the
alarm catches us, sending us back to the starting point again, and again. There we stand at the
end of a long, narrow walkway, cordoned off by a low rope gate. Strung along the gate are
electrical wires leading to a small screen attached to an imposing old door frame, a constructed
threshold, its thick wood caked with grease, seemingly forgotten in the basement for
generations. The dirty wood plank matches the feeling of the whole space, grimy and cavernous
like a boiler room. The two performers, in contrast, almost glow in their pristine white collared
shirts, with stiff oversized cuffs that extended well beyond their hands, hindering any act of
reaching forward. A soundscape of clicking Geiger machines, amplifying with each step,
measures an invisible danger as we move toward the threshold, deliberately, carefully. As we
get closer, our bodies come into view on the screen and slow to an agonizing pace, attempting
to deceive the motion detector that guards the boundary between us, in this endless game of
never reaching you.
Together with my CarpWoz collaborator Philippe Wozniak, we began research on the site of the
Sofia Underground Festival, the mechanical room of Bulgaria’s National Palace of Culture,
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accessing direct associations with the symbolic power of prominent architecture and the literal
power generated therein. Initially we were curious about objectophilia, the love of and sexual
feelings toward inanimate objects, then centered on philosopher Jacques Lacan’s definition of
objet petit a. The deep love of and intimacy with an object conflated with the unobtainable
object of desire, channeled the development of a durational performance with sound
installation, Objet petit a (2017). The performance is titled exactly from the Lacanian concept, as
the inspiration, subject matter and ultimately the content of the work was devised to explore
the complexity of desire. Our intention was to rely on a single, particular desire—to move across
a central barrier to the other side from where we each stood—and opened up to encompass the
larger notion of objet petit a, in that all desire is primary and impossible, and therefore
unending.57 In Lacan’s definition, desire is an active force; it manifests in its drive towards
attainment. Yet, desire remains constant in its shortfallings, remaining out of reach not only in
terms of space or time, but also because object petit a is slippery, shifting, and indefinite.
As a further nod to Lacan, CarpWoz explore the significance of edges, the boundaries which
separate and therefore motivate the urge to keep reaching, suggesting the sites, states and
situations that exist in-between: thresholds of structures, points of entry of the body, and
borders of all kinds. Objet petit a explores the multiplicity of what divides us, designing a selfperpetuating state of unrelenting desire. Manning offers an important link between desire,
intimacy and the emergent, threads running through all of this research on durational practice.
The author refers to intimare, as “an intimacy that brings into felt experience a field of nonconstituted becomings,”58 an embodied reaching toward. Desire is then the pre-impulse, the
reaching toward reaching-toward,
Desire is the unreachable in the effort to reach toward. […] Desire is not linear, but a constant reorganization of emergent […] time and space. Change occurs within this immanence, this “perhaps”
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that is disconsolately dizzying and excruciatingly exciting.

Manning’s description resonates with my own experience within the performance, my feelings
mounting to a state both dizzying and exciting. After the sting of each failed crossing, the
anticipation of starting again toward the threshold opened a vastness of aspiration,
disappointment and longing. The experience was physical; my heart was racing, my breathing
shallow as I endeavored to restrain my body, suspend my step, inching more and more slowly
toward the crossing. Each attempt became the constant “perhaps” that dislodged my sense of
self in a recursive engulfment of reaching toward. In his interviews, Wozniak also indicates his
own sense of dizziness and excitement during the performance. His language can be
extravagant; yet, his descriptions are thorough and thoughtful. His terminology also varies from
mine, but the articulation of the slippage of self he experienced is resoundingly familiar. He talks
of “flying” outside himself, and feeling “in a bubble,” 60 and about the potential of emergent or
transformative experience,
…the threshold, it becomes transforming. […] It became about you, the intensity became between us,
it’s like electrifying. What was the desire? […] It’s not transforming into you. It’s not being you; it’s
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just being on your side. It’s just being on your side. With everything.

Here Wozniak references the feeling as well as the scale of the desire, beyond just crossing the
threshold, beyond the other, beyond the electrifying “zap” similar to the Longva+Carpenter
passes, to suggest a relationality “with everything.” The wide scope of this performance moment
was certainly fostered by our ongoing partnership, much like the budding intimacy of
Longva+Carpenter in our early collaboration, though Wozniak and I share a more complicated
personal relationship.
Over the duration of the performance, the expectancy roots and grows, turning toward a
merger at the threshold, as Wozniak describes, “...by the end my conviction has been that I can’t
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go through the barrier without her. We have to be one body actually. We have to become one
body.”62 His expression of a hybridized or otherwise unified body indicates the balanced,
interpersonal connection I suggest as a measure of meso on the scale of connection, and a step
closer to the collectivity of the alterself experience. His switch of pronoun in naming his coperformer (from “you” to “her”) further implies this shift in subjectivity. Though Wozniak—
whose fourth language is English—can sometimes mix tenses and syntax when speaking
quickly,63 here he is recalling his ultimate intention in the experience; he remembers me as her.
His conviction is not to merge specifically with my self but with the she that is the emergent,
transforming self, conceiving a union of our shared and sovereign purpose, or perhaps our
shared persona. The other-self immersed in a shared desire. This entanglement of language in
terms of intimacy and transformation gets linked back to rhythm as Wozniak continues, “I was
sure we had to synchronize. […] Not repeating movement of the other, it is more, becoming the
same. So, it’s a very intimate experience actually.”64 Wozniak’s analogy between what he calls
synchronization slides into becoming a sign of intimacy, much like the shared rhythm explored in
the Longva+Carpenter works. Though synchronization could be understood as an alignment of
clock times, I suspect Wozniak here means an alignment of rhythms. As a musician, much of his
performance vernacular is rooted in the rhythmic, and his use of synchronization is based within
the body: needing to match the movement in repeated attempts to merge our bodies. Wozniak
and I had thus allied our rhythms, beat-matching, breath-matching, indeed, fusing our bodies. As
such, I experienced a slippage of self within Object petit a—from desire in and beyond the body,
to intimacy, to a shedding of self. I committed to the force of desiring, beyond the personal. I
desired the object of my desire. I desired being desired, a force in return. And I also desired
desiring, without directionality. In making this shift in perceptual scope, the momentum took me
beyond the certainty of my subjective self by means of the impulse to reach beyond the desire,
the threshold, the other, confirmed by Manning’s conception that,
…Every act of reaching toward enables the creation of worlds. This production is relational. I reach
out to touch you in order to invent a relation that will, in turn, invent me. To touch is to engage in the
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potential, … the capacity to become beyond identity.

As a contrast to the shared feelings at the CarpWoz threshold, Longva and I, in the same type of
connective moment, admit to not feeling the same. As such, I recognize that there are degrees
and waves of intimate connection. With critical distance, I define an overlay of multiple sliding
measures, a complex and shifting matrix: far to near, symbolic to sensuous, optical to haptic,
other to self. Magnifying discrete sections, additional inlaid scales emerge: duration becomes
durée via rhythm. Shared rhythm becomes intimacy. Intimacy becomes intimare via desire.
Desire leads back to duration. The forces are symbiotic, perpetual, fermenting. Manning’s
assessment is perhaps too liberal, too total, by suggesting “every act” of touch to move beyond
identity (what I would consider an alterself) but certainly, as she is clear to state, every act
invents a self (in this case, perhaps a persona) and holds that potential for becoming beyond.
This potential is realized in the alignment of the full scale of connection. In the fluidity of
intimacy, I seek a particular to complete the scale: this intimacy must fall into the meso range, in
the space with and between, to a matching degree, mutual. This is an intimacy not of
entanglement, but of fermentation, ultimately altering the consistency, the composition of
spacetime—a worlding at the catalytic turn of intimacy.

Fermenting the Meso Experience of Intimacy
Taking into consideration both my collaborative as well as solo durational work, I suggest a
possible consequence of duration in performance is a vulnerability that propels intimate
encounters. I often experience intimacy in my own work: perhaps a sustained connection with
my collaborator or a fleeting but affecting intimacy with a participating stranger. For the
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purpose of this research on the alterself experience, I am particular in distinguishing the term
intimacy from empathy or “empathic engagement,” terminology more commonly in use in the
contemporary performance discourse.66 Despite the many overlapping associations between
empathy and intimacy—notably a tender connection that extends toward the sense of losing
oneself in another67—the derivation of empathy from within the cognitive sciences positions it
as “the attempt of one person to understand … another”68 via “conscious projection.”69 Empathy
in this context, remains tied, however tenuously, to a mind-body duality, a position set apart
from the Materialist and Pluralist positioning of this research. A perhaps more contemporary
definition of empathy originates in Psychology, a discipline aligned more closely to the
emotional and visceral qualities of this connection I seek to define. Although there is some
debate in the psychological literature as to the degree of sharing an affective state, empathy
nonetheless remains “vicarious.”70 These understandings of empathy make it slightly off-register
from what I suggest of the embodied experience of intimacy as a force.
Psychologist Harry T. Reis is one of a pair of social scientists71 credited for the elaboration of a
model of intimacy as an interpersonal process which he explains as a vulnerable expression met
by empathetic response, which in turn affects a feeling of validation. The interaction becomes
intimate (with empathy as a part of the process) only in the multiple offerings and responses of
both parties, a layering of exchange.72 Perhaps intimacy is the same force as empathy, but with
compounded directionality, therefore enlarged scope. Whereas empathy projects in a single
direction: from one (subject) to the other (object), intimacy is a force moving between, pulling
each together, and in so doing, reinforces an intersubjectivity.
This particular understanding of intimacy has stability within the performance discourse, owing
to Amelia Jones’ use of the term. Following Jones’ keynote at the Mediality Couples
symposium,73 my research led to her previous touring lecture for a book project in development,
“Intimate Relations,”74 based on the works of artists firmly rooted in a non-theatre-specific
performance lineage. When asked what her notion of intimacy or performing intimacy is, why
she uses that particular term, Jones’ answer indicates a multi-directional responsiveness, being
both “repelled by” but also “belonging to” the performance action. She concludes, “and that’s
the intimacy for me, being pulled in, not necessarily in a way that makes me at all
comfortable.”75 Though this book is not yet published, I identify her consistent use of the term in
public forums as specifically in relation to visual performance practices. Her definition, though
contextualized from a single source/subject, deflects a one-way directionality. Intimacy, Jones
suggests, is fluctuating and complex. This is what I note and measure as the intimacy aspect on
the scale of connection, beyond a one-way benevolence, as an equivalent vulnerability and
magnetism: in balance, mutual, meso.
Intimacy is therefore defined as a strong connection through equivalent vulnerability, diluting
the specifics of personality and personal history to create a liminal and amalgamating
connection, the meso of the embodied scale and the third condition required for an emergent
alterself. In the exposure of coming together, a performative intimacy may evoke a sense of
persona, in both its definitions—as a façade or projection—and is perhaps the closest condition,
on its own, to an alterself shift in its multiplicity and viscerality. Early studies within this
research, in fact, relied on the terminology and broad conceptualization of persona as a parallel
to the full-scale experience before the supposition of alterself was wholly realized. The earliest
theories of identity correlate to masking, thus providing the term persona with a direct link to
performance practices but also including an unwanted subtext of theatricality. The mask, or
costumed persona, in Cicero’s theory is the taking on of public roles that extract aspects of the
self rather than suppressing it. Whereas, for Seneca, persona represented the façade, a fraud
concealing the true self beneath.76 So, from the earliest history of the word, persona took on a
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dual meaning—as both performance and performer, exterior and essence.77 Described from
fashion theorist Efrat Tseëlon’s contemporary framework,
The philosophy of the mask represents two approaches to identity. One assumes the authenticity of
the self (that the mask—sometimes—covers). The other approach maintains that through a multitude
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of authentic manifestations the mask reveals the multiplicity of our identities.

Though a possibility of multiplicity is introduced, even our most recent definitions set an
expectation of a singular core from which component strands are projected. Certainly, an
emergent persona steps away from the binary actor/character, self/other split; yet, it remains
defined from within that system, and is therefore best located within the meso or interpersonal
aspect on the scale of connection: a significant part, but not quite the whole of the alterself
experience. In reflecting upon my performance practice, including the deep connections and
near misses, I have a sure sense that there is an identity beyond any single self or other, beyond
the either/or of revelation or concealment, truth or deception, beyond layered or segmented or
multiple. In the case of Object petit a, the performance experience accessed the full scale—a
deep embodied focus, a wide expansiveness, as well as a balanced and shared intimacy. The fine
tuning of these multiple measures, fusing presence, character and persona, provides the
potential to “become beyond identity” to become alterself.
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Conclusion • Inside, Beyond and Between: Being-With Alterself
“Slipping into character is easy,” I suggest in the opening line of this thesis, then go on to
demonstrate all the ways that becoming character, as well as presence and persona, cannot be
considered that way. I am certain, after the efforts of this research period, that a slippage of
selfness derives from a rigor of practice, over the duration of the performance, over the
duration of its creation, and over the duration of a performer’s lifetime. The bare puppet Hand
in my childhood classroom finds its way to become Aunt Hariloo at the kitchen table, ultimately
informing 28 years of art practice—from CocoRose to CarpWoz, from Red Crest to Red We—
fortifying my current research as it crosses parallel tracts of performance investigation: solo
works, collaborative practices, eye witness accounts of other performances as well as an
attunement to the functioning of these methods within social and political constructs. My
findings rely upon qualities I sustain as a practitioner/researcher, notably a balance of wholehearted, enthusiastic conviction with brass tacks, everyday pragmatism. I believe, and have
endeavored to substantiate, that there is a transformative capacity in durational visual art
performance, that a shift can occur allowing space for the dilution of the known and knowing
self and the emergence of an other self, a collective and encompassing alterself.
The alterself experience could certainly be categorized as transcendent, commonly defined as a
perceived dissolution of boundaries between the self and the larger world. Gregory Gorelick, a
scholar of Evolutionary Psychology, describes a transcendent state as when “the self fizzles out
and gets replaced by something greater than one’s self.” 1 In the past decade, research in
Psychology has provided clarification and classification of different types of transcendent
experiences, including: self-, aesthetic and spiritual. Self-transcendence occurs in experiences of
peak performance resulting in a kind of “ego-death,”2 a loss of self-consciousness and increased
feelings of unity. Csikszentmihalyi’s theory of Flow, as a micro-aspect experience, certainly
registers as this type, while also extending toward an empathic expression (a part of the
intimate/meso aspect) as the distance between self and other shrinks. Aesthetic transcendence
is described as a feeling of awe during an encounter with something beautiful, grand or
otherwise beyond expectation. This is, of course, aligned with descriptions of the spectacle,
within this research, as a macro experience.
Spiritual transcendence is cited as an experience beyond spatiotemporal limits, and indicates its
own combination of depth, unity and awe,3 much like the alignment of micro-meso-macro
aspects on the alterself scale, offering a potential research parallel. However, spiritual
transcendence encompasses significant divergences between languages, traditions, and
purposes across a sweeping range of global cultures and historical periods: from the rituals of
Kabbalistic mystics, neo-pagans and Buddhist monks; the hypnotic practices and ecstatic body
techniques ranging from Sufi whirling dervishes to shamanic practices in indigenous SubSaharan, Northern Asia, Circumpolar and Mesoamerican cultures; the “dilated consciousness”4
of Vedic meditation and yoga, and contemplative Evangelical prayer.5 Spiritual transcendence
also reaches toward spirit possession of the Zār, Vodun and Pentecostal traditions. These
examples are but a few. Transcendental states, spiritual or otherwise, may also occur in
episodes of psychosis, induced by drug use, sleep deprivation6 or mental distress. As early as the
1960s, Psychologist RD Laing was comparing episodes of schizophrenia to spiritual journeys.7
Studies of the transcendental comprise a wide range in both natural and social sciences,
including anthropology, sociology and psychology, as well as neurocognitive and physiological
research, falling beyond the scope of this particular creative-practice research.8 Although I am,
in essence, describing a transcendent experience, this is not intended as a scientific inquiry of
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why it occurs. My purpose is in relating how it manifests, and what that can mean for a
performing self. In this way, the alterself research dovetails with Pragmatist thinker William
James’ contextualization of religious experience; he noted that no matter how much we
understand—physiologically—about these transcendent states, the meanings they elicit remain
valid and valuable.9 The lineage of this research winds its way from early theories of
pragmatism, prioritizing embodied experience, to its correspondence with the process, feminist
and new materialist philosophical research of more recent years, generating a decidedly
practice-based and performative mode of inquiry.10
Redefining and recombining the expectation of existing performance terminology, the alterself
establishes a more-than of character, presence and persona when in alignment. My certainty is
also pragmatic, grounded in embodied experience. I recognize that the shift, although allied with
an emergent capacity of what is not yet known, is not innately special nor magical. The agency
of the alterself is not derived from mere proximity with supposed charisma, thereby belying
popular trends in the performance discourse as well as the “easiness” conveyed by such. There
are layers of presences, characters and personas of the constructed and embodied self in all
performance practice, specific to the conventions of its form and intention. To shift between
and through these layers, in visual art performance, requires techniques: of presencing, of
constructing and de-skilling the spectacular, of committing to duration.
Even with a steadfast dedication to these methods, as outlined and unpacked in the previous
chapters, the alterself is never an absolute. With techniques specific to the body, and of
relation/connection, perhaps there will always be affects and effects that remain unmeasurable,
unrecognizable or out-of-reach. In fact, much of the thesis details my performance work that
fails to meet every condition necessary for an alterself experience. So here, in stretching toward
a definition beyond circumstance, it is worthwhile to assess the performances when the alterself
did emerge.

The Talk of the Beginning and the End
A woman in a contemporary, plain white dress stands in the center of a large room, mostly
empty except for a section of wall studded with fluttering copper flags, each the size of a finger.
She remains in one spot, focused and subtly swaying, holding an iconic red horseshoe magnet
dense with dressmaker’s pins. All around her, large vinyl As and Bs mark the floor to map or
perhaps choreograph the public’s invitation to find a partner and play telephone with the sets of
tin cans tied with red cord, two by two. In response to the shuffle and chatter, the woman
puckers her red lips and softly hushes the noise; she drops one pin to the ground, trying to hear
its landing.
This performance, I have heard what the talkers were talking, the talk of the beginning and the
end (2017) was presented as part of a larger event combining scheduled seminars and
workshops. As such, the viewers arrived in a large clump as the gallery doors opened, and sat at
the perimeter of the room seemingly awaiting something. But this was a small and subtle action,
standing still, just listening, listening. The visuals held the performer in place, echoing the sway
of the flags, drawing an implicit web of associations: the metal pins and metal cans, the red of
lips and magnet and cords. After nearly an hour the public thinned and could come in closer,
some sitting just at my feet; I was then able to relax into a calm alertness and connect to these
others as more than a remote, anonymous mob. I found, and was able to ground myself in, a
particular purpose beyond the gesture of dropping pins, trying to discern intentional from
involuntary sounds, when the subtle differences in a cough or a sniff or a rustle became the
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whole world. Only if an intentional sound broke the silence did I hush the room and drop a pin; I
had to pay attention.
I was connected to the image, to the task, and finally to the others. That’s when I started to slip
away. I could almost feel it happening—the pain in my feet and numbness in my wrist subsided
along with my expectations. As I lessened, she swelled: my self and the alterself in a mutual giveand-take. She was there, a gentle guardian, overlapping or possessing me, at least for some
time. I cannot recall the duration or quality of that shift, as those measures lose significance, but
I do recall the particular recognition, the deep knowing, of this alterself. She is as real to me as
the circumstances of the performance, the room and my body that coalesce to sharpen my
perception of her emergence.
Within this performance as well as the larger research, I note that my experience of the alterself
is based wholly in connections. First, an unflagging commitment to a single action or intention
lays an important foundation. A funneled focus serves to limit the environment and reduce
interference, cultivating a depth of field in which other connections can thrive. Second, a macro
stroke of awe-inducing spectacle offers a heightened and captivating experience. In this case,
the spectacle is closer to the scale of a “postage stamp,”11 but the momentum projects beyond
my self. I also need to connect directly to another to make space for this other other. When I let
go of the viewers as an impatient pack and embraced their closeness, their curiosity, and
connected to become one of them, one with them, I could let go of my self. Intimacy that signals
a kind of transference heralds a defining aspect of alterself, originating in the with-ness of these
conditions: being with the intrapersonal, being with the extrapersonal, and being with the
interpersonal. The shifting selfness—in its collectivity and relationality—resonates with the work
of philosophers and writers with whom I find affinity throughout the research. Following the
thread of Judith Butler in redefining the subject/self as understood to be unfixed, fragmented,
and continuously formed by and in discursive relationality, my findings further ally with Erin
Manning’s estimation that the subject/self is not the initiative force of the act but what emerges
within (or perhaps just with) the act as material relation. This with-ness signals a between-ness
as well as a multiplicity in embodiment. The she who permeates me, is not only other but more.
She feels larger, of many, and yet autonomous, and filled with potential. Philosopher Jean-Luc
Nancy in Being Singular Plural (2000), furthers a conceptualization of a shared subjectivity by
means of a generative capacity within the liminality of with-ness, which is “at once both more
and less than ‘relation’ or ‘bond;’” 12 he continues,
"With" is the sharing of time-space. […] It is the instant scaling back of the principle of identity:
Being is at the same time in the same place only on the condition of the spacing of an indefinite
plurality of singularities. Being is with Being; […w]e are each time an other, each time with
13
others.

In each moment, in each sliver of spacetime, through the inevitable and constant relations of all
that is material-discursive, we are always becoming an other; as Nancy posits, our being is a
constant “being-with.” To borrow a turn of phrase from anthropologist Tim Ingold, this “turns
othering into togethering.”14 Insomuch as the viewers and I in the performance, in the space of
our with-ness, define the other (as well as the other-in-ourselves), the viewers and I (within the
conditions, and as the conditions) define any potential alterself. In other words, the conditions
of presence and immersion, character and marvel, persona and intimacy co-generate the fertile
ground of potential togethering, across spacetime and matter, bodies and selves. My findings
suggest that the alterself experience, the being-with of this other-self is how I am able to sense
and perceive this complex interplay. I can actually feel it for a moment: an embodied with-ness; I
am she.
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The title of the work is excerpted from Walt Whitman’s epic American poem “Song of Myself”
(1892). Creating the performance marked this source as an inspirational touchstone in my
thinking about the self and alterself within the studio process. I find correspondence in how the
poet explored the shifting boundaries of self in the rush of his society’s demands and
distractions. The poem is a reminder that so many of us, throughout history as now, have
struggled to secure our core values, our purpose, our sense of selfness as the world dramatically
changes—politically, socio-economically, culturally—around us. In the many iterations of the
poem, Whitman consecutively steps back further from personal authorship, updating the title
from his own name to the mirroring and shared Myself.15 As the poet brings us through an
experience that is specific and detail-rich, it also becomes my experience. His myself becomes
my myself; I have heard the talkers talking, too. In this way, he becomes each of us, a kind of
larger, inclusive self, similar to the performance alterself in its collectivity. I note how the
distinctly masculine and mundane voice of Whitman connects to my own feminist perspective,
as well as the esoterics of alterself; this speaks to the potency of connection, crossing
boundaries of time, gender, personhood and place:
I have heard what the talkers were talking, the talk of the beginning and the end,
But I do not talk of the beginning or the end.
There was never any more inception than there is now,
Nor any more youth or age than there is now,
And will never be any more perfection than there is now,
Nor any more heaven or hell than there is now
Urge and urge and urge,
Always the procreant urge of the world.
Out of the dimness opposite equals advance, always substance and increase, always sex,
Always a knit of identity, always distinction, always a breed of life.
16

To elaborate is no avail, learn'd and unlearn'd feel that it is so.

In this passage, the poet rejects the talk of the talkers, those philosophers, preachers and
politicians attempting to explain and claim past and future. Whitman instead finds truth in the
experience of the now, and of the body. Whitman, like the theorists to whom I consistently
return, places the body, the sense-experience, the felt-experience—as opposed to the
elaboration—as the crux of understanding the layered and multiple self. In my own body, in the
performances, I am both poet and theorist of the alterself experience.
It is only now, reflecting back on the research, that I understand my initial reservation to the
rhetoric of presence in performance practices, as much as my discomfort with theatrical notions
of character and even the just off-the-mark suggestion of persona as corresponding to the
conceptualization of alterself. Each only defined a part of the experience, so could not describe
the fullness and certainly of my feeling inside the work, apart from any simple binary swap: not
me to you, not self to other, not subject to object, but something mutual, collective and
encompassing, something defying common perception. She is there, though fleeting and
immaterial, equally embodied and multiple. As Manning suggests, “…emergence toward the
multiple [...] is to take into account potential. Potential calls forth reserves of becoming that is
not ontological, it is ontogenetic.”17 When constituted in relational terms, the self and not-self
forge a complex shared identity, a collective co-generated in the space of being-with. Whitman,
toward the end of “Song of Myself,” declares, “I am large; I contain multitudes,”18 but I suggest
that the multitudes also compose me. The collective is not inscribed or defined by any sense of
individual selfness, and comes at the relational in-between of Nancy’s conceptual being-with
and Manning’s more-than, performing its own emergence. This is alterself.
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Contextualizing the Outcomes
My findings derive directly from the performance work I created and presented during the
research period, and the chapters preceding each classify a single condition of connection
essential to an alterself shift, a layering across a range that designates an embodied scale: a
deep, immersive focus (a micro connection), the marvel of the spectacular (a macro connection),
and a shared intimacy with another (a meso connection). Descriptions of the performances
detail my own experience in each work, and are further contextualized by the extended
interviews/conversations with my three close collaborators, transcribed and included in full in
Appendix B. A chronological overview of the interviews reveals my developing articulation of
this conceptualization, as I refine the conditions and specific definitions surrounding the alterself
experience. The interviews provide a valuable grounding in and mapping of my thinking as it
evolves, attributable to the additional perspectives from within the shared performance
experiences. Here, the voices of my collaborators offer pointed insight into my own
predispositions in understanding the alterself.

CarpWoz
In Philippe Wozniak’s second interview, he provides a thorough description of his experience as
the co-creator and performer of Object petit a. That performance provided me with a distinct
and long-sustained experience of alterself, more so than any other work during the research
period. Wozniak’s experience therefore becomes significant as a comparative study. He explains
that our performance intention, as well as the work’s content—unmet desire—gradually
displaced other experiences and perceptions, allowing a slippage in his sense of selfness. Unlike
for me, for whom the shift took place seamlessly after just a short period of settling into the
performance, Wozniak explained that within the work the momentum was mounting. Initially,
he experienced pronounced feelings of fear and failure as the sound program demanded
adjustment. Also, in navigating his complex emotions concerning the public, he describes
becoming so overwhelmed that a kind of psychic break forced him to let go of himself,
Too much, too much, boom. […] I’m in this total darkness, silence in my mind. Then I’m much
19
more calm […] it just wiped away all, everything. […] I was at the point of zero emotion.

I asked him if he could describe being inside that experience of void:
I can talk around it, before, afterwards, but in the moment, I feel there is nothing to say. You
can’t describe it. It is also: how to discuss it? I don’t know what it is, because I am not myself. I
am not myself, so I cannot see myself from outside. I don’t know: what do I feel when I am the
20
alterself? I just know I am doing this action. …so the body becomes one with the action.

This connection to the task, to the Flow, is echoed from earlier in the interview, and here
Wozniak also moves from describing the connection as intrapersonal (body-as-task in
attempting to cross the threshold undetected) to extrapersonal in its expansiveness,
I am true to the action, to the simplest action, what I am doing, and there is no greater desire
anymore in the world. I am the desire. […] I am detached from my personality, my needs, I was
not thinking about anything else anymore. […] I don’t know if it becomes more true, but I could
feel it burning, this desire, this unfulfilled desire. […] The desire is so strong, I don’t want to say it
is my desire, it’s not my desire, because I did not exist anymore. Just the desire on its own
21
became so big.

And though he is cautious about defining his experience as the at-the-time-still-undefined
phenomenon of alterself, he does affirm a shift in selfness that is supported by an interpersonal
connection,
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I definitely have reached a state, as well, of an alterself… or you call it alterself; I call it… alter ego
or other state of mind. I’m not sure about terminology now […but] there is this connection
22
between us; it couldn’t work without the other person.

This interview, early in the research process, helped focus my supposition that the alterself
requires a specific trio of conditions within the performance, in that his explanations fall across
my definition of the embodied scale. Wozniak describes the state of “zero emotion,” tipped over
from an overwhelming force, but still thrust into a deep micro state of Flow, inducing a loss of
self-awareness in his merging with the action. He also uses language and of the big and beyond;
the awe was in the scale of the feeling, desire unending, thus constituting a connection to the
macro. Throughout the interview, as here, Wozniak talks about the intimacy between us as
performers, certainly a shared condition from my perspective, attaining the meso connection.

Not Me and Not Not Me
In the interview, both Wozniak and I kept repeating the idea that within the performance “It was
not me;” “I am not myself.” In terms of understanding the emergence of the alterself as
relational, and contingent upon the construct of being-with as both in-between and more-than,
there is residue of understanding the shift as a loss or emptying of self. As the scale of
connection runs from the micro to the meso to the macro, there is a corresponding weightiness
of the experience: at once empty to full to overflowing, seemingly an impossibility. So, I turn to
Performance Studies scholar Richard Schechner and his definition of “performance
consciousness” as able to “activate alternatives: ‘this’ and ‘that’ are both opportunities
simultaneously.”23 The impossibility of simultaneous alternatives, in potential, become possible.
Schechner references British psychoanalyst DW Winnicott’s formulation, within child
development, of a recognition of multiple selves in coexistence framed as “not me…not not me.”
Schechner notes that, “Within this field or frame of double negativity choice and virtuality
remain activated.”24 Much like Wozniak’s experience of the overwhelming emotions zeroing out
and connecting us, the potential can hold empty, full and overflowing all at once. Though
Schechner’s examples fall within the theatrical paradigm of actor/character binary, the “not
me…not not me” model orients a theoretical precedent for the seemingly oppositional, yet
simultaneous, experiences of a surrender of self with the composite knowledge and coembodiment of the self and alterself.
CocoRose
Although the CocoRose project is included to frame the reach of a character toward a more-than
character in a spectacular experience, my ongoing collaboration with Dr. Robert Bingham, as
well as his inclusion in the All by Our Selves symposium led to broad conversations concerning
the array of definitions and descriptions of shifting selves, including presence, persona and
alterself. As a dance artist and scholar as well as somatic researcher, Bingham’s basis for
knowledge originates in and of the body. Within the synthesis of my research, locating the
supposition of alterself as part of a wide context of philosophies, histories and practices, I am
brought back to the body by Bingham’s reasoning. In his symposium paper “Unsettling Selves”
he suggests that the “felt quality of transforming selves” is often “absent from definitions of
persona emphasizing façade, projection, or character;”25 I extend this to the embodied
experience of alterself. From his knowledge as a practitioner, Bingham premises potential to be
unlocked upon entering a “vital space of ambiguity: an unclear edge where emerging selves flow
up through flesh and bones, dancing the body, clearing space for other selves.”26 In all my
considerations of performance technique and conditions, of the accounting for perception and
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experience, of the scholarly contextualization of time, space and material, to return to the basics
of flesh and bone provides vital access to tracing any definition, meaning or significance in an
experience of the slippage of self. After all, we cannot think our way to the alterself; she must be
embodied to be understood.

Longva+Carpenter
The significance of the Longva+Carpenter collaboration, in terms of my own research, stretches
back almost ten years to our first performance together, Hunger (2011). In that, two women sit
motionless, looking at each other from across a bare table. The pair is physically connected by a
banded form; their arms are linked in a single tube, as if they are wearing one piece of clothing.
The knitted band suggests warmth and coziness, but also becomes a shared straitjacket,
confining each to the unrelenting mirroring of the other. In this heightened visual metaphor,
each woman has only a single sentence to offer. One is desperate for attention and approval (“Is
it good?”), the other is withholding (“If I don’t say anything, it’s good”). Each woman is therefore
isolated in her proximity to the other.
Although not sexual nor romantic, as is often assumed,27 my partnership with Longva, as any
long-term relationship, has developed and matured over the years of our collaboration. We
gradually outgrew our roles from first meeting as professor and student, and found new ways to
relate through the work. From the outset, we committed to the practice and each other; it was
clear we shared a methodology and a vision. Yet, in our early artist presentations and papers, we
used to publically declare “we are not friends” as a way of maintaining our individual identities.
In response, our first performance together, Hunger uses the familiarity of the dinner table to
isolate and augment the subtext of small talk between intimate pairs. The performance is an
exploration of the myriad relationships between two people: lovers, teacher/student, friends,
parent/child, colleagues, clerk/client, and considers all the ways we cannot communicate, but
long to connect. Throughout the five-hour performance, our attention is sharply focused on only
the other.
During the second iteration of the performance, several hours in, I noticed Longva passing out,
or having an episode of some sort, with a bobbing head, nearly falling off her chair. With the
way the performance is structured, I could not continue without her, and I feared she was
unwell. As this was only her second live performance experience and the residue of our initial
relationship was still strong in me, I felt protective and responsible. So, when we were alone in
the space, I broke the performance, “Are you ok?” which snapped her out of it. Longva recalls
the experience,
I remember my body was moving, but it was almost not my body. It was almost like I was... I
could have been you in a way, watching the body responding. […] I just felt like I was in some kind
of movement, and that I could follow the movement, but the movement wasn't me. […] But it
was: completely no awareness. I could not control my movements. I could not. I knew that I had
to. I heard this voice, and I had to respon[d], but it wasn't me, in a way. […] I don't know if I could
28
have gotten out of it without help.

In all of our discussions and the more formal interview situations, it has become clear to me that
Longva is most interested in developing the intrapersonal connection in terms of Flow and
presencing, along with, to a lesser extent, the interpersonal connection of intimacy. Her
relationship to an extrapersonal experience is tenuous. In conversation, she conflates
experiences of awe or awarenesses “beyond the self” with uncomfortable terminology of the
“magical.”29 As an artist who, in her solo practice, produces projects of applied philosophy,
Longva is wary of esoteric explanations that smack of the spiritual. However, in this one
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experience, I pick up a subtle nudging toward alterself not only in the extreme out-of-body
description, but also in the alignment of connections across the scale: micro (“I could follow the
movement”), meso (“I could have been you”) and even macro (“It wasn’t me”). Longva, for
many years focused on Deleuzian philosophy, is certainly invested in researching relational,
multiple and assembled states of selfness that trouble subjectivity; however, she does not
confirm any alterself experience of her own, in fact stating outright, “I do not think so much
about alterself or persona. I talk about a ‘zone’... I don't go so much further into that.”30 Yet,
after discussing her experience in Hunger, in the last moments of our final interview, a
realization is offered,
TL: But what I think it did is that it makes me more easily go into spaces, or zones, when I
perform.
LJC: Because you know that edge.
TL: Because I know, and I also have experienced it. And I let go of that control more… Yeah. So, I
31
think that experience changed me as a performer.

No matter the terminology, the effect she suggests is significant: an embodied experience that
allows for a letting go of selfness. Our interview/conversations include debates of semantics, in
an attempt to unravel the shared performance experience of any collective self, and we
communicate this visually through descriptions of plywood and plants, assemblages and blobs.32
We are comfortable together in the unknowns of language and concept, in performance and
out. A decade into our collaboration, we balance each other equally in the performances, in
terms of both porousness and stamina. Now, it is common for us to debrief after a new work
saying something like, “You were so forceful, you were dragging me so far out of my spot.”
“Wait, I thought you were dragging me!” We each think the other is stronger, and we each rely
on the other to listen, lead, respond and release. This is a deep intimacy of collaboration, were
our vulnerabilities are our strengths and our trust is hard-earned therefore robust. It is this place
that leads us to Lineage.

Lineage
Two women stand back-to-back in matching custom-made dresses in a shade of glistening saffron.
Just between is the long train of each dress, which ultimately connects them. The women walk
apart, so slowly, their movement almost imperceptible; over many hours gradually revealed are bits
of text on the train, sewn in contrasting pink fabric. The walk continues, the train extends to 30
meters, shifting its scope from garment to banner, from body to assembly. The quote is then at its
most accessible, “Here is a silence broken.” The sculptural garment, claiming space and reclaiming
our voice, serves as both a protest sign and a signifier of protest. Current feminist discourse is
comprised of many actions, conversations and declarations before. This conceptual layering through
time becomes a visible repeat in a single strong line, slowly unfurled. The oversized and shared dress
is both a weight and a bond, a measure and a lure; it signifies this moment as a metaphor of
moments past, and the directionally of moving into our shared future.
As the final finished work, late in the research period, Lineage (2019) brought together aspects
that could encourage, subtly but intentionally, all three alterself conditions to evolve during the
performance. The slow but consistent movement over five hours, the bold visuals with a clear
messaging, and our collaborative efforts as well as our decision to make sustained eye contact
with the public, brought together elements across the embodied scale of connection. Of course,
the reality of the performance included other, more challenging, conditions: the heat and
blinding sun were uncomfortably distracting, and the wind would gust the dress into a
parachute around us, tangling our feet and legs as we crept forward; the task became to
maintain our composure, our stance, and our snail-pace momentum. Even with the expectation
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of cultivating the circumstances for an alterself shift, the environmental conditions hindered the
fine-tuning of alignment across the scale. My intrapersonal focus flickered in and out as my
body, overheated and unsteady in the long gown and pointy heels, demanded or receded in my
attention. Although the action of stillness and slowness falls more toward my own practice;
holding on, step after step, excruciatingly slowly, took tremendous effort. It was not an easy
performance. In fact, Longva, who I typify as younger and healthier, had to sit down for an hour
mid-performance as she feared a fainting spell, but she regained the stamina to finish out the
performance. Longva’s close call in this recent performance bookends the episode from our first
performance, Hunger, and demonstrates our ongoing commitment to durational processes,
which can sometimes meet our physical limits. In terms of this research, comparing the
performances as designed—bound, sitting face-to-face vs. bound, walking far apart—affirms the
mutuality and trust that has grown between us. Since Hunger, when I was confronted with the
choice to protect the partner or the performance, we have constructed new works that lessen
one collaborator’s ability to override the whole of the other’s experience.33 Although our work
often explores our connective incapacities, we are in it, equally, together. This lays the
groundwork for other potential connections.
In the midst of these intentions and distractions, two stand-out connections surfaced, for me,
with members of the public. I noticed a middle-aged man time and again who would hold eye
contact for an extended period. I kept noticing him, once then again, then hours later, always
camera in hand, circling and observing. I was impressed and flattered by his stamina in
witnessing. He seemed to have been in attendance for the entire performance (which we found
out later, he actually was). I felt attached to his attentiveness, attached to him. Yet, this
attachment was laced with personal curiosity and vanity. I felt vulnerable under his
watchfulness, but it did not feel matched by any softness on his part. This viewer was certainly
committed to the performance, but he seemed detached, knowing, in control. Aware of his
gaze, I could not let go of my self.
At another point, mid-performance, I caught the eye of a young woman passing; she was in a
large group, walking at a clip, but seemed to slow slightly as our eyes locked. We held each other
in view until I could not turn my head to sustain it any longer. In that single fleeting instance, the
few seconds it takes to walk past another, I had the experience of time and space cracking open;
for a flash, I was gone, an other, together. The viewer became a woman, unknown yet familiar,
seen through the trees of another time and place. And I was she, the viewer, and simultaneously
I was she, the woman through the trees, with my own hair blowing across my face. This was a
collective, mythic other constructed and embodied between us. It was a rush, a flood of that
she, what I now recognize as the alterself experience. And the viewer turned her head, then was
gone, and it was broken, and I was back in my hot and uncomfortable body, taking the next slow
step, looking for the next eye to catch.

I Do Not Know What It Is—But I Know It Is in Me
The alterself cannot be known before she arrives; I cannot expect how or who she will be. In
retrospect, she seems similar, in that she is familiarly other, in the embodied experience of withness and more-than, but these are only words to describe the indescribable. Each of my
collaborators, in their separate interviews, reiterate this point: I was asking them, and ultimately
myself, to describe something beyond language. Perhaps Whitman says it best in “Song of
Myself,” by unsaying it:
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There is that in me—I do not know what it is—but I know it is in me.
Wrench'd and sweaty—calm and cool then my body becomes,
[…]
I do not know it—it is without name—it is a word unsaid,
34
It is not in any dictionary, utterance, symbol.

This is where returning to the experts of language, those talkers talking, can bulwark my deeply
embodied knowing with theories puzzled through a play of words. I frame the alterself
experience with affinity to conceptualizations set forth by Erin Manning, who provides
significant grounding for the whole of the research, as well as Jean-Luc Nancy. Manning does not
directly tackle the questions of selfness as Nancy does, but her poetic untangling (and retangling) of relational systems of body, movement and world, suggest a parallel to my own
sense-experience, the perception inside the experience of my shifting self with alterself,
To perceive is to be sensitive to in-formation. It is to shapeshift, with-forming the world. To withform the world is to shape-with in an ontogenetic reaching that moves incessantly from being to
becoming. In-forming is not to hold on to information. In-forming is to shift-in-form, to createwith information. […] Bodies, senses, and worlds recombine to create new events. […] To world is
35
to take shape again, to reach-toward, qualitatively altering the very space of encounter.

Here again, like in Nancy’s references, the with-ness registers as a liminal, multiple and
generative state. In every act of relation, the self is becoming, being made anew. However, it is
the notion of shapeshifting, a term of embodied transformation, that resonates with the
alterself experience, which I often describe as a shift, in the way it is simultaneously conceptual,
structural and physical: of perception, and timeframes and grinding of gears. Here my pragmatic
certainty registers what I feel, as the pain or pressure in my body lessens and yet reachestoward a point of contact, over an undetermined timeframe from a long, slow seepage to a
sudden flood. I am sure of the more-than other. I feel it and know it and understand it all at
once. I embody her as she embodies me. This is alterself.
A second iteration of I have heard what the talkers were talking was recently performed at a
festival in Oslo, Norway (December 2019); in this case, the different circumstances hindered a
full alignment of alterself experience for me as the performer. Due to my prior knowledge in
defining the performative purpose (to discern the intention of the public’s sound-making), as
well as the repeating structure of the festival (sequential performances with noisy audience
breaks between), I had too much information about the waves of sound and silence to lose
myself for long. However, by this point in the research, I had become more adept at noticing as
each connection flickered in and out. I could micro connect to listening, or I could connect with a
viewer who came in close to watch me listen, until the sound of the room demand attention
elsewhere: the next performance was starting. Abruptly, nascent connections were truncated.
And yet, a significant outcome from this event is the particular language used in feedback postperformance from two separate viewers; one, a Finnish performer, said that it was like watching
a “saint,” the other, a visual artist and curator, said I became like a “goddess.”36 The similarity in
their descriptions of the experience alerts me to the potential shifting between us and beyond
us, even when this does not register as measurable. Although this may be interpreted as a
presencing or more-than character manifesting within a single condition, the terminology as
beyond the self, as metaphorically collective, point toward an experience of alterself, and
suggests her embodiment, beyond perception.
Though this thesis is designed as a sequence—each condition discrete, and if positioned in
alignment can lead to an alterself shift, a step from A to B to C—of course, this linearity is a
construct of language, not experience. The three conditions, along with the extending
circumstances of site and timeframe and body, of each member of the public, of each
collaborator, and their reactions to the circumstances, all of the experiences of our selves with
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the alterself undulate and emanate and churn. This is not linear, as Nancy emphasizes, “what is
at stake is no longer thinking:—beginning from one, or from the other,—beginning from their
togetherness, understood now as the One, now as the Other.”37 Rather, the basis is the nonbinary, non-linear complexity, the ever becoming being-with. Nancy continues,
[T]he singular-plural constitutes the essence of Being, a constitution that undoes or dislocates
every single, substantial essence of Being itself. This is not just a way of speaking, because there
is no prior substance that would be dissolved. Being does not preexist its singular plural. To be
38
more precise, Being absolutely does not preexist; nothing preexists; only what exists exists.

Here, Nancy uses language to overcome what could be mistaken as an expression; this is not just
a way of speaking; yet, words run out, and he must use the term “essence” to obliterate the idea
of “essence.” Nancy asks us to consider the plurality of a "we" without making the "we" a
singular, essential identity, allying to feminist theories of body and identity, beyond hegemonic
dualisms. Nancy explains it this way, “The singular is primarily each one and, therefore, also with
and among all the others. The singular is a plural.”39 Premised on a relationality with the other,
the singular self does not precede or ground the plural self; the self and other, and the self plus
other, exist only as they co-exist. The being-with is a mutual exposure that both defines and
preserves the self, never contingent on any pre-determined conception of unity or identity. This
language describes how I felt in that moment in the Lineage performance, in a complex seepage
of selfness: with the passing woman as well as with the “woman in trees;” as a togethering, we
all became an alterself, at once one singular plural self. The theorists, Manning and Nancy, but
also many feminist, new materialist, processional philosophers and performance scholars to
whom I have referred throughout my research, describe an ever-emergent, plural, communal
self, initiated by relation and thereby not essentialized nor prescribed. In performance, perhaps
for just a moment, with specific conditions just so, that self can be felt. This is the alterself.

Crack Open the Alterself
My intention, in this research, was never to construct a methodological blueprint. The
conditions necessary for an alterself experience, across the scale of connection, are not a
formula to be followed; it is not about developing predictability. As the alterself experience is
context-driven and embodied, it cannot be imposed nor dictated. Rather, I set out to detangle,
describe and designate, in Dewey’s words, an experience: a specific, cohesive encountering I
recognized as having “tremendous importance.”40 I signpost places of clarity, in my own work, in
my own body, within the density of performance discourse related to selfness and shifting
subjectivity. Instead of a blueprint, this is a map for practitioners and scholars to find another
way in to performance, another way to question and consider the complex interplay of materialdiscursive relations by, though, of and with embodied perception.
Contributions to knowledge consist not only in the public presentations of the performances
across an expanded international network, but also in the sharing of the writing, in published
articles and papers as well as this thesis itself, as an engagement of thinking-with the content.
The project confirmed this methodology as critical to my vernacular as an artist and researcher,
and accessed a deepened reading of the work’s content while also providing an innovative
reassessment of dominant theories of presence, character and persona as applied to visual art
performance. I shared my findings across a wide field of themes and approaches, from on-going
exchanges with my collaborators to public conferences and symposia. My participation in these
dialogues provide points of access to the current debates, informing my sense of what is missing
from the discourse, while allowing an opportunity to include visual art performance practice in
other disciplines of research. The seminars, across disciplines of Costume Design, Fashion
Theory, Scenography, Visual Cultures and Feminist Studies, became important departures,
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allowing admittance to the dialects of other methodologies and ideologies, while also providing
an investigate tool in the performativity of language. The papers found a way beyond the
narrative to create an embodied feeling with the content. At two different conferences, two
different editors in the audience approached me after to reflect that they felt “on a meander
with” or “hypnotized by” the presentation, and ultimately invited me to include writing in the
next issue of their journals, which became the Polish translation and English version of “I Live in
this Dress.”41
While the conferences invited me to inject my findings into other disciplines of thought,
organizing the All by Our Selves symposium allowed me to invite other thinking from various
fields into my own. My investment in a wide scope of dissemination was intended to cast a long
line, leading to a big picture of practice-as-research. As I investigated the layering of selves
within the alterself in my performance practice, additional selves were revealed in the reach of
the research: although my performer-self and my artist-self were well established, my publicspeaker-self, writer-self and researcher-self emerged as having equivalent agency, initiating
another life of my voice within and beyond this research, determining a new way forward.
In the sharing of all these words; however, I remain careful that these voices and ideas do not
“thingify” the alterself (or any self), to use Karen Barad’s term, defined as “turning…relations
into “things,” “words,” “entities” … as [a result of] the persistent distrust of nature, materiality,
and the body.”42 My caution returns to the question of naming my alterself experience a
subjective she, as I don’t intend to make the experience necessarily anthropomorphic, not a
presence, character, persona, or identity per se. I don’t want to culture it. And yet, she needs to
be familiar to be embodied. What cracks open the alterself is its very relationality and
translatability; it has the potential to emerge within any platform that provides the
circumstances to reach beyond a solitary understanding of self, revealing its nuances as a
reciprocal or mutual state. The alterself is an experience we can each recognize and belong to; it
has capacity to let any of us step in. More than that, it is an experience defined by its collectivity.
In other words, it is not just the self becoming alterself, but it is also the alterself becoming self.
As an identity more-than it troubles subjectivity, with no single self at the center, in that no self
is singular; but most important, it does so in a manner that is not only conceptualized and
theorized, but is actually experienced—felt—stretching the potential understanding of selfness.
We move together, never alone in the world made between us, with us. The alterself opens the
bigger picture to my perception; she, as familiar and more-than, reminds me to pay attention
beyond my self. And though, of course, the alterself experience may emerge in any world when
connections align within the scale from micro to meso to macro, it seems clear that techniques
across the wide berth of engagement in durational visual art performance: immersion, intimacy
and spectacle, have a particular resonance in experiencing the collective, ever-emergent self.
This is the alterself with myself, one and together, singular plural, focused, intimate, inspired.
This is She.

Postscript: Future Contributions
In our troubled world, we talk about the need for empathy and collaboration and coming
together, but how can this proclivity inspire behavior? Sure, we can perhaps set incentives for
more inclusive working methods and measure those outcomes, but the feeling, the inner
knowing of the self, each self, being mutual and collective is only accessible through an
embodied experience. The capacity to engage across the scale and then beyond, to the wide
range of connective forces of the intra-, inter- and extrapersonal leads to a reassessment of who
and how we are. This experience of connecting with a more-than myself, a more-than my world,
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revives my commitment to both the other and the world we are making together. I am not the
center of it all; yet, it is all part of me. The I cannot exist without the we. Here, I am cautious to
speak from my own experience, as art always does, as it only can, to avoid tipping the language
toward any suggestion of universality,
And these tend inward to me, and I tend outward to them,
And such as it is to be of these more or less I am,
43
And of these one and all I weave the song of myself.

Whitman’s magnum opus could certainly be read through his bias of privilege. In his attempt to
escape the race, class and gender prejudice of his time, the poet functions as a colonizer of
experience, claiming the stories of the other, in his life and in his imagination, as wholly his own:
he doesn’t know what it is, but it is in him. Though his intention was to upend the precedent of
slavery and discrimination, his inattention to his own identity, imbued with agency and value,
potentially devolves the work into a narcissistic collection of fetishized otherness. I am aware of
this possible pitfall with the alterself experience, too, or, more specifically, in the translating of
the experience into language. I remain cautious of authoring the other as my own, as well as of
the territorializing claim of it all “in me” as a misguided attempt to lessen any indication of my
privilege. In reaching toward significance of the alterself experience, I turn back to the body. I do
not own the experience as initiated by its relations. I only feel it. And I know that, as a collective
arrangement, you can feel it too.
Although there was always an undercurrent of this awareness in my work, the research renewed
my confidence in and commitment to articulate through practice a cultural and political critique,
as a resistance to normative, neoliberal and binary hegemonies, and with a knowledge of the
body as a source of connection. I have been provided opportunity to reconsider, as in all aspects
of relationality and materiality, that the work, any work, can never exist in a vacuum, confirming
its implications—socially and politically—to influence and sustain my practice. I foresee this
recommitment as a future contribution, a call to bring the research to wider populations, not as
an excuse to proclaim or claim, but as an opportunity to listen, share and respond—an
opportunity to continue to connect.
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Appendix A

Dissemination Overview
PERFORMANCES
Point Out, INHABIT, Neon Arts performance event, historic House of Correction, Hexham, UK,
February 2017
Touch On, INHABIT, Neon Arts performance event, Hexham Abbey, Hexham, UK, February 2017
Objet petit a, CarpWoz, Sofia Underground Performance Art Festival, Sofia, Bulgaria, April 2017
I have heard what the talkers were talking, the talk of the beginning and the end, FLARE, Vane,
Newcastle, UK, May 2017
Red We, Grainger Market, Newcastle, UK, July 2017
Of Wanting, PAB Performance Open Festival, Bergen, Norway, October 2017
What We Are Not, Künstlerbund, Tübingen, Germany, November 2017
Shift, Longva+Carpenter, Kunsthaus Essen, Germany, January 2018
Thirst, Longva+Carpenter, ART Ii Biennial, Ii, Finland, June 2018
Red We, Tynemouth Flea Market, Tynemouth, UK, September 2018
Lineage, Longva+Carpenter, “Formations,” Prague Quadrennial of Performance Design and
Space, Prague, Czechia, June 2019
I have heard what the talkers were talking, the talk of the beginning and the end, “No Silence,
No Sound,” PAO Performance Festival, Oslo, Norway, November 2019
PUBLICATIONS
“Performances.” Body, Space & Technology. 17.1 (2018): 131–152. On-line.
http://doi.org/10.16995/bst.302
“Sliding Scale: Oversized Dresses and Small Moments in Visual Art Performance.” K[]NESH
Space, Scale 1.1 (2018). Print and on-line. https://www.konesh.space
“Żyję w tej sukni: materialność i tożsamość w performansie wizualnym,” Powidoki: Akademia
Sztuk Pięknych im. Władysława Strzemińskiego w Łodzi, 1.1 (Spring 2019): 26-35. Print. (Polish
translation of: “I Live in This Dress” plus additional content on older works, in Afterimages,
Strzemiński Academy of Fine Arts)
“I Live in This Dress: Materiality and Identity in Visual Art Performance.” Framework 60.2
(Winter 2020). Wayne State University Press. Print
Forthcoming: 10 Together: Performances by Longva+Carpenter. PABlish Press, anticipated 2021
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CONFERENCE/SYMPOSIUM PRESENTATIONS: Specific to Research
“AlterSelf or Off Base?” AHRC CDT, Art and Design Conference, Baltic Center for Contemporary
Art, Newcastle, UK, July 2017
“Beyond Ourselves to Find Ourselves,” Reality in Art: Do We Want to Differentiate?
Performance Art Bergen Symposium, Bergen Kunsthall, Norway, October 2017
“The Stranger in (Red) We,” Between Strangers / Take Me Somewhere Symposium, University of
Glasgow, Scotland, May 2018
Lead researcher/organizer All By Our Selves: Personae, Alter Egos and Other Selves,
Interdisciplinary Symposium, Northumbria University, UK, October 2018
Practitioners and thinkers from a variety of disciplines—including law, sports, education,
spiritual practices and art—present and discuss how multiple/segmented selves inform their
work: Dr. Robert Bingham (USA), Dr. Amanda Coogan (IR), Julia Dick (DE), James Gray (UK), Dawn
Felicia Knox (UK), Dr. P. Solomon Lennox (UK), Sarah Riseborough (UK), and my own expanded
paper, “Beyond Ourselves to Find Ourselves.”
“Monumental Dresses and Intimate Moments,” The Lived Female Body in Performance
conference, The School of Performance and Cultural Industries, University of Leeds, UK, April
2019
“I Live in this Dress: Materiality and Identity in Visual Art Performance,” Fashion, Costume and
Visual Cultures’ conference, École Nationale Supérieure des Arts et Industries Textiles (ENSAIT),
Roubaix, France, July 2019

CONFERENCES / WORKSHOPS ATTENDED: Significant to Research
Participant, “Politics and Performance” Workshop led by Marilyn Arsem, Being (in) Public:
Encounters / Outer Place, Inner Space, Bbeyond Symposium, Belfast, N. Ireland, April 2017
Durationality, Identity and Performance Study Day with keynote address by Amelia Jones,
Roehampton University, London, UK, April 2017
Mediality Couples: Relation Works Between Image and Performance, with keynote address by
Amelia Jones, the Institute of Theatre Studies, Freie Univerität, Berlin, Germany, May 2017
Performance and Live Art at the Edge(s) seminar, as part of Wake Festival, ]performance space[,
Folkestone, UK, September 2017
Research Residency for 2 days at the Black Kit Performance Archive with Boris Nieslony, Cologne,
Germany, January 2018
Research Residency for 2 weeks with Terese Longva, Kunsthaus Essen, Germany, January 2018
Art, Performance and Materiality Study Day with seminars/presentations by Adrian Heathfield,
and Erin Manning as well as keynote address by Manning, University of Roehampton, London,
UK, November 2018
Research Residency for 3 weeks with Terese Longva, Longva Residency, Norway, April 2019

2

PERSONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY / PRESS
Ivan Yamaliev, “Извънреден случай: Sofia Underground,” The Official Blog of the Creative
Connection, June 1, 2017
“Laurel Jay Carpenter im Künstlerbund,” Schwäbisches Tagblatt, November 22, 2017 (featured
preview/photo, What We Are Not)
Debus-Gohl, “Holz wird Kunst,” Süd Anzeiger/Stadtspiegel Essen, February 3, 2018 (front-page
photo, Longva+Carpenter Shift)
Eleonoora Riihinen, “Iiiläiset pääsevät taiteilemaan Art Ii Biennaalissa,” Kaleva, May 19, 2018
(preview, Longva+Carpenter Thirst)
Jetta Huttunen, “Ympäristökannanottoja ja osallistamista: Art Ii Biennaali 2018,” Kaltio: The
Northern Cultural Journal, Issue 4, 2018 (festival review, Longva+Carpenter Thirst)
Art Ii Biennial 2018, States of Matter, KulttuuriKauppila, pub. 2018 (catalogue of biennial:
Longva+Carpenter, Thirst)
Interview with Laurel Jay Carpenter, Performance Art Oslo web archive: performanceartoslo.no,
posted: October 22, 2019
Prague Quadrennial of Performance Design and Space, pub. 2020 (catalogue: Longva+Carpenter,
Lineage)

TEACHING / WORKSHOPS / ARTIST TALKS
Associate Lecturer, PGR Scheme, Northumbria University, Newcastle UK, Fall 2017 – Spring 2018
•Synthesis Module: BA Year 3 Capstone Seminar, plus tutorials and critiques
•Fine Art Project Module: BA Year 3, tutorials and thesis support/assessment
Re-Search Lab: BA Year 2 and 3, Performance Workshops, Northumbria University, Newcastle
UK, Spring 2018
“My Artist Story: Beginnings to Current Research,” MFA Seminar (via Skype), University of
Connecticut, USA, February 2018
Insight/Expert Panel, Rough Cut, Tyneside Cinema, Newcastle, UK, March 2018
“My Artist Story: Beginnings to Current Research,” Professional Practices Seminar (via Skype),
Alfred University, USA, February 2019
Emergence: Practice Exchange, a platform for dialogue between emerging and established
artists, Prague Quadrennial, CZ, June 2019

3

FUNDING
PGR Conference Bursary for Bbeyond Symposium, N. Ireland, Northumbria University, 2017
Arts Faculty PGR Funding for new work in Sofia, Bulgaria, Northumbria University, 2017
PGR Conference Bursary for Between Strangers Symposium at University of Glasgow,
Northumbria University, 2018
Associate Member Bursary, New Bridge Projects, Newcastle, UK, 2018
Research and Innovation Funding for All By Our Selves Symposium, Northumbria University,
2018
Quality-Related (QR) Funding for All By Our Selves Symposium, Department of Arts,
Northumbria University, 2018
PGR Conference Bursary for Lived Female Body in Performance Conference at University of
Leeds, Graduate School, Northumbria University, 2019
STEP Travel Grant for Prague Quadrennial, EU Cultural Foundation/Compagnia di San Paolo,
2019
Quality-Related (QR) Funding for Fashion, Costume and Visual Cultures conference in Roubaix
France, Department of Arts, Northumbria University, 2019
Artists Bursary, Professional Development for Research Residency in Norway, a-n: The Artists
Information Company, 2019
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Portfolio of Performances Presented during the Research Period

PORTFOLIO BACKGROUND
Over the research period, I continued to make new work with a background awareness
of my research questions, walking the tightrope of techniques in managing the practice
to collect data while preventing the performances from devolving to mere illustration
or demonstration of expected outcomes. Of the twelve performances, including nine
discrete works, that have been analyzed and contextualized herein, only three
tendered an emergent alterself experience. The chapters preceding each classify a
single condition of connection essential to an alterself shift, and yet extrapolate from
examples of my performance work that register only some, not all, of the layering of
connection across a range that designates an embodied scale: a deep, immersive focus
(a micro connection), a heightened sense of the spectacular (a macro connection), and
a shared intimacy with another (a meso connection). The definition of alterself
ultimately gains clarity by assessing the overview as charted in the outcomes and
revealed within this portfolio.
The “Failures”
As detailed in an article written for publication (“I Live in this Dress,” Appendix page
73), the two related site-specific performances in Hexham, Point Out and Touch On
(both 2017) each included an experience of micro and macro connection (deep in task
in two awe-inspiring sites: the historic House of Correction and the Hexham Abbey) but
due to the structure of the performances themselves, left no room for an
intimate/meso connection.
In Chapter 1, Red We, performed at Grainger Market (2017), is outlined as successfully
reaching the meso/intimate and macro/spectacular conditions, but as missing the
micro/focus connection. The social, participatory aspect of the performance hindered
my experience of getting lost in the task. This experience is later repeated in the
second iteration of the performance, at Tynemouth Market (2018). In an attempt to
encourage the potential of Flow, I extended the performance to six hours in this new
site, but ultimately concluded that participation loosens my attention on the task, and
is therefore not a method that can support immersive experience within my own
practice.
Of Wanting (2017) is discussed in Chapter 2 as framing the spectacle with the bold
visual of the extended and ripped-off dress, and relying on slow movement to set a
deep focus. This focus, however, kept me separated from viewers, missing
opportunities for a shared intimacy. In a related performance, What We are Not
(2017), I attempted to reclaim some space for intimacy by extending the duration and
including additional actions, which ultimately undermined my connection to a single,
focused task. The adjustments of this corollary performance also hindered an
alignment of all three conditions.
The Longva+Carpenter collaborative performances Shift and Thirst (both 2018) are
included in Chapter 3. In Thirst, all of the connections across the scale became too
loose to take root, due mainly to my responses to the environmental conditions. The
cold-weather underlayers loosened my connection to task (due to mediated touch)

6

and awe (due to an infusion of narrative), leading to a misaligned rhythm and lack of
intimacy. In Shift, the conditions felt right, a deep connection to a focused task and a
postage stamp-sized marvel in the commitment to this task. Although I was feeling a
dependent connection on the sweeping of Longva’s hand against mine in the reduced
frame of my focus, Longva, with her wider view, was not similarly connected, as we
discover in a later interview (Appendix page 182). Without an equivalent meeting,
intimacy could not manifest.
The “Successes”
Three performances did meet all the criteria, spanning the embodied scale of
connection from intra- to inter- and extrapersonal, and therefore provided an
experience of being-with alterself, to varying degrees of intensity in the slippery
alignment across the full range. The CarpWoz project Objet petit a (2017) is described
at the end of Chapter 3, plus the performances I have heard what the talkers were
talking (2017) and Lineage (2019) which are discussed in the concluding chapter.
Within this portfolio, the performances are ordered chronologically, to highlight the
development of the work over time, and as evolving in tandem with the interviews and
publications also included in the Appendices. If the performance is described and
discussed at length within the thesis, I reiterate little beyond logistical and crediting
information, to allow the images to document the experiences and knowledges of the
performance beyond words. However, if the performance is not a focus in the thesis,
for clarity I provide necessary contextualization here.
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Point Out, INHABIT performance art project week, Neon Arts, historic House of Correction,
Hexham, UK | February 2017 | performed for 4 hours

8

Point Out was inspired by and performed in the upstairs night cell at the historic Hexham
House of Correction. Referencing the social and political history of a workhouse, a site of
sequester, the work explores the gesture of pointing as both insinuation and accusation. A
woman stands in one spot, her face covered by dozens of red leather gloves dangling from the
hook above, a clustered residue of something no longer present, no longer alive. She slowly
rotates. Removing one hand from the oversized pocket on the front of her simple grey dress,
she determinedly points. She points out until her arm weakens and she can no longer hold the
posture. Then she points again. Action and symbol conflate in this spare, silent setting.
During the performance, inside the darkness of the gloves, I could hear the public as they
entered the space, but I could not make out any form, not even in shadow or light. I was
cocooned in isolation. All I could do was point, perhaps adding to the distance between
performer and viewer. From my perspective, we did not, could not connect.

9

Description excerpted from “I Live in this Dress” article (Appendix A page 72).
Photos by Joanna Hutton and Helen Collard.
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Touch On, INHABIT performance art project week, Neon Arts, Hexham Abbey, Hexham, UK |
February 2017 | performed for 5 hours

11

Inspired by the Night Stair of Hexham Abbey–a link between the former monks’ space of
private contemplation and the more public nave–Touch On was created for the liminal space of
those very steps. The images and gestures derive from the history of the Abbey, especially the
stories of the spiritual women who were forced to lose or obscure their identities:
metaphorically in the loss of the head of the Virgin Mary sculpture and in Queen Æthelthryth’s
disguise to escape her demanding husband and remain a chaste nun, as agreed before their
wedding. (Hexham Abbey Group Tour, January 12, 2017)

12

A woman in a simple grey dress slowly descends and ascends the stairs. In the oversized front
pocket of the dress, almost an extended womb, are many pairs of red leather gloves. She tries
one on for size, feeling this second skin, and places her hand firmly across her face, obscuring
her own identity as well as her vision as she continues her movement; she then removes and
drops the glove to the step below. She repeats the simple action until the stairs are littered
with discarded gloves, a punctuating reminder of all the hands that have come together here
over a long history of loss, love, and longing.

13

In this case, much like the related performance Point Out, the connection to the task was
paramount, and the connection to the public was limited. With the glove over my face, neck
and back hunched forward, struggling to see the uneven steps and not lose my footing, very
few viewers were able to penetrate my concentration. My focus did not include them. As the
attunement to my intention grew, the public remained outside this parameter, visually defined
by my covered face and by the littering gloves taking over more and more of the stairway.
They could not reach me.

Description excerpted from “I Live in this Dress” article (Appendix page 72).
Photos by Joanna Hutton and Helen Collard.
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Objet petit a, CarpWoz collaboration with Philippe Wozniak, Sofia Underground Performance
Art Festival, Energy Control Room at the National Palace of Culture, Sofia, BG | April 2017 |
performed for 2 hours
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Photos by Simon Pfeffel and Ivan Donchev.
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I have heard what the talkers were talking, the talk of the beginning and the end, FLARE,
Vane Gallery, Newcastle, UK | May 2017 | performed for 2.5 hours
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19

Photos by Arto Polus.
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Red We, a social performance inspired by the public marketplace, the tradition of Redwork
embroidery and the vernacular of sharing, Grainger Market, Newcastle, UK | July 2017 |
performed for 3 hours

21

22

Photos by Michelle Hirschhorn-Smith.
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Of Wanting, PAB Performance Open Festival, Bergen, NO | October 2017 | performed for 2
hours

24

25

26

Photos by Bjarte Bjørkum.
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What We Are Not, Künstlerbund, Tübingen, DE | November 2017 | performed for 4 hours

Based on the earlier performance Of Wanting, this performance was devised to be twice as
long as the earlier work and to respond to the architecture of the space: its height and balcony,
as well as the street-level windows. With more time and space, I added elements including a
mouthful of roses, inserting an increased level of discomfort with a gagged mouth and
clenched jaw.
As the woman leans into the tension of the extended cords, the drool pools below her, it is
harder to breath and somehow harder to balance.
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After the dress is torn off, she ascends the stairs and flutters each soft pedal from the balcony
to the floor below, perpendicular to the red mark of the cords, creating an abstracted red cross
on the floor: a symbol of destination (x marks the spot), of love (a signature kiss) and also of
emergency (red +). She descends and tallies on the window panes (I + 0 – I x I + I =); her effort
to add it all up becomes abstracted into symbolism. The performance ends with the woman
wearing black and a protruding mouth guard proclaiming “battle.” Again, her breathing is
forced as her mouth is both full and obscured. She slowly rotates and waves the white
handkerchief for over two hours, an increase of the strain and exhaustion of that action.

29

Although extended and reformatted, the actions/images as re-performed created a sense of
expectation; the gestures and pacing, and even my sensations and responses felt prescribed by
my experience in and knowledge of the earlier performance. The conditions of this type of
reiteration result in a more theatrical format, distancing me from the potential of deep focus
or heightened marvel, and creating a self-consciousness. I was aware of “enacting” what I had
done before, and therefore also lacked complete surrender. What is necessary for an alterself
shift became remote.
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Photos by Traci Kelly and AC Klarmann.
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Shift, Longva+Carpenter, Kunsthaus Essen Galerie, Essen, DE | January 2018 | performed for
15 hours over 3 days

32

33

Photos by Jörn Vanselow and Thomas Reul.
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Thirst, Longva+Carpenter, ART Ii Biennial, Ii, FI | June 2018 | performed for 8 hours

35

36

37

Photos by Jaani Föhr.
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Red We, Tynemouth Flea Market, Tynemouth, UK | September 2018 | performed for 6 hours

39

40

Photos by Edyta Czarnecka.
41

Lineage, Longva+Carpenter, Prague Quadrennial of Performance Design and Space, The
Industrial Palace, Výstaviště, Prague, CZ | June 2019 | performed for 5 hours

42

Our color choice of bright orange with pink text is a nod to Sara Danius’ visual protest at the
December 2018 Nobel Prize Award Ceremony, and the dramatic linearity references the 385-mile
“Women’s Wall” in Kerala, India, both which occurred while we were developing the work. The
specific phrase also incorporates a feminist and activist ideology into the materiality. After
researching many inspiring slogans of the historic suffragettes, we chose a quotation from female
writer Ryan Graudin, to include a contemporary and inclusive political vernacular: “Here is a
silence broken.”
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Photos Alžběta Diringerová and CW Olafson.
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I have heard what the talkers were talking, the talk of the beginning and the end, “No
Silence, No Sound: How to Hear a Performance,” Performance Art Oslo, ROM Gallery for kunst
og arkitektur, Oslo, NO | December 2019 | performed for 4 hours
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Photos by Bjarte Bjørkum.
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Published Articles

Body, Space & Technology (BST) is a leading journal of
contemporary artistic practice and research. Since 2000, BST
has built a strong reputation for quality and innovation, as
well as fostering a global academic community around its
published content. BST publishes research into artistic
practice that engages with digital technologies, particularly as
these relate to bodily interaction and creativity.

Hope, B., Newland, I., Main, A., Rumley, C., Carpenter, L.J., Wozniak, P., Sykes, L. and
Maurissens, M., “Performances.” Body, Space & Technology, 2018. 17(1), pp.131–152.

CarpWoz
Laurel Jay Carpenter and Philippe Wozniak
6 Bentinck Villas, Newcastle NE4 6UR, UK
Corresponding author: Laurel Jay Carpenter (laureljay@aol.com)

Objet petit a
A visual and sound installation with durational performance
Energy Control Room, National Palace of Culture
Sofia Underground Performance Art Festival, Bulgaria
Performed for 2 hours
2017
Objet petit a. https://vimeo.com/219085915.
Photo credit: Simon Pfeffel
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The energy control room of the National Palace of Culture (NDK) inspired CarpWoz’s research
on the symbolic power of prominent architecture and its mysterious inner workings, including
objectophilia and the Lacanian concept of objet petit a. This deep love of and intimacy with an
object, as related to the unobtainable object of desire, channelled the development of a durational
performance with sound installation, Objet petit a. As a further nod to Lacan, CarpWoz explore
the significance of edges, the human urge for that which is out of reach, on the other side. Sites,
states and situations that exist in-between, including points of entry of the body, thresholds of
structures and borders of all kinds, therefore hold special significance. Objet petit a enacts an
impossible quest to cross a literal threshold, seeking improbable silence, hindered by a sound
installation triggered by the performers’ movement. If only the pace were slow enough,
imperceptible, the alarm would not turn CarpWoz back to the starting point again and again.
Sounds of a Geiger counter and detection alarms measure an invisible danger, and peripherally
relate to the current migration crisis. Layered with personal, cultural and political connotations,
Objet petit a explores the complexities of identity within a heightened state of unrelenting desire.

Without
A visual and sound installation with durational performance
Private entry, Royal Residence of Haus Baden, Schloss Salem, Germany
Performed for 3.5 hours
2016

Without. https://vimeo.com/186289963.
Photo credit: Felicia Glidden
In their first collaboration, Carpenter and Wozniak bring their discrete expertise in visual and
sound composition to create a hybrid form where installation, sound and sculptural performance
share equally in the inspiration, creation and presentation of a new work of art.
Initially inspired by the site of Schloss Salem itself, the pair rigorously researched the devotional
practices of the former Cistercian monks of the abbey, using scholarly and experiential
techniques. Bernard of Claivaux was an early influence in the order by citing ‘the narrowest gate
and steepest path’ as the surest and purest way to enlightenment. The visual, sound and
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performance elements of Without each employ an aesthetic of austerity and self-denial shared by
the Cistercians.
The site is surrounded by special stones, collected and catalogued at the castle as a record of
glacial movement. The sound is collected from the movement of stones rubbing against other
stones and the body, just as the visual installation is constructed of a low plane of suspended
stones. The performers moved through the space—trudging against the resistance of string and
weight, extracting a deep sadness in their blind search for the special rose quartz gem mixed in
with the gravel. This movement physically created the interactive soundscape by the subtle sway
of the stones triggering the sound samples. In effect, the whole installation became a musical
instrument activated by the performers.
Can we prove our devotion without longing?

Author Information
CarpWoz is an interdisciplinary collaboration. Laurel Jay Carpenter, a US artist based in the UK,
is a visual performer investigating longing, vulnerability and intimacy in her durational live
works. Philippe Wozniak is a German performer and composer. His recent work in collaborative,
multimedia, experimental orchestrations is supported by his dedicated practice of the upright bass.
After meeting at an artist residency in 2014, they formed CarpWoz the following year.
Continuing their collaboration as an investigation of a hybrid form supported by historic and
cultural research surrounding specific sites, Carpenter and Wozniak bring their discrete expertise
in visual and sound composition to create a fusion where installation, sound and durational
performance share equally in the inspiration, creation and presentation of new works of art.
Carpenter has been performing for twenty years, and has presented at festivals, galleries and
contemporary art centers extensively in New York City and internationally in Spain, Germany,
Poland, Norway and Italy, most notably as part of the 2007 Venice Biennale and the 2013
Festspillene i Bergen. She is honoured to have been an active member of the Independent
Performance Group (IPG), founded and facilitated by Marina Abramovic as an early incarnation
of her institute in support of the next generation of durational performers. After 11 years, Laurel
recently resigned her tenure as Associate Professor of Art at Alfred University in New York to
embark as a PhD candidate under the supervision of Sandra Johnston at Northumbria University.
She now lives and works in Newcastle, UK.
Wozniak’s work in conceptual art and contemporary music began through his studies at the
CNSMDP in Paris with the ‘l’Ensemble Intercontemporain’ and IRCAM. His work deconstructs
and reorganises space and time in sound. Wozniak investigates the perception of common
realities, acoustic and visual, by indicating individual components (which mostly remain
unrecognised by our consciousness) and metamorphosing them. He works across various
disciplines, including video and sound installation as well as performance. As such, collaboration
with other artists is a significant aspect of his larger practice. Wozniak is currently based in
Berlin.
For more information please visit: www.laureljay.com and www.phwo.tk.
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SLIDING SCALE: Oversized Dresses and
Small Moments in Visual Art Performance
Laurel Jay Carpenter

K[]NESH Space, Issue N°1: Scale, 2018.
www.konesh.space

ABSTRACT
Comparing works from the span of the author’s career, ‘Sliding Scale: Oversized Dresses and Small
Moments in Visual Art Performance’ traces the elasticity and slippage in the consideration of scale
through a reflective analysis of the sculptural wearable. The body serves as a standard measure; the
oversized garments in Red Crest (2003), Again with Gusto (2009) and Of Wanting (2017) each adjust the
scale of the performer with a linear extension from the back, connecting and conflating the body with
larger space and site. The woman extends, connecting to architecture, to earth and to the surrounding
community. In these performance garments, she is also tethered, contained and burdened. Yet, her
determination transcends the circumstance, overlapping and inverting multiple measures—shifting scale
to scope, and revealing subtle gradations across additional aspects of each performance, from spectacle
to intimacy, archetype to identity, and self to collective. This is the sliding scale of scale: the range of small
to big, equally balanced, and big to small, revealing how scale, in its relationality, can never be fixed.

<
Folklore and contemporary pagan practices along with found object and fiber sculptural
traditions galvanized during the development and performance of Red Crest (Storrs, CT,
USA, 2003). Exploring the archetype of Mother—as psychological construct, feminist
premise, and collective identity—the project relied on the support of the local, semirural community who generously donated over 100 red dresses from their personal
collections, by means of newspaper ads and flyers posted all over town (in the era
before social media). A New York City transplant, I was new to this small Connecticut
town; I got to know the place by talking with shopkeepers and journalists, going to
church fairs and public meals, requesting, from everyone I could, advice and donations
for the long red dress performance: my offering to the well-loved site of Horsebarn Hill.
Pinning parties and sewing circles were also a significant part of the process; altogether,
fabricating the dress took exactly 9 months from conception to creation.

A woman appears at the top of the glorious, green crest. The sky is perfect blue. She is dressed in red.
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My growing connection to the lineage of local women resonated as the political and
cultural burden of women’s history. As such, the sculptural garment became “impossibly
long;” I edited nothing from the donations. Many dresses came with handwritten notes
relaying tender stories of the significance of each particular, special dress. One dress
was donated by a 78-year-old woman who recalled her mother wearing the fancy gown
to a mid-century military ball. Another dress was the first Christmas outfit of a donor’s
infant daughter, then nine years old. Another was sent by a mother who remembered it
as a favorite of her artistic 22-year old daughter who had taken her own life just months
earlier. Dress by dress, the impossibly long red dress metaphorically quilted together the
hopes, memories, exuberance and sorrows of the community.

The woman walks down the hill, each step revealing more of her dress, unfurling behind like a trailing
umbilicus.

As I began to stitch the first pieces together, testing the strength of specific sections, I
realized how long, and just how heavy the dress would be. In its final form, folded up, I
cannot lift it myself. The dress is beyond the scale of the body—reaching from here to
the horizon, bigger than any one alone. Performance artist, theorist and educator
Anthony Howell explores the nature of oversized costume in performance by speaking
of it in terms of the Mother, the larger-than-life archetype,
Intimidation is interesting for performers with regard to its possibilities for magnification—wearing
something larger than oneself, as in the costumes for carnival. One magnified costume might simply
be part of something even larger...Again, one might place oneself inside some larger object which one
uses as one’s “shell”... Such enclosures amount to “mother objects.” (Howell, 1999, p18)

The scale of size translates to the scope of identity—one body to beyond the body,
oneself to beyond the self. The woman of Red Crest towed the lives of over 100 other
women, and was, metaphorically, wearing the earth in the extending, rutted lines
created in the lush grass. In unveiling the mother of all dresses, Red Crest invoked the
power of the great Mother—the vast, uncontrollable power of the Earth itself, and
suggested the history and humanity of our larger, global community.
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The work is hard; the woman is tired and strained. Some think she needs help. Others do not. Some
are worried she is suffering. Two viewers approached the dress, help lift its weight, and join the
woman on her walk. Many follow, mostly children, to see the dress up close and perhaps help carry it
a way.

With more fanfare than expected, the woman reaches her destination, and disappears into the
adjacent woods. Soon after, twilight falls.

At every turn, the process of Red Crest induced an often unexpected and always
welcomed connection to a wider community, amplifying and escalating small to big:
body < landscape, self < collective. The scale of the dress dictated the scale of the
project, magnifying personal experience to a shared one, expanding identity to
archetype.

=
A durational performance of uninterrupted laughter, Again with Gusto (“Savoir-Faire,”
PERFORMA09 Collateral Event; SOHO20 Gallery, New York, NY, USA, 2009) suggests the
scale of the interpersonal in the space of a room, just me to you. This is an investigation
of Solar Plexus Chakra energy, bringing us together virtually belly to belly. The woman
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stands atop a pedestal, her yellow dress extending from her back, up to the ceiling
rafters, like a beam, but also a lead. For three hours, with no breaks, halts or breathers,
suspended from the dress at the edge of the plinth, the woman laughs and laughs and
laughs and laughs.

She laughs.

And laughs.

One (re)viewer recalls her experience in the room,
“It is mood altering to witness laughter like this. She knows what she is doing and yet she is
completely lost in it. She is a magician. We feel like she is drawing us in to her happiness, her hilarity,
her euphoria, her joke. At first we wondered how long this could go on, and we were utterly
impressed with her ability to keep laughing — she is not at all forcing it, this is pure and natural joy!
— but now we are entranced, we have lost all sense of time.” (Novak, 2010)
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And laughs.

The performer shares with the viewers an uncertainty, both physical, leaning toward the
tipping point of the extended dress, as well as emotional, reaching deeper and deeper
for a genuine laughter. The scale of the dress is necessary to plant the woman, making
her part of that room, and also functions to capture her there, demanding an acute
awareness of the moment, suspending her, and all of us, in time. This is the scale of this
moment: me and you, here and now. Yet, by raising the woman on a plinth, I certainly
considered the monumental. In this case, signifying the living, breathing, gasping,
snorting, sweating real woman who, even as she is tied there, elevated, separated,
narrows the gap of intimacy. This is the scale of this place and time: the edges of the
room, the reaches of the sound, the margins of our awareness: body = room, here =
now. This is the scale of the shrinking space between us: self = other.

>
The recent performance Of Wanting (Open Festival, PAB: Performance Art Bergen,
Bergen, Norway, 2017) distinguishes scale as an internal measure, exploring the
intrapersonal; the shape of one self is silhouetted against human psychology, the wide
backdrop of our shared emotional landscape. Exploring love, longing and loss, Of
Wanting tackles concepts so big and abstracted as to be overwrought and clichéd, but
these are distilled through the duration and singular focus of the performance to be
understood in small moments; concept becomes cellular. Here I can hold human
experience in my own body.
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A woman in red stands at the rear of a long bright room. She walks slowly, slowly forward, at snail
pace, gradually revealing long red cords tying her to the wall.

She continues to walk, focused, intent; the cords gradually become taut, pulling tight; she cantilevers.

The tension swells until her dress rips off.
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She is left standing in a white slip; a long red mark remains. She produces a white handkerchief from
her décolletage, removes her red lipstick and waves the small white flag, indicating goodbye and
surrender, until her arm is too strained to move anymore.

This performance is the most accessible in terms of spatial scale, the woman inhabits
the room just as the viewers do, standing eye-to-eye, but her macro focus in the
excruciatingly slow movement, the release, and the long stretch of repetitive gestures
inverts expectations, upending our notion of scale. The woman serves as a funnel,
syphoning the big into the body. The shift of focus denotes a shift in scale: human
experience > one body.

<=>
Comparing works from the span of my career, I trace the elasticity and slippage in our
consideration of scale through a reflective analysis of the sculptural wearable. Of course,
the body serves as a standard measure, especially in performance; the oversized
garments each adjust the scale with a linear extension from the back, connecting and
conflating the body with larger space and site. The mutability of this context, unscripted
and shifting, allows the emergence of a powerful woman archetype; she is powerful by
means of her unapologetic vulnerability, desire, and urge for connection, rendered,
perhaps unexpectedly, from a certain and swelling stance, evoking a type of spectacle,
reclaimed. The performance is extraordinarily routine. The woman is astonishingly
familiar. I embody a persona (or AlterSelf) I refer to as simply “the woman” in all the
complexity she represents, from small moments to big concepts, from mundane to
mythic. The woman-made-larger, connected to architecture and earth, is also tethered,
contained or burdened. Yet, her determination or simple endurance transcends and
transforms the circumstance, overlapping and inverting multiple measures—shifting
scale to scope. This is the sliding scale of scale: the range of small to big (<), equally
balanced (=) and big to small (>), revealing how scale, in its relationality, can never be
fixed. In fact, the bigger the image becomes, the more human the woman becomes; the
more human she becomes, the more spectacular her efforts.
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Theatre historian Amy E. Hughes (2012, p15) clarifies the relationship between scale and
spectacle by their dual relationality. When scale exceeds our notion of the norm, in
terms of human proportions, we enter the realm of the spectacular. Hughes aligns scale
not with the concrete nature of size, but the slippery range of scope, a scale of
perspective. Spectacle may be “as big as a house or as small as a postage stamp”
(Hughes, 2010, p14) but exceeds expectations of the ordinary or the predictable. Though
we suppose the spectacle to exaggerate in bold, bloated strokes, it also has seeping
capacity to undermine normativity; the spectacle can prompt resistance and dissent.
After all, monumentalizing a woman, in any form, is still a radical act. In much of my
work, including these three performances, the sculptural garment exceeds norms of
clothing or costume, presenting an experience that ruptures expectations of role,
relationship, capacity and identity. The performances extend the potentials of the body
beyond place and time toward collectivity, embodying the measure of all these, aligning
the woman to the whole range: as larger than therefore inclusive, as equal to, and as
smaller than, therefore part of. In describing what is variable in scale, we inscribe what
is constant in the whole.
CITATIONS
Howell, A. (1999). The Analysis of Performance Art: A Guide to its Theory and Practice.
Amsterdam: Harwood Academic Publishers.
Novak, C. (2010). Fluxgoddess’s Blog Available at:
https://fluxgoddess.wordpress.com/2010/06/22/art-review-for-laurel-jay-carpenterfrom-last-november/ (Accessed on: 15 June 2018).
Hughes, A. E. (2012). Spectacles of Reform: Theater and Activism in Nineteenth-Century
America. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press.
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Laurel Jay Carpenter

“Żyję w tej sukni: materialność i tożsamość w performansie wizualnym”
Powidoki No. 1 (Spring 2019): 26-35. Print.
“I Live in this Dress: Materiality and Identity in Visual Art Performance”
“Afterimages” Journal published by Strzemiński Academy of Fine Arts, Łódż, Poland

Translated and published in Polish.
For original English text of full article, see same published in Framework.
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Laurel Jay Carpenter
“I Live in this Dress: Materiality and
Identity in Visual Art Performance”

Framework 60.2 (Fall 2019).
Wayne State University Press. Print

Abstract
Following the thread of the Feminist New Materialists, in “I Live in this Dress” the
author, a visual art performer, examines the workings of materiality and identity within
her own practice. The process of three recent works, Point Out, Touch On and Red We
(all 2017) includes the design and construction of a sculptural wearable and techniques
of traditional garment making—fabric draping, sewing and embroidery—to reveal a coembodiment and shared authorship between artist and garment, woman and dress. This
deep commitment to the material underpins a shift in selfness toward a collective
identity, or alterself. Insomuch as the making makes the performance, the author
suggests, the making makes the performer.

Publishing credit
Originally published as a translation into Polish:
Laurel Jay Carpenter, “Żyję w tej sukni: materialność i tożsamość w performansie wizualnym,”
Powidoki: Akademia Sztuk Pięknych im. Władysława Strzemińskiego w Łodzi, no. 1 (Spring 2019):
26-35.
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I Live in This Dress: Materiality and Identity
in Visual Art Performance
Laurel Jay Carpenter

I’ve been making the same dress for 20 years, I think to myself as I step back to
survey the finished piece. In fact, this is another utilitarian boxy grey dress much
like ones I had designed and
sewn for many performances
before. My practice in performance, seemingly immaterial,
is driven by materiality. Initial
ideas occur in images as patterns and textures emerge
from open research, but the
work does not galvanize until
something concrete lands
in my hand. Often, this is a
textile that will form the
visual focus of the performance. Equally often, this is
fashioned into a kind of garment. Oversized or somehow
abstracted, these garments are
considered “sculptural wearables” rather than costumes,
as they initiate long-duration
Figure 1. The oft-made dress, author’s studio, 2017.
visual art performance beyond
Framework 60, No. 2, Fall 2019, pp. 175–188. Copyright © 2020 Wayne State University Press, Detroit, Michigan 48201-1309.
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Figure 2. Point Out, INHABIT, Neon
Arts, House of Correction, Hexham,
UK, 2017. Photo by Joanna Hutton.

the perimeters of theatrical space or parameters of character. I tend to perform
for many hours enveloped in, burdened by the confining, unwieldy, or weighted
dress. The body is grounded to that particular place, held in that suspended
moment, by means of the constructed visual. The specifics of time and place may
provide suggestions for extended research, but it is the hands-on endeavor, the
deep investment in materiality, that opens an access point; the sculptural garment
becomes the catalyst for the action and intention of the emergent performance.
Point Out

The medieval market town Hexham, UK, as a place, is full of suggestions, whispering inklings—conceptual, visual, and material—when I was invited there to
develop new site-specific work. Two locations came into focus: the night cell in the
historic House of Correction, a cramped, cold, former almshouse, and the night
stair of the grand Hexham Abbey. Some emerging patterns connecting the two
sites include the rhythm of the stone architecture with its aging patinas, the history
of the Hexham tanneries and glove manufacturers, as well as a motif of the loss of
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identity. With these in mind, I began the search for relevant materials. At a flea
market, under a pile of rumpled linens, I extracted a pair of worn, red leather gloves
that held the shape of the absent wearer’s last gesture, alluding further back to the
original animal’s missing body as well. These gloves, rubbed soft and thin, were
heavy with the residue of loss and absence, or perhaps these gloves were the literal
residue of such. Standing in the bustling marketplace, cradling these gloves in my
own hands, I was flooded with longing. This moment of material communion
was the source of a pair of companion performances, Point Out and Touch On.
A woman stands in one spot, her face covered by dozens of red leather gloves
dangling from the hook above, the clustered remains of something no longer present,
no longer alive. Removing one hand from the oversized pocket on the front of her
simple grey dress, she determinedly points. She points out until her arm weakens and
she can no longer hold the posture. Then she points again.
Action and symbol conflate in the spare, silent setting of the upstairs night
cell. Referencing the social and political history of a workhouse, a site of detention
for the denied and forgotten, Point Out explores our systems of suppression and
restraint. The performer’s point, the extended arm and finger, orients the act of
implication as both an accusation and an insinuation; the performance further
reveals the complexity within the conditions of vulnerability, responsibility,
and anonymity. In the visual and symbolic association of the hands—hollowed
and absent vs. dynamic and insistent—the gloves activate the content. As design
scholar Donatella Barbieri claims, “Costume co-authors the performance with the
performer.”1 Further, the gloves serve as co-creator in the inspiration and development of the work. After discovering the first pair of gloves in the flea market, I
scoured charity shops, antique fairs, and other markets for more. I ordered from
online auction sites, using only a portion of the gloves that arrived, just the ones
that had the right size and shape and shade of worn red. I re-worked all of the
gloves to cut out the linings, turning each inside-out, pulling out the guts with an
exacting cut along the small seams, and leaving just the hide, hollowed of its former
purpose providing warmth and comfort. The effort became a second skinning, my
thick but deft hands burrowing into the tiny crevices of every fingertip to slice with
precision. This relationship between materials, body to leather, performer to glove,
totals the making of the performance, heralding the visuals and actions to emerge.
The concept of the emergent construction is a cornerstone of many theoretical
traditions, including Process Philosophy and Performative Theory: the idea that
the known and the knower, the act and the actant, dynamically co-constitute
in tandem. In the case of material processes, both the garment-making and the
garment-making making meaning, I find a theoretical apparatus in the Feminist
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Figure 3. Point Out. Photo by Helen Collard.

New Materialists. Led by Karen Barad’s definition of a “material-discursive” coproduction, matter and concept come into being together.2 With mutual agency,
the glove made me as much as I made the glove, our “intra-action”3 generating the
performance, starting in the studio and leading to the night cell.
During the performance, the material discourse extended: from the cradling
hand, the hollow hand, the deft hand to the insistent, pointing hand. Inside the
dark hood of gloves, I was anchored to the spot. I could smell the leather and I
could hear the public as they entered the space, but I could not make out any
form, not even in shadow or light. I was blind and cold and alone, cocooned in
isolation. My only action within the sculptural wearable, triangulating with body
and site, was to determinedly point. I became the point in the four hours of the
performance: pointing, weakening, switching arms, pointing again. The point
became significantly present, yet created greater distance to the viewer, if not
reproaching then directing them away. Within the gap my hand created, I became
the same as the gloves: gradually worn, a residue of loss and absence.
Touch On

A woman in a simple grey dress slowly descends and ascends the stairs. In the oversized
front pocket of the dress are many pairs of red leather gloves. She tries one on for size,
feeling this second skin, and places her hand firmly across her face, obscuring her
own identity; she then removes and drops the glove to the step below. She repeats the
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Figure 4. Touch On, INHABIT, Neon
Arts, Hexham Abbey, Hexham, UK,
2017. Photo by Joanna Hutton.

simple action until the stairs are littered with discards, a punctuating reminder of all
the hands that have come together here over a long history of love and loss, devotion
and longing.
Inspired by the night stair of Hexham Abbey—a link between the former
monks’ private space of contemplation and the more public nave—Touch On
was created for the liminal space of those very steps, the old stone treads worn to
soft depressions. The gestures derive from the history of the Abbey, especially the
stories of the spiritual women who were forced to lose or obscure their identities.
These losses include the head of the Virgin Mary sculpture, chopped off in an
Early Medieval invasion, a mistreatment more violent than destroying the whole,
as well as the legend of the nun and local Queen Æthelthryth. She veiled herself,
blending into the matching disguises worn by several of her maids, to escape her
demanding husband, King Ecgfrith of Northumbria, and remain chaste, as agreed
before their political marriage.4
Touch On relates closely to Point Out, as both performances make use of the
same materials: the gloves, now removed from their hangers and crumpled to
pack-in tight, as well as the simple grey dress, seemingly the same dress I’ve been
making over and over again. Of course, it is not the same dress. Even if similar in
color, shape, and style, the dresses are never swappable, as the specific material
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Figure 5. Touch On. Photo by Joanna
Hutton.

responds to both site and body, ever changing. Critically, each performance
requires a new garment, insomuch as the making makes the performance. When
I set to find materials early on in the process, I wanted a particular linen, finer than
russet cloth, courser than drabbet. There is something restrained and orderly in
the heavy fabric, textured, but holding no wrinkles. I visited the markets again,
this time the ones selling domestic goods, meats and plants, and sewing notions,
including big bolts of end-run upholstery fabric. I found a thick linen in stormy
grey, a perfect weight and drape; it took several cycles of salt bleaching, re-dying,
and bleaching again to create a softened surface to match the old stone of the
site. A design decision occurred while sewing the dress, to add an oversized front
pocket. Made before the gestures of either performance were identified, this was
an intuitive choice, or perhaps the projection of “material wisdom.”5 As Melissa
Trimingham suggests by this term, similar to co-authorship, the performance garment has the capacity to shape the conversation. The dress requested the oversized
pocket, which became the womb of the performance, metaphorically the site of
conception, and literally the pouch to hold the gloves that, when extracted one by
one, first concealed my face then took over the space. In the earlier performance
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of Point Out, the pocket became the space to engulf my opposite arm, pushing
forward the single point, the only active hand. The pocket became a force in each
performance. The process of making made the performance.
Making Alterations

If, in my own experience and extrapolating from Barad, the making makes the
performance, and in Judith Butler’s estimation, the performance makes the
performer,6 then by extension, does the making make the performer? I suspect
that the physical creation of the sculptural garment, the hands-on studio practice,
is a significant contributor in unlocking the potentials of both performance and
performer. Garment design and construction are equivalent to contemplative
practice and body-based training as performance-specific techniques, and access
critical questions of subjectivity and identity in the work. My broad research in
performance, supported by this exploration of the sculptural garment, details the
segmented identity of the performer from within the performance. In my own
work, I can experience a slippage of self, not an assertion of character and not even
quite persona, an emergent other providing a link between the concrete, corporeal
material of a performance and the attributes of the unknowable therein. I have
termed this an alterself. Now, I am narrowing in on the circumstances and methods
that enable this shift to take place, which include an unflagging commitment to
a single task or intention within an ambiguous framework without prescribed
outcomes, as well as a deep connection to another person. A focused, repetitive
task serves to limit the environment and reduce interference, cultivating the field
in which an interpersonal connection can thrive. As evidenced in the Hexham
performances, the material process can influence or even impose these potential
relations. In both cases, the circumstance was ready: a deep attunement to task.
However, any other connection was prevented; there was too much distance
between myself and any other. With the gloves over my face—clearly as a mask,
and even just my own hand causing me to hunch forward to navigate the uneven
steps—no viewers were able to penetrate my concentration. My focus did not
include them. As the attunement to my intention grew, the public remained
outside this parameter, visually described by my covered face, the distancing point,
and by the littering gloves taking over more and more of the stairway. They could
not reach me through the material.
Red We

Reconsidering the distance between performer and viewer, self and other, self
and alterself, I returned to the marketplaces. Inspired by my experience of the
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Figure 6. Red We, a social performance, Grainger Market, Newcastle, UK, 2017. Photo by Michelle
Hirschhorn-Smith.

public market as a contemporary crossroads and of its vernacular of sharing, Red
We responds as a social performance. If the making makes both performance and
performer, what would happen if the making is incorporated into the action of
the performance itself ?
A woman is wearing a full dress covered with many embroidery hoops. She is
sitting, quietly working on a single design in Redwork, the simple-stitch embroidery
first made popular in England almost 200 years ago. Redwork was traditionally used
to record and collect significant dates or events into everyday life (on quilts/linens,
for example); this custom soon spread through Germany, Scandinavia, and the US.
Redwork took the name from Turkey Red, a newly imported dyeing process that in
the 1740s was the first to be colorfast. Redwork became popular among the working
classes because the cotton, washable thread was more accessible than the expensive
silks until then available.
The public is invited to witness the woman stitching, the usually domestic task
brought out to the busy marketplace. They may also join the woman and sew on
to her dress. The designs in each embroidery hoop—as public as monuments or as
personal as mementos—come to represent this place, as do the passing conversations
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Figure 7. Red We, Grainger Market. Photo by Michelle Hirschhorn-Smith.

of this informal sewing circle. The performance references domestic handiwork as a
platform for sharing intimate connection: together in space with a common goal, and
the conversation that organically develops. The performer, this embroidered woman,
becomes the willing custodian of the collection of marks and stories. The dress also
serves as a living relic of the larger community in this shared encounter, methodically
recorded, stitch-by-stitch.
The woman and dress are co-embodiments, together constructing a visual
catalogue of memories, like overlapping stamps in a passport or tattoos on the skin.
The woman accumulates the experiences placed upon her over the long duration of
each discrete performance and especially over the course of the traveling project.
Red We has so far been performed at the Grainger Market in Newcastle city
center, UK (for 3 hours), and the flea market in the coastal town of Tynemouth,
UK (for 6 hours). The performer provides the platform and offers an opportunity
but does not direct the outcome. Participants may engage in any way. In fact, in
that cumbersome dress, the performer has limited reach and mobility. Like the
curious passerby, coming upon an unexpected experience, the performer is also
in unknown territory. Like the dress, she is willing to be marked.
Allowing others to sew into the oversized dress, bringing the making into
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Figure 8. Red We, Grainger Market. Photo by Michelle Hirschhorn-Smith.

the performance, initiates a clear connection between performer and participant.
This is a casual intimacy, an opportunity for a mundane closeness in terms of
proximity, shared task, and dialogue. Also significant are the gestures of the
making, as the performer and participants each must reach up under her dress to
complete the task at hand. Though not an explicit exposure, reaching under the
voluminous skirt establishes a metaphoric bond of vulnerability. They must trust
each other. The performer trusts the participants to come into her personal space
and brand her garment, functioning visually, materially as an extended skin. The
participants trust that she will in turn protect their efforts. As expected, the public
participated across a range of engagement, some slowing down to linger a moment,
some drawing, sewing, and talking for some minutes, and several participants
who remained for hours to complete an entire Redwork design. A camaraderie
formed and many personal stories were shared during the performance: stories
of beloved grandmothers, and failing health, memories of the curfew during the
war, of spiritual beliefs and hopes for the future. I held strongly to my intention
to encourage connection without expectation. I stayed grounded within the
context of the performance, coyly evading personal questions as best I could (for
example, Q: “Where do you live?” A: “I live in this dress.”). Of course, none of
the responses were scripted; the conversational improvisation gelled in tandem
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with my developing relationship to the performance. However, this heightened
identification with the public functioned to erode my unique place within the
performance. Fashion and feminist cultural theorist Susan B. Kaiser reminds us
that “a mask is not just a cover or a disguise; it can reveal a moment of reflexivity
about the otherness within and beyond ourselves.”7 In other words, the familiarity and shareability of the sculptural garment created access for me to join the
participants, in a way, outside the performance. From there, my role as performer
destabilized; I attempted to preserve the edges, as related to the task and the
site, providing a space for discussion that matched the visuals. Clearly, the social
aspect of the performance set a challenging and unfamiliar precedent. Usually
in my work—sculptural and silent—I can be wholly vulnerable and surrender
to the performance. The materials themselves provide the borders to hold the
structure; the visuals set a secure arena. The poetry is in the un-spoken: the clarity
of material and gesture, these details finely hewn. The weight and color of the Red
We dress fabric is specifically familiar, domestic like utilitarian linens, but with
a particular drape of large furnishings. Each textural detail was considered: the
upholstery box pleats at the waist, the curtain cord as lacing, the facings of the
hoop fasteners, the scale and design of the pouf seating stuffed with old clothes.
The materiality lead me more and more toward the familiar. This is the making
that made the performance, until the making within the performance diluted its
resolve. Though the connection to the public was strong in this case, I could never
get lost in my own task, recognizing that leakage outside the framework could
deflate the performance. With every seam threatening to burst, it was hard to just
keep sewing. Maintaining the structure was especially challenging when someone
less-of-a-stranger arrived expecting to know me, calling my name. I had to carefully place a few cornerstones to support the shape of the performance, splitting
my attention and intention. The approachability of the Red We performance
ultimately frayed the connection between me and my task. In her paper “Building
a Feminist Theory of Fashion,” Ilya Parkins references cultural critics and scholars
Dani Cavallaro and Alexandra Warwick. Their landmark volume, Fashioning
the Frame, posits a boundary theory of identity as related to dress and the body.
“The subject, according to Warwick and Cavallaro, is formed in part by dress’s
peculiar position as an Other that lends itself to the making of identity. Unable
to divorce herself from this very material Other, the subject is in part forged by
it.” Parkins continues, “In Barad’s terms, clothing situationally, provisionally
makes her intelligible, a condition she cannot approximate without this material
other.”8 The oversized, shared, and in-process dress of Red We destabilized my
position as performer, in fact, destabilized my selfness, but perhaps provided an
unambiguous other (the public, the familiar, the secure arena) to which to cling.
In response, in the moment of the performance, I attempted to take on the task
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Figure 9. Red We, Tynemouth Market, UK, 2018. Photo by Edyta Czarnecka.

of the materials, forgoing my intended focus. In this instance, it was I who could
not reach beyond the material.
Loose Ends

The earliest theories of identity correlate to masking and contain a subtext
of binary. The mask, or costumed persona, in Cicero’s theory is the taking on
of public roles that extract aspects of the self rather than suppressing it. For
Seneca, persona represented the façade, a fraud concealing the true self beneath.9
Described from fashion theorist Efrat Tseëlon’s contemporary framework, “[t]he
philosophy of the mask represents two approaches to identity. One assumes the
authenticity of the self (that the mask—sometimes—covers). The other approach
maintains that through a multitude of authentic manifestations the mask reveals
the multiplicity of our identities.”10 Though a possibility of multiplicity is introduced, even our most recent definitions set an expectation of a singular core from
which component strands are projected. In my own experience of performance,
including the deep connections and near misses, I have a sure sense that there is
an identity beyond any single self or other, beyond the either/or of revelation or
concealment, truth or deception, beyond layered or segmented or multi. When
constituted in relational terms, the self and not-self forge an ambiguous and
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complex shared identity of the collective. Walt Whitman, in Song of Myself, is
not the only one to declare, “I am large; I contain multitudes,”11 but I suggest that
the multitudes also compose me. The dress made me as much as I made the dress.
But more so. The collective is not inscribed or defined by any sense of individual
selfness. This is the alterself. My encounter with the garment-making, as well as
the garment-making making meaning, inches me closer to the flickering affirmation of this experience, where the details of all ourselves become less, where our
individual stories are flooded by our shared humanity, where the collective is as
familiar as a simple linen dress.
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Ympäristökannanottoja ja osallistamista: Art Ii Biennaali 2018
On vähintäänkin sopivaa, että Suomen ekologisin kunta toimii paikkana
taidetapahtumalle, jonka teemana ovat ympäristökysymykset. Kesäkuussa jo kuudetta
kertaa järjestetty Art Ii Biennaali uudisti tänä vuonna konseptinsa monipäiväiseksi
osallistavan taiteen festivaaliksi.
Iin kunta on profiloitunut ilmastotyön edelläkävijäksi. Kunnassa pyritään vähentämään
hiilidioksidipäästöjä, kierrättämään ja välttämään jätteiden syntyä sekä käyttämään
yhteisiä resursseja maapallon kantokyvyn rajoissa. Iissä satsataan tuuli- ja
aurinkovoimaan, käytetään sähköautoja ja korostetaan kestävän kehityksen merkitystä
kaikessa päätöksenteossa. Iin ympäristöohjelma saikin viime syksynä Euroopan
komission RegioStars2017-palkinnon.
Vuodesta 2008 järjestetty Art Ii Biennaali on vakiinnuttanut paikkansa pohjoisen
kansainvälisenä ympäristötaidetapahtumana. Tänä vuonna biennaalin taideteoksissa ja
oheisohjelmassa syvennyttiin veden merkitykseen maailmassa ja sitä kautta
ympäristöteemoihin laajemminkin. Iijoki loi teoksille ja tapahtumille taustan, joka
heijasteli hienosti pohjoista ekologista ajattelua. Tämän vuoden biennaaliohjelmassa
painottuivat prosessipohjaisuus ja osallistavuus, ja monet teoksista luotiin käytännössä
yhteistyössä paikallisten asukkaiden ja yleisön kanssa.
Tiistaina 5. kesäkuuta Art Ii Biennaalin yhteydessä järjestettiin Maailman
Ympäristöpäivään liittyen paneelikeskustelu ”Ympäristön olotilat”. Paneelissa pohdittiin
sitä, miten globaalin elinympäristön muutokset heijastuvat yhteisöihin ja taiteeseen.
Kansainvälinen asiantuntijajoukko avasi teemaa niin globaalisti kuin lokaalistikin.
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Taidekuraattori Anastasia Patsey Venäjältä huomioi, että pienillä maaseutumaisilla
paikkakunnilla ympäristötietoisuus on vahvempaa kuin suurkaupungeissa. Iin
kunnanvaltuuston puheenjohtaja Teijo Liedes vahvisti väitteen ja kertoi, kuinka iiläisillä
on omakohtaista kokemusta vaikkapa Iijoen veden laadun muutoksista yhden ihmisen
eliniän ajalta: ennen juomakelpoinen vesi on nykyään turpeen samentamaa ja vapaana
virranneen joen kalansaaliit ovat enää muisto vain. Näin ympäristön olotilat ovat
ihmiselle merkityksellisiä aivan eri tavoin kuin urbaaneissa ympäristöissä.
Historiallista perspektiiviä keskusteluun toi Kierikkikeskuksen arkeologi Sami Viljanmaa,
joka kertoi vesistöjen, niiden sijainnin ja muutosten käytännössä sanelleen ihmisen
asuinpaikat pohjoisessa. Palkittu venäläinen ympäristöjournalisti Angelina Davydova
puolestaan korosti sitä, että taiteen tehtävä on saada ihmiset kokemaan tunnetasolla
kylmien faktojen takana oleva muuttuva todellisuus ja tehdä siten katsojat tietoisiksi
muutoksista ja osallisiksi tapahtumiin, jotka ovat käynnissä silmiemme edessä.
[…]
Yksi festivaalin
vaikuttavimmista
teoksista oli
isobritannialaisen
kuva- ja
performanssitaiteilija
Laurel Jay Carpenterin
sekä norjalaisen
performanssitaiteilija
Teresa Longvan
”Thirst”, jossa kaksi
naista kantoi Iijoesta
loputtomasti vettä
vuotavissa astioissa
Terese Longvan (kuvassa) ja Laurel Jay Carpenterin teoksessa Thirst kaksi
naista kantoi kahdeksan tuntia vettä Iijoesta koettaen täyttää pientä
koettaen saada täyteen
vesilasillista.
pientä vesilasillista.
Päivän päätteeksi vettä oli kertynyt lasin pohjalle noin yhden senttimetrin verran.
Perjantaina kokonaiset kahdeksan tuntia kestänyt Longvan ja Carpenterin teos herätti
katsojassaan ajatuksia naiseudesta, maailmanlaajuisesta vesikriisistä ja ihmisen
läsnäolosta maailmassaan. Samalla se otti kantaa naisten rooliin historiassa ja toisaalta
tutkii nykyistä maailmanlaajuista vesikriisiä. Teosta saattoi halutessaan seurata vain
hetken, tai viipyä pidemmän aikaa, jolloin turhan työn tekemisen tematiikka avautui
sykähdyttävällä tavalla.
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Environmental Stories and Involvement: Art Ii Biennial 2018
It is at least appropriate that the Finnish ecological municipality is a place for an art
event whose theme is environmental issues. This year's Art Ii Biennale, held for the sixth
time in June, renewed its concept as a multi-day festival of participatory art.
he municipality of Ii has been a forerunner in climate work. The municipality aims to
reduce carbon dioxide emissions, recycle and avoid waste, and use common resources
within the capacity of the planet. In Ii, wind and solar power are used, electric cars are
used and the importance of sustainable development is emphasized in all decisionmaking. Last autumn, Ii's Environmental Program received the European Commission's
RegioStars2017 Award.
The Art Ii Biennale, organized since 2008, has established itself as the northern
international environmental art event. This year, the Biennale's works of art and
ancillary program deepened the importance of water in the world and, more broadly,
environmental themes. Iijoki created a backdrop for works and events that reflected the
northern ecological thinking. This year's biennial program focused on process-based and
participatory approaches, and many of the works were created in practice in
collaboration with local residents and the public.
On Tuesday, June 5, in the context of the World Environment Day, a panel discussion
“Presence of Environment” was organized in connection with the World Environment
Day. The panel looked at how changes in the global living environment are reflected in
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communities and art. An international team of experts opened the theme both globally
and locally.
Art Curator Anastasia Patsey from Russia notes that in small rural communities,
environmental awareness is stronger than in big cities. Teijo Liedes, Chairman of the
Municipal Council of Ii, affirmed the claim and told how the young people have firsthand experience of changes in the quality of Iijoki's water for one person's lifetime: predrinking water is now the turbid of the turbid and the free-flowing fish catches are no
longer a memory. In this way, the state of the environment is relevant to humans in
quite different ways than in urban environments.
The historical perspective of the discussion was brought by the archaeologist of the
Kierikkeskus , Sami Viljanmaa , who told the waterways, their location and the changes
in practice that dictated human habitats in the north. The award-winning Russian
environmental journalist Angelina Davydova, in turn, emphasized that the purpose of
art is to make people experience the changing reality behind the cold facts and thus
make the viewers aware of the changes and the events that are happening before our
eyes.
[…]
One of the most
impressive works of
the festival was Laurel
Jay Carpenter, a British
artist and performer,
and the Norwegian
performance artist
Teresa Longva’s
“Thirst”, where two
women carried endless
water from the river
Iije, trying to get a
small glass of water
full. At the end of the
day, water had
Terese Longva (pictured) and Laurel Jay Carpenter in Thirst, two women carried
eight hours of water from the river Iij, trying to fill a small glass of water.
accumulated at the
bottom of the glass by
about one centimeter. On Friday, a full eight hours of Longva and Carpenter's work
inspired the viewer of thoughts of femininity, the global water crisis and the human
presence in the world. At the same time, it took a stand on the role of women in history
and on the other hand examines the current global water crisis. The work could only be
followed for a moment, if desired, or for a longer period of time, when the subject of
unnecessary work opened up in a thrilling way.
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Interview with Laurel Jay Carpenter
Newcastle, UK, 29 August 2019

Q: Why / when / how did you start to work with performance, what is your background, how did you
arrive at doing performance?
Fittingly, I found performance through life experience. My first job after undergraduate study (in English
Literature and Art History) was at the experimental art center Mobius in Boston, USA. There I met Marilyn
Arsem and many other working artists; I was exposed to the world I didn’t even know I was missing: sound
and video art, installation and performance. Mobius also taught me about collaborative processes and
artist collectives—the larger effects catalyzed by coming together. Within a year, I had moved to New
York City and eagerly pursued other jobs at alternative art spaces. I became the PR Director at
Performance Space 122 (now PS New York). If Mobius was my first kiss as an artist, PS122 was my first
love. This was the early 1990s, at the height of the culture wars and AIDS crisis, and so much significant,
activist work was being made by artists who became leaders in the field: Karen Finley, Diamanda Galas,
Holly Hughes, Jennifer Miller. I saw so much performance during this time; yet, this work fell within the
theatrical/dance lineage (either narrative in structure or framed, however loosely, within a proscenium
experience), and my inclinations and skills were defined by a tradition of visual art. I initiated my practice
by making found object, sometimes interactive, installations. Then, in 1994, a curator suggested I add
performance elements, initiating the next decade of my work in performed installation. When I left the
city for graduate study, my work shifted away from the constructed setting of installation for site-inspired
performance in the public realm. In 2004, during my MFA, I also met Marina Abramović who invited me to
join the short-lived Independent Performance Group (IPG) with many of her former students from
Braunschweig. My early explorations in visual performance opened methods that remain in my current
practice including extended duration and the sculptural garment. These experiences also introduced me
to the international performance community, a world I am no longer missing—which I feel privileged to
consider my home.
Q: What is your process like when you make a performance, from idea to actual work?
As a visual artist, I deal in images. I always see
it first: how the body in space, gestured or
tasked, appears from the perspective of a
viewer, what colors, textures, depths, shapes.
This image may be inspired by a memory or
other residue of emotion, or something I’ve
read, from poetry to political commentary. It
may just be a flash of material affiliation, but
the image is primary. The body, space and
time, and the relations between all of these,
are vital to constructing the image, to be able
to make it felt, as in Laura U. Mark’s definition
of “haptic visuality.” The process activates this
potential. First, I draw and describe the image,

Of Wanting, 2017. Photo by Bjarte Bjørkum
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just quickly in my sketchbook, to hold on to it; then I invest in material and scholarly research, sometimes
quite protracted, to garner as much information as possible to fill out the image. I usually need to make
something as part of this process, for example, sewing together 300 white shirt sleeves into an oversized
dress, or gold leafing a dozen stones. The studio practice defines the connection to both the original
image and the ultimate content of the work, from inspiration toward intention. Of course, this is all
performance preparation, that which “makes the work work” as Erin Manning would suggest. As the
performer, with a slowness and order that is just in my bones, I engage a single focused task—simply
dropping pins as at the PAO Festival—which occurs in the deliciously complex field of visual, spatial,
material, temporal and social constructs, allowing meanings to shuffle and tumble over the duration of
the performance’s offering.
Q: Can you tell us about your latest project?
Most recently I performed a new work, Lineage, with my long-term collaborator, Norwegian artist Terese
Longva. Sculptural, durational and designed for public space at the Prague Quadrennial, the performance
opens with two women standing back-to-back in matching custom-made dresses in a glistening saffron
shade. The women walk apart, so slowly, their movement almost imperceptible; over many hours
gradually revealed is bits of text on the single, connected train, sewn in contrasting pink fabric. The walk
continues, the train extends to 30 meters, shifting its scope from garment to banner, from body to
assembly. The quote is then at its most accessible. The material choice and specific phrase incorporates
both a poetic and an activist feminist ideology. After researching many inspiring slogans of the historic
suffragettes, Longva and I chose a quotation from female writer Ryan Graudin, to include a contemporary
and inclusive political vernacular. Here is a silence broken. The sculptural garment, claiming space and
reclaiming our voice, serves as both a protest sign and a signifier of protest. Current feminist discourse is
comprised of many actions, conversations and declarations from before. This conceptual layering through
time becomes a visible repeat in a single strong line, slowly unfurled. The oversized and shared dress is
both a weight and a bond, a measure and a lure; it signifies this moment as a metaphor of moments past,
and the directionally of moving into our shared future.
Q: Can you describe your current doctoral research in performance?
My research examines a particular slippage of identity within durational, visual art performance
prompting a reassessment of dominant theories of presence, character and persona. Extending the
conception of a segmented, layered or constructed other-self within performance practice, the research
originated in the dichotomy between the I (artist) and she (performer) of the performance, noticed but
never notated over years of my practice. Developing a new body of work provided a means to narrow in
on a conceptualization and definition of the alterself, as well as determine the circumstances of its
emergence. My own experience from within the performance is substantiated by live encounters with
other artists’ work, including Amanda Coogan, Kira O’Reilly, John Court, and Hancock & Kelly. These artists
provide a comparative study in at least one strand of investigation in the research: immersion, duration,
or a heightened visual element. Indeed, conditions of the alterself require a layering of these strands of
connection, indicating an embodied scale: a deep, funneled focus (micro), a sustained intimacy with
another (meso), and a sense of awe within the spectacular (macro). Troubling the notions of subjectivity
and selfness, the new term alterself provides a link between the concrete, corporeal material of
performance work and the attributes of the unknowable therein. She is there, embodied, willful, but
equally immaterial and fleeting. She is the signified other—inside, intertwined, superimposed—in the
performance-reality and to the performer-self. The thesis is titled, This Is She.
<< Back
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